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FOREWORD

In 1772i John Whitehurst developed the' first known machine
to utiliie_the_water hammer effect_ to pump_t4ater. Whitehurst's
deviee included a wateAsupply tank, a 11/2_inch, 600Moot
long drive pipe, a cWck valve,_an accumulator and a_delivery
pipe. He used a_hand-operaXed_impulse valve, employing child
labor to open and close thevalve in continuous cycles.

In 1776, Joseph Michael -de Montgolfier'invented a similar
machine but replaced the,hand_operated valve with an automatic
impulse_valve which was oPened_andclosed by the reboundwave
inside_the hydram- itself. Montgolfiersmachine was called
"le belier hydraulique,"_from which thd term "hydraulic ram"
was derived. (Because "hydraulic:ram" can have more than
one meaning, .however, we prefer the British term "hydram" to
describe these water pumping devices, and will use this term
throughout this manual.)- The invention was so. simple_ and
reliable, it has survived 'over 200 years with very little
change.

The technical information contained in this manual has
been developed through experiments and experience. We have
tried to present the fruits of our experience in such a manner
as to be easily transferred to other situations and applications;
The transfer cannot always be complete; however; and situations
cannot always be predicted. The performance of a hydram'is
dependent on many variables. The information contained in this
manual should therefore be regarded as_jouidelines. based on
past experience, rather than absolute fules.'

David Jessee
Perennial Energy, Inc.'



Introduction

This training manual presents a comprehensive training design,
suggested procedures, and materials for conducting a workshop in
the design; construction; operation, maintenance and repair of
hydrams, and planning and implementing_hydram_projects. It in-_
cludes sessions for the design and construction of modified and
'fabricated pipefitting rams and cement rams, and complete instruc7
tiOns for a clear PVC demonstration ram. The training design
incorporates a variety of active learning techniques and can be
modified to fit the skills and nee-di of the participants. The
workshop requires ten, eighthour working days. The activities
have been designed for 15-20 pa *ticipants with two trainers.

The training design is only as effective as the trainers who
are using it. Trainers must have skills and experience with
hydrams as well as training. TheyMayfindit necessary to modify
the design to acoommbdate partigdpants'skills and needs, the
amount of time available for tridining, actual conditions at the
training site, the number of participants and their training
style. The success of the design, however, depends on the amount
of practice and application participadrs experience;

This manual was produced under a ticipating Agency Service
Agreement between Peace Corps.and the S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development. The initial work, including the technical
content and material was prepared by- Perennial Energy, Inc:, which
his- conducted pre-service training for Peace Corps Volunteers.
David Jessee; Ted Landers, Jay Dick, Brad Jacobs and Pat Wiersma
were Perennial's significant contributors.

Trainers who participated_inia selection and orientation work-
shop offered insights for revisions. That group_ included: _Jim
Bell, Paul Jankural_Steve Joyce, Dale Krenek, John Leo; Jack
McCarthy, Judith Oki, Christopher Szecsey, Chris Walters, Maurice
Wells and Terry Whitington.

The design was piloted in Costa Rica, by Dale Krenek, in
Lesotho by pale Krenek, Judith Oki and Terry Whitington; and in
Fiji by David Jessee, Dale Krenek and Judith Oki. Those experi-
ences completed the design revisions incorporated here.

Ongoing_- design, editing and production has been the task of
the entire Peace Corps Energy Sector: Paul Jankura, Ada Jo Mann,
Prudence Merton, and Pat Riley.

JUdith Oki
Energy Training Specialist
Office of Programming and

Training Coordination,

October; 1981



GU)DELINES FOR "USERS

A. Training Objectives: By the end of thp workshop, participants
will be ab1O to:

survey and evaluate sites for'pqtential hydram projects;

articulate and apply hydram theory;

use correctly_ basic water and distance measurement
toChniquoS and formulas for proper sizing of hydrams;

4
Select proper ram design and size;

list tasks- and resources necessary to develop a water
source site for .hydram operations, and

design water distripition system including storage tank,
stand pipe, supply lines, etc;;

construct a pipefitting and/or concrete hydram;

operate, maintain, troubleshoot and repair hydrams;

identify issues in training local community members,in the
installation, operation and maintenance of hydrams;

identify physical, social and institutional requirements
for the sUCC088f01 application of this technology; and

describe an action plan for using this technology in their
real life situation.

rEs Training Activities: The workshop design requires the involve-
ment of:each participant, individually, in small groups, and
the large group; The activities are designed to provide
maximum opportunities for participantS to practice the skills/
they'rrefacquiring and consider issues specific to their sites;

Actiities include:
.

demonstrations
problem-solving (individually, small group, large
group)
skill "practice, guided construction (small group)

-.group discussion (small and large group)

As the workshop evolves, participants- are_required_to solve
increasingly complex problems on paper and in akill_practice.
Throughout the workshop, participants are asked to identify
key issues in hydrags application and prqject development.
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C. Manual _Organization

Th=p training sessions each include learning objectives; recom-
. mended.time; suggested Vrocedures, and the specific tools,_

materials and resources required. Notes to the trainer are in
the right hand' :"Margin" and space is provided there for
additional notes.

All handouts appear twice. in this manual. .10nce at tSe end of
the session in which they are used and collectively as an
appendix for easy duplication;

D. Preparation for Training

.L.

[Editor's Note: Appendix of duplicate
hand=outs deleted from this document.]

The following is a list of logistics and tasks that need to- be
completed during the planning process; I/Specific tasks''thaB
need to be completed before each session are listed within the
session.

1. Become familiar with the training design sessions and
materials in the manual.

2. Gather information.about the availability of skills, equip-
ment and materials at or near the training location. The
practical nature of this workshop requires the availabi-
lity of basic_carpentry, plumbing, and some metalworking
tools, as well as parts and materials for the different
ram constructions. A checklist is.provided..

3. Bayed on the information gattiered, and proposed applica-
tionsi.= select the constructions that will be covered in
depth;

1'

Note: The concrete constrpction is easier to underAand_
after participants have acually constructed a simple rain,
i.e., pipefitting or clear PVC. The concrete construction
must take place over at least 6 days in order to cure
enough to pperate.

4. Identify,the training site. ,-The ideal training site
provides space for the fitill,"'range of training activities
Within easy walking distancQ from each other:

classroom space for -small and large group,work; chalk-
board, newsprint, slide projector, table space;

4 enough 'workshop space to accomodate all participants ip
in construction activities; worKbenches, tool storage,
first aid station;

1.
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1

field activities:

1) a stream/springs nearby where_ participants can
practice measuring water flow; distance, head;

2) an area where pArticipants can take a number -of
measurements to determine an ideal location for a
hydram; The site mustoffer a range of choices;

3) space where a demonstration ram can be installed
easily, or proximity to an actual installation;_

04) experimentation: space must be available for
participants to operate and troubleshoot hydrams.
These activities represent ?-3_days of the
workshop._ The space must provide sufficient

-stations for constructed -rams station per3-4
participants is recommended. The water source
must supply a constant Q and variable _H, An _

example experimental station is provided at the
end of this section.

1f-these facilities are_not_near each other, then
travel time must be included in the schedule and
transportation arranged.

5

5. Determine number of trainers required. 1 trainer: 7
part icipants is an ideal ratio, but with a strong tech-"
nicalassistant trainer, a 1:10 ratio is manageable; The
important thing is participant access to skilled resources
during their practical work.

6; Announce the workshop and identify participants. Send
each participant information on dates; logistics, a set
workshop objectives -and the site .information worksheet,
included here in appendix of handouts; (1B, 2E)

With.other trainers, develop norms for the training team,
'clarify roles and expectations, review status of steps 1-6
to date, develop-a final schedule, make training and
preparation assignments; decide when to do review
exercises, and mid -point and.fnal workshop _evaluations

Duplicate. handouts;

Finalize materlalS list, based on number:Of participants
and decision'on types of construction; Orderimaterials,
and arrange for transport to training site.

10. Assemble handouts (pre-punch for ring binders if
possible) , chalkboard, chalk, newsprint, markers, tape,
notebooks, ring binders, schedule.

%.



11. Construct clear PVC ram'if necesgary for demonstration;
The ihS.trOctions are included here. _Ses'sion 2 is readily
understood witty the assistance of this visual aid. .If_ 'you:
determine:that each participant should constrUctsonei then
schediule that early on in the workshop.

12. Certificates of completion add a nice touch; and should be
esiVned (Ind printed.

I

.11



WORKSHOP -: TOOLS, EQU1PMEN'', MATERIALS

Quantities vary according to -training:,group SiZ8.
Apprdkimately I complete set per 4 trainees.

On hand at
training
s+te

-Can be
borrowed
from:

'Can be
_purchased
from: :

Approx.
Cost:

Standard size
buckets; eg;_,
20 liter; 5 gal

. .

2-3 55 gal
druins

:..

3-6 21" pipi;$
. 3/4" Diam
diameter

,Lumber for
molds, weirs,
braces

Sight levels .

Carpenters
levels

Measuring
tapes

Pliers

Pipe
Wrenches

Hacksaw
. .

Hammers
.

Shovels .
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On hand at
training
site

Can be
.borrowed
from:

Can be
purchased
from:

Approx
;Cost:

Picks

Saws .

Various
size nails

0-
.

sc; hard-
ei nuts;

b. washers;
et

,

Gasket
material:

.

rubber; cork

,

Rubber sheet
3/16" - le thick
can be inner
tube

Steel plate
3/16" - 1/4"
thick

.

Pipe joint
compound or
Teflon tape

.

Access to metal
working
Facility for

.

cutting,
lkilling;
grinding stell
?late

.



HYDRAM CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

The specific construction materials vary, and there is a
range of possible adaptations and variations. ,At_s general
level we need to know whet_typical sizes -of- Standard pipe
and pipefittings are available and approximately what they cost.

Please indicate: (yes or no) if the parts are generall
available, i.e., -one could find them readily in a pling
supply/hardware store; if they can be specially ordered,
how much time is required; approximate unit cost for the
folloWini:

PART
SIZE

_CIDIAM
GENILLY
AVAILABLE

SPECIAL
ORDER TIME

APPROX)
COST

Steel pipe; standard
length in/cm.

3/4"

1"
%

2"

)(°Ipe Tees . 3/4"

2" !c-,-

3"

2"x 1"Reducing
Bushings

2"x 3/4

Sweep - 90°

45°

1"

1"

Female adapters 3/4"

1"

Male adapters 3/4"

)
1"



Hydra1 Construction Materials - continued

PART
SIZE

_MIAM

\

1 GEN'LLY
I VAILABLE-A

SPECIAL
ORDER TIME

$

APPRbX
COST

Clear PVC pipe 3

PVC cap : 3"

Gate valve 1/2"

Foot valve 2"

Check valve I"

. .

A cement ram can also be made, reducing the need for many of
the above parts, so please indicate approximate cost of cement:

lbs.

Thit liSt is -by -no means -all inclusive but represents key
items. Detailed parts libts will be developed prior to the
workshop.

15
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SAMPLE, WORKSHEET FOR FINAL MATERIALS LIST

Materials List

Type of .Ram
No of Rams to be built

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION SIZE USE

ea

If

IA°

J



Day One

SUGGESTED'SCHEDULE FOR HYDRAM WORK rIOP

Session't

Session 2

Session 3 & 4

Theory

-Session 5

Session 7

SeSSiOn 8

Session 9

-y Four,

Sessibn LQ_

Part I, II

Session 1,1

Seibil 12

Day Fib

Mid wort Shop

evaluation

N

Session 13;

Sessioh 6

Day Six Day Seven Day Eight Day Tine

Session 1O:

Part II cunt

SesSiOn 13

present

resultS

Session 14

Session 15

Session 16

Session 17

Session. 18

Day Ten

Session 19

Session 20
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SCHEDULING WORKSHEET - HYDRAM WORKSHOP
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OEJECTIVE:

OVERVIEW:

MATERIALS:

TOOLS:

NOTE:

-1

4

CONSTRUCTION OF A PVC HYDRAM Time: 4-5 hours
(for Demonstration PUrposes)

To construct a hydram from clear PVC:pipe-fittings
and fabricated valves.

The PVC hydram is an excellent training_tool
because it enables trainees to see the hydram
components moving while the.ram_is in operation,
and to observe the directional flow of water as
shown by suspended solids_in the water. The PN(C
hydram i o limited use for actual water pumping,
howeveri'a it will last only about one month in_
continuous use. For this reason, it is suggested

be constructed prior
illustrate the intro-
2) on the -first d4Y
construction could be
training program, if

that one or more PVC hydrams
to the workshop, and used to
ductory sessions (Session 1 &
of the workshop itself. The
part of a pre-workshop staff
desired.

2 '1/4 tees 1 14" coupling

I 3/4" male adapters

1 14" cap

1 14"k 14" pipe

5 14"X 3/4" reducing 6 4 x 20 nuts
bushings.

1 24"X 3/4" pipe

PVC cleaner, PVC glue, 1/8" sheet rubber, TFE tape

4 1/2" #6 sheet metal

2 1"X 4" x 20; bolts

1 2"x 4"x 20 bolt

assorted washers
Handout

screws

Heat source (such as propane torch, campfire, oven)
4-20 tap, saw, miter box, electric or hand drill,
1/8" drill bit, 13/64" drill bit; screw driver;

.
7/16" wrench or adjustable wrench; knife, tape measure

This is presented in:ses_ on format,_ in case .it
needs to be done withall participants, in addition
to trainer preparation.
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PROCEDURES

1. ;Warm -up the middle 12" of th% 24"
long 3/4" PVC pipe, making sure 4 is
heated evenly.witholit scorching oT
blistering. After; PVC is pliable
bend it-into.a_Wf angle with about_
a_5" to 6 " radi_us. Aliow it to coo'
thencut 5" off each end; (See #3
ad #8 onAttachment.A.

2. Cut the 14" PVC into two pieces,
one"--12" long (#6)nd one 2" Iting-
(#19),making cerpin that the ends'
are cut square ana are de-burred;

3. CUt_the_14" coupling (#13) into two
cylindrical pieceg just to one side
Of the land: Cut of-the bottom
of one of the 14"x 3/4" reducing
bushinqs, and sand it smooth on both
sides to form a 3/8" thick PVC.wash-
er (#14). Glue the .washer inside
the piece of coupling without the_
land-,_flush with one end. _DisCard
the bther.balf Of_the_coupling and
the remainder of the:bushing.

4. To make the valves, cut to
circular pieces of rubber to the
same outside diameter as the 4"
PVC pipe, Cut out of -each round
a horseshoe shaped piece and a
4" hole as shownin Attachment A#7-

5. Place four wraps of TFE tape around
one end of the 2" piece_of 14"'.70C._
pipe. Lay on top of this one of he
rubber valves you_ have cut out._
Force_this_ into the coupling -half
that has the_PVC washer glued into
it. Attadh bolt (#121, nuts_ (#10)
and washers (#15 & 116) as shown
in Handout._ Drill two 1/" holes
(one -on each side) through this
impulse valve assembly and into
the 2" piece of 14" PVC. Then screw
two set metal screws into tHese
holes (#18) .

20

NOTES

Note the 2 types of stroke
adjustment illustrated in
the handout. That labeled
"alternate" is slightly
more complicated to construct
but provides easler_adjustment.
Materials required for the
alternate stroke adjust

1/4__x 20 bOlt_and nut

wide x 2" long piece
cut from PVC pipe

2 Lf' #6 sheet metal screws



PROCEDURES = continued

6. Cut ; "_off the bottom straight
. through leg of one_of the tees
(#1), making certain the_cut is
square,and de-burred. Place fOur
wraps of TPetape around the male
end of a 11/4" x .3/4" reducing;,_
bushing. Attach the 1" x 1/4" bblt
with nuts and wash-laws to the
remaining rubber valve as shown in '
the handout. Then place thi-i rubber
valve inside the bottom of the
tee you just cut off- Force the
TFE wrapped reducing bushing up to
the rubber valve. Drill two 1/8"
holes into this assembly and secure
with 2 sheet metal screws.

7; Next,_glue the rest of -the pieces
together as _shown in the Attachment-'1.
Be sure to follow the instructions'
on the glue.

8. 13/64 "_ hole through one of
the flats on- the reducing bushing
just below the check valve, making
certain that you also drill tDrough
the 3/4" pipe as well. Drilla
1/8" hole up from the bottom of
this bushing, intersecting with the
13/64".hole. Tap the 13/64" hole
With a 1/4-20 tap then insert a 3/4"
1/4-20 bblt With lock nut (#9 & #10)

9. After the hydram(s) have had time to
dry, hook them up to a driVe_head
and test them.

NOTES



. 1'4" Tee (2)

2. 1V0/4" Bushing (5)
3. 3/4" PVC Pipe 14" Long (1)
4. 3/4" Male AdApter (2)

Cap (1)

6 11/4" PVC Pipe (1)

7; Valve (2)

8; 3/4" PVC 5" Long (2)

9: Bolt 3/4" Long (1)

10= Nut (5)
II. _4.-20 Bolt 1/2" Long (1)

12. 1/47-20 Bolt 2" Long (1)

13. Coupling: (1)
14. Washer Cut From Buthing (1)
15, 1/4" Washer 1" DiameteT (2)
16. ,;11 Washer 3/4" Diameter (2)

'17. fender Washer (1)
18. 116 Sheet Metal Screws (4)

19. 2" 14r PVC PIPE (1)

15
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Total T -tue: 1/2 hours

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this session trainees will have

familiarized themselves with each other and
...

training staff; and

identified and clarified their expectations
those of the staff.

OVERVIEW: This session is designed to establish a climate of
active participation and collaborative problem- solving
in' the workstrop; The schedule should 5e reviewed and
discussed, and expectations need to be shared and
processed;

MATERIALS: Handout IA: " hat's in a Name"

Handout lB: Workshop objectives

Notebook or pad for each trainee (ripg binder)

Flipchart/markersfor chalkboad/chalk

Goals of workshop on a flipchart/chalkboard

Workshop Goals:

1. To design, construct-, operate, maintain and repair hydrams.

2. Identify, issues in hydram project plannning and.
implementation.

Note: "What's in a Name" is a recommended icebreaker. Trainer
may use another that achieves the same objectives.

;
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PRocm)wIREs

Introddtion

%
1. Welcome the participants to the

workshop and introduce the staff.
Dave each staff-Tmember_ say a few
words about him/herself:

_.-----
-,-- 2. Introduce the_"Whatis_in a Name"

.

exercis e and divide the group into
small groups of 4-6 participants.

3 Distribute the handout "What's an a
Name" and have the groups discuss
their_names'using questions on the
handout aS a guide.

4. As a large group have.the partici-
pants share some of the interesting
"stories" that may have come out of
their small group discussions about
their names.

Goal Setting -

5; R6view goals listed on newsprint.
Distribute the workshlt objectives
and ask participants to read them.

Expecta/ tions

6; E%plain that one of the purposes
of this session is to identify and.
clarify expectations of the training
workshop.

7. 3i2JC the trainees to.list their indi-
vidual_expectations of the workshop
on a sheet of paper",

8. Have the trainees form small groups
Of 4`5 People and ask them to share
their_ex Peotations listing those
they have in cotrOon on newsprint.
Staff will do the same..

9. Ask a rePorter from_each group to
post their group's list and share
it with th.large group.

Session 1

NOTES

10 min.

Allow 30 mill. ,for this.

Trainer may wan o join one
of the groups as participant.
Be sure to gi he groups a
time check.

.

10 min. Participants should
already have copies of the
objectives. Have additional
copies on hand just in case.
Answer any questions.

min;

15 min.

20 min.
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PROCEDURES

10. Clarify which expectations can be
Met dUring the workshop and those ,

Whidh cannot.

11. DiStribUte the schedule forme_
workshop and discus the first day:
Explain the WOrksho site_procedure
ritealtimes, facilit es, etc.).

12 End the session by ummarizing 'the
shared expectations of the group
and mention that the list will be
reviewed at the end f the workshop
to determine how welt the expecta-
tions have been met.
ASk_participants to bring
"Pd_-tidipant Site Info-mation
Work t" to next ses ion.

NnTRs

5 min:

5 min.

1

Session 1
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Session
Handout lA

1111AT.S_IILAAsIANE

Our names are one of the most distinguishing characteristics of
who we are. 'Share with the group some of the reasons why your
name is special.--

Sothe things you might wish to share:,

DO you like Your name? Why or why not?

How.did you get your'first name?

Does your.name(s) have any meaning?

What is the origin of your last name?

FampUS (or infamous) ancestors?

Unny stories; incidents related to your name?

vAnything else you may wish ta. share.

2G
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HYDRAM TRAINING WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

Session I
Handout lB

ty the end of the training program, you will be able to:

survey and evaluate .sites tor potential hydram projects_;

articulate and apply hydram theory.;

use correctly, basic water measurement techniques and
formulas for-,proper sizing of hydrams;

seIeptTroperram design and size;

develop a water source site for hydram operations;

design water distribution system including storage tan
stand pipes, supply lines, etc.;

construt a pipefitting and/or cement hydram;

troubleshoot and repair hydrams;

train local community _members in the installation , operation'
and maintenance of(hOrams; and

identify physical, social and institutional requirements
for the above.

6



SESSION 2: INTRODUCTION TO HYDRAMS Time: 3 hours

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this session trainees will be able to:

articulate basicissues of water_supply
in their communities and the implications
for hydram projects;

approximate amount of water a system must
deliver;

accurately describe how hydrams work;

articulate_ principles underlying how a
hydram works;

determine_ amount of water that can be pumped
from a hydram given the flow rate and the
height of the source, and the height of the
delivery point; and

use standardized notation/terms;

OVERVIEW: Part I of this session is a technical introduction
to the device, providing a basic understanding
of how and why it works. It presents the rela-
tionship between potential energy and the amount
of flow that a hydram can deliver; Given that
as a. basis, trainees will follow the water flow
from a source, through the ram (actual or
demonstration) to a delivery point; develop an
equation that_describes the relationsip; and
solve problems; Part -II examines critical

.issues involved in the installation of a hydram
system,_ including_ access to water; present systems;
needs; -use and demaR5is for water; and establishes
a context for the technical training;

MATERIALS: Handouts 2A; 2B; 2C,2D; 2E (2A and 2B reproduced
on flipchart)

A working hydram or hydra4 model

A physical demonstration of:potential energy
e.g., a pegboard with movablepegs; cc:a-or-6d
string a weights.

NOTE: Problems and.examples should be written in appropriate
units of Theasurement.

f\
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.PROCELIURES

I; Introduce session with a brief stat
ment about the general application
and history_of_hydrams, including
use and revival in the U.S.

2; State the objectives of this session
and rationale for two parts.

Ask for definition of potential
energy. Write it on the board.

Using attachment 2A, or a peg board,
demonstrate how a falling mass can
be used to lift a mass to a higher
elevation.

2. Refer to attachment 2B on the flip
chart, and demonstrate situation in
which a hydram can be used; Show
how potential energy relates to the
amount of water that can theoreti-
daily be pumped to a given height;

3. Point out on the diagram, the
following: drive pipe, delivery
head, quantity of water entering,
the ram, and quantity of water
delivered.

Explain that to standardize notation
all terms on drive side are capital=
ized, and delivery terms are In
lower case, i.e;:.

drive head

water
entering .=

drive pipe
diameter =

length of
drive pipe

= H delivery

water
delivered

head = h

delivery pipe
diameter = d

length of
= L delivery pipe 1

29

Session 2

NOTES

See Foreword for
historical background

Use notation consistent with
handout, i.e., Ep= m x h or
Eb= W x h.
If group seems unfamiliar
with concept; the peg board
will probably be better; and
it should be passed around;
so they can try it;

The vocabulary and terms are
important at this point; the
notation is of less importance
but should be introduced.



PROCEDURES - continued

Refer trainees to 2B for complete
list, and state that for purposes
at this point, it's not necessary
to know all of those terms.

4. Now that the general parameters of
a hydram installation are known, it
is a good time to look at how a

ram works.

5; Using attachment 2C describe the
water flow through various parts of
the ram; Point out that the impulse
valve is open when it starts; Ask
questions and bring out the
following:

sufficient water coming into the
impulse valve to close it

- effect of water's movement being
suddenly stopped ("water hammer")

- moving through the check valve,
into the accumulator

-".check valve closing, with
sufficient water weight and air
pressure to force water through
the delivery pipe

vacbuum being created under the
check valve, air suction, snifter

6. Go to the actual installation. Have
trainees -play with the impulse
valve0_ listento the rhythm,
describe wate_path again, based
on what's heard. Take the valve
apart, ask_trainees to identify
key parts-(impulse valve, check
valve, snifter, ram_body-, drive
pipe,_delivery pipe). If possible
take the ram apart, to demonstrate.

7. Return to classroom. Ask
trainees to describe the movement
of water and the principles.
Clarify -any misunderstanding, check
use of terms.

30

Session 2

NOTES

It might be useful to
underline each part's
name in a contrasting
color; as you go throuKr"
the description;

This is easily done with a
clear PVC pipe demonstration
ram; which could be hooked
up to an experimental stand.

The PVC hydi--,iiii)COuld be

helpful here also.
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PROCEDURES - continued

8; Return to the potential energy
definition, and make the analogy to
amount_of watertaumped, usiri
QH = qh, as a snrting_point. State
that, because of- friction and a_
number of other factors involved
in the construction of the hydram,
it's unlikely that -all of -the water
theoretically available will or
can be pumpedi_but_that some
percentage of it Will be pumped.
The percentage -of water pumped is
called the_efficieny of -the hydram,
and is designated -by 'n'._ There -
fore;-nQH = qh. Ask the trainees
to solve the equation for 'q',
since the interest is in knowing
how much water can be pumped.

Result:

amount of
water
delivered

drive
head

water Xentering
delivery

head

effi-
cien-
cy

9. Roview:standard units of water
flow; i.e., in-water flow .

measurement sessions, measurements
are in gallons per.minute (gpm).

10. Trainees now should be able to tell
the amount of water that can be
delivered in hypothetical situations
qiveh_an assumed efficiency; Ask
them .to solve the following problem:

A spri iS flowing at the rate of
20 gpm. The hydram is_located
20 ft. easured vertically)below
the spring. The storage tank is
100 ft above the spring (measured
vertically) and the assumed
efficrahcy of the hydram is 50%;
.How much water can be delivered?

Ask one trainee to esen the
process and solution n th board.
Check the group to see'if everyting
isclear;-, Ask tr'-ainees.:13.00 d velop

Session 2

NOTES'

Or refer to efficiency
as percentage of energy_out;_
use the description that best
suits the technical level
of the group.

If the algebraic manipulation
confuses the group, go
through this derivation process:

nQH = qh

nQH ; gh
h h

h
EgLI

Answer: 2400 gallons per day (gpd)

-If the diagram from attachment
2B is on the flip chart or
chalk boaid, these figures
can inserted in the
appropriate places.



Part II

PROCEDURES

other hypothetical situations for
the group to solve._ Check to see
that the process and units are
'correct. If the arithmeti&_is_wrong
continue practicing or a_ calculator
may be used.

11. Wrap up by reviewing -the sessions
objectives, and checking with the
group to determine that everyone
is comfortable with the_concepts,
vocabulary and the problem solving.

r

Distribute the glossary and review
key words and concepts.

Ask participants_ to form groups of
5-7, and assign one trainer to
facilitate each group;
Group Tt.sk: Distribute participant
site information worksheet and have
the trainees fill it out; Then aS
a group have them:

a. Discuss responses to questions
1-5;

b. List problems with presept water
system the hydram $ould Olve;
problems/issues th6t would're-
main the same and new problems/
issues that would be created.

c. Each group is to select 2 major
problem areas /isstLes in the
development of the dram system

ithat will be critica to its
'success over time.

2. Share (c) in large group. Ask for
implications for their work in com-
munities in introducing this tech-
nology.

3. Summarize as- critical issues to keep
in mind as they move through the
workshop.

NOTES

If participants are having
problems with the arithmetic,
suggest that they form study
groups.

min:

15 'Win.

10 min;

15 min.
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POTENTIAL ENERGY

iNTRODUCTION TO IMAMS

f Pk ENERGY (9):: MASS (0) x (14) FOR OUR

POSES MASS ./10 dEf&HT RAE INTERCHNOBLE 50

x EiGHT

wx1-1

30Q LB 1000 3'

H

3 AL B.33gix7 GAL x 8,33 x

I

1.

N

1

.11)

0 to

0
t)

!

3 GALLONS OF WATER FALLING 14)

I FOOT CAN LIFT I GALLON OF

WATER 3 FEET e 100% EFFICIENCY
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ATTACHMENT 243 HYDRAM INSTALLATION

STAND PIPE

.-..

... to.I.

tii 3

SUPPLY PIPE

HYDRAM

DRAIN

DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

D = Diameter of Drive Pipe d

H = Head of Drive Pipe h

L = Length of Drive Pipe I

Q = Quantity of Water Entering q =

Hydram 11 =

Quantity of Water Wasted S =

from. Impulse Valve F=
W=

STOWS

TANK

Diameter_of Delivery Pipe

fjead of Delivery_ Pipe

Length of the Delivery Pipe

Quantity of Water Delivered

efficiency
_

Length of the Impulse_Valve_Stroke
_

Frequency of the Impulse Valve Stroke

Weight of the Impulse Valve
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Attachment 2-D

_GLOSSARY _OF _TERMS_F_ORSES51_01s1_ 2

Session 2
Handout 2D

Accumulator - (air dome) the air chamber on the hydram which
cushions the water hammer, eliminating delivery pulsations and
helps provide rebound.

Check Valve - (non-return valve, secondary valve, internal valve)
the internal valve in the hydram that prevents the delivery
head pressure from forcing water back through the. hydram body;

Delivery head - the_vertical dist nce between the hydram and the
highest level of water in thg torage tank that the hydram is
pumping to

Delivery pipe the,pipe which connects the output of the hydram
to the storage tank.

4
Drive_head -_the_vertical distance between the hydram and the

'highest level of water in the supply system.

Drive pipe - a_rigid pipe usually made of _galvanized steel_that
connects the hydram to the source resertvoir or stand pipe.

Efficiency -J.n) the ratio of the energy input to the energy
output; a measure of how well a hydram functions;

n = QH

Frequency (f) the num er of times a hydram cyCles in one minute.

Hydram (hydraulic gym, hydraulic ram pump, automatic hydraulic
ram pump,_ram) afn ingenious device that uses the force_of
water falling through a drive pipe.to_pump water to a height
greater than its source, making use of hydraulic principles
and requiring no fuel.

Impulse Valve.- (clack valve, out-side valve, impetus valve, waste
valve)_th- valve on the hydram that dreates and controls the
water ha mer.

Potential nergy - eneNy derived from position or height; is
equal to the height that a mass can fall times its weight;

Rebound - the flow, of water in the ram reversing direction due to
the air pressure in the accumulator, closing the check valve.

Settling basin - a small tank usually made of steel or concrete
that .is used in place of a stand pipe in an installation where
additional settling is necessary;
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Session 2
Handout 2D

Snifter valve = (air valve; spit valve)', the small_ valve just beldw

the check valVe that allows air t'o enter the tlydram.

§pring box - a concrete _box built arouhd:ra spring to facilitate

water collectibh and to protect themater;source from surface

= contaminates.

Stand pipe_- an Opeh-Ohdog; vertical pipesometimes used at the
beginning of the drive pipe.

Supply pipe - everything in a hydram systeM_before the_drive pipe;

usually inclUdihg some but not necessarily all of the
following; spring box;, supply pipei:Stand.i0ipei settling

basin.

Waste 'water_ (ow
the snifter.

the water coming out of the impulse valve and

Water 'delivered (q) the rate at which water is delivered

stbrage'tapk: _QL_x H x n

the

Water_flOw to the hydram (0) all tWwaterused bya hydram
Which is equal to the waste water WO plus the water
delivered (q).

Water hammer - the effect created Wheh_water flowing_through a
pipe_ts suddenly stopped; hydram this causes the closing

. .

of the impulse valve and openihg Of check valve.

40
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HYDRAM TRAINING WORKSHOP
PARTICIPANT SITE INFORMATION

Session 2
Handout 2E

Hydram installations are extremely site specific. Although it's a
simple technology, it does require being properly designed,and.:
sized based upon particular chRracteristics of the site; It also
requires a certain amount of follow-up and maintenance. In order
to maximize your learning during the workshop, please begin to
gather the following information. (You don't have to have all of
the information prior to the workshop, but it will help if you
begin to consider these factors at your site.)

I. What water source-s are available?

2. What kinds of water systems are presently being used?
responsible for maintaining the systems?

Who is

3. What are the present patterns of water use in your community?
(e.g. potable water, irrigating home garden plots)

4. what is the proposed purpose for the hydram installation?

;)-

5 What kinds of skills and resources are presently available to
support a hydram installation?

- Community history of cooperative work on projects?

As existing community water distribution_ system?

Facilities and craftspeople in -,or near the community with
metalworking, plumbing, and masonry capabilities?
Vocational-technical schools, public works?

41



Session 2
Handout 2E

6. How do you rate your present knowledge/experience about water .
systems, pumps, hydrams? What do you need to refresh, what,do
you need to know?

-;
7. If you have a site in mind for a hydram, can you find out:

a. approximate flow rate' of the water source (gallons/minute)

b. approximate "drive-head," i.e.,_vertical_distance from,
Water source to where hydram will be installed?

c. approximate "delivery head,"ie., vertical pumping
distance from ram to point of-delivery?

d. amount of water desired/required? (gallons/day)

NOTE: During_the workshop, you will learn simple
measuring techniques; knowing this information beforehand
allows one to desigti.a site specific ram during the
workshop with guidance from the training staff;

Please bring this sheet with you to the workshop. If it's easier
to sketch your situation, feel free to do so;
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SESSION 3: WATER MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES Total Time: hours

OBJECTIVE:

OVERVIEW:

MATERIALS:

TOOLS:

By the end of the session, the trainees will, be
able to accurately measure the flow rate of
moving bodies of water using a weir, a bucket
and watch, or the float method.

It is important during this session that the
trainees gain experience in estimating flow rates
and develop skills in measuring flow rates.
Three methods of measurement shall be presented:
1) the weir method, 2) the bucket and stop watch
method, and 3) the float method. Each method
will entail "hands on" work, constructing a weir,
channelling the stream, placing stakes in the
stream, etc. The findings from these three methods
will be compared..

Handouts 3A - 3D
lumber, nails, approximately 3' of pipe with
a sufficient diameter for the expected flow;
sheet metal (optional), bottle with cork; or
float. Have a set of materials for each team.

watch with a seconds function, bucket of known
capacity, saw, level, tape measure, hammer,
pick ar mattock, tin snips (optional); have
one set of tools for each team.

*TRAINERS NOTE:1)Since fhe purpose of the activity is to learn
to measure; not build, pre-construction of
site levels, weirs is recommended.

2) The weir table is provided in both English and
metric units;

3) the float method has limited applicability.
Decide whether or not to spend time conducting
the field activity;

4) Identify site for field activity ahead of time;
ensuring enough locations for small groups or
pairs. to work independently; stake out
distances if necessary;
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PROCEDURES

1. Discuss the need for water measure-
ment in hydram systems:

- amount of water delivered

- amount of water into ram

2; State objectives for the session.

3. Ask participants ak_approximate
amount.of water needed for:

- irrigating an averabgarden

- domestic use

potable water

4. For each; ask participants to com-
pute amount of water needed to
enter the ram given H=10';
h=30'.

5. Distribute the handouts and make
a transition to the task of measure-
ing water available;

6. Describe the weir and what it is
used for;

7. Describe how to build and install a
weir;

8. Explain how to use the weir table.

9; Go over the example in the hand-
out and make certain everyone feels
comfortable with_their ability to
use the weir table.

10. to _use the bucket lc

and watch method.

11. DeSCribe the float method of
measurement. Ji

12. Explain steps in determining cross-
sectional area of a stream.

13 .
Explain procedures in determining
the velocity of the stream.

Session 3

NOTES

This problem links and reviews
Session 2;

A desk top model would work well
for this and could substitute
for the real-exercise if time
and facilities aren't available.

Use discretion
to go Into As_
on flows t
infinite ydith
(float metho

to how much detail
is method is used

would be considered
ram installation.



PROCEDURES

14. Go over the example in the handout;

15. With the trainees; go over the
sequenCe of events involved in the
remainder of this session and how
much time is left.

16. Divide the trainees into groups of
three_or four giving each group an
even level of total skills.

17. Proceed to the creek or stream.

18. Locate a section along the creek
or stream where -the flow_is consis-
tent and there is sufficient room
for_ all_the groups to work within
sight of each other.

19. Have each group select_a site -which
they feel will be easily developed.

NOTES

20. Have each trainee make a guess as to
flow rate of the creek or stream'
they are measuringi.

Session 3

21; Note estimates of flow rate.

22; Calculate flow rate by the floAt Use only if time allows and the
method. water source is appropriate;

, _

23; Select appropriate section of the
stream or creek and determine cross-
sectional area.

24; Place two takes in stream at appro-
priate spots and distance from each
other;

25. Place float
time it take
from one s

in mid-str'eam'and measur
_fox loat to travel

o another;

26. Repeat measur
average the fl

several times and
ate;
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PROCEDURES continued NOTES

27. Note differences between original
estimates and measurements of flOW
rates.

28; From the measurements made, haVe
each group decide on the size of
theil- weir notch.

29. The trainees next construct_ their
weirs and install thet in the creek,
making certain that the-WeitS_art
well supported and sealed against
leakaze around the bottom and sides.

3 fter the weirs are constructed,
readings should be taken periodically
while the water is seeking its new
leVel and while flow rates are being
interrupted by the other weir instal
lationS. Once the reading's become
consistent, they should be considered
reliable.

31. Using the weirs as partial dams,, in-
stall the short lengths of pipe and
seal around them in the same manner
that the weirs were sealed.

32. With all the water flowing through
the pipe and into the_bucket time_
how long it takes to fill the bucket.
Again readings' should_ not be consid-
ered reliable until they are consis-
tent.

33. At this point, review what has been ,

done thus far in the session.

34. Back at the classroom, list_the
readings from each group and dis-
cuss the reasons for_the variations.,
If different materials were used
for the weirs, discuss the advantages
and disadvantages of each.

35 Ask participants which method &t
they would use, given resources at
their site.

4fi

Session 3

.

-It jtay'be a good idea to have
each group build their heir
out of different materials, so.
that the construction techniques
can be comipared;

Pointaut. need to measure
seasonal variations of water flow.
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HANDOUT 3A

USING' A WEIR

A weir-may be defined as an overflow structure built acrosk'
an open channel, usually to measure_theirate of_flow of
water; Weirs are acceptable_measuring devices because; for
a weir of a specific size_ and'Shape (installed -under proper
conditions) only one depth of water carexist in the upstream
pool fora given discharge. ,The_discharge rates are deter-'
mined by measuring the vertica,l distance from the_crest of-
the overflow portion of the weir to the ,water surface in -the
pool upstream fromthe crest, and referring to tables_which
apply to the size and shape of-the weir. For standard._
tables to apply; the weir must have.a.regular shape, .definite
dimensions; and be set in a bui.khead-and pool of adequate
size so the system performs in in'a standard manner.

Whenever the flow from a creek is too great to be measured
in.a bucket and yet is small enough to be dammed by a board;
the weir method of measurement- should be used;

Determine the dimensions to be used for the weir notch;
The width of this notch is related to the meaSurement,of-thg-L.
flow rate by_the_ height of the water ±n the pool formed behind
the weir. This height is measured in inches and by using a
weir table; the inches caebe converted to gallons per minute.
A number of notches of different widths and height can
accommodate a stream!s_flow._ A_CTule of thumbis to make the
Width of the notch 3 times. the height.

From yoUr estimate of -the flowof_the streami_look at the
weir table'and guesstimate- what -size notch will accommodate..
your flow. _KeeP-ih_ mind that the whole- stream must -pass over
the notchancithat the pool_formed)4hind the weir should become'
deep enough for- you to easily get_a decent height measurementi
i,e;;2" vis a vig 1/16". Example: you estimate the stru m
is flowing at.150_gar/TSO. If-you, made anotch 12" wide a
4" high; at full, flow is weeirwould read approximately_
290igalimin. (4"-- 23.936 x 12",==286.89 gal min).
This weir would fit your streaM if an actual:weir reading of
21/2". water height were obtained, it would. indicate a.flow rate
of 1L818 gal/niin /inch of notch or141.8 gal /min (11:818 )-('2")_
for the stream;

Once you haVe determined the dimension of the notch; c
the notch, in the board and place e weir 'hoard in the Fam'
making certain that it is kept:Ie el--and seal off the stream

. completely. Support it with stak s and large' rocks.

47
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Measure 2 feet Upstream from thy weir board and driVe a
stake; Using a level, put a mark on the stake evenwith the
top of the weir bbard; Next, measure down from thiS_mark-to
the water level, subtrattthis measurement from the depi0
of your notch and that will give_you the height of.the'wat-er
Level above the bottom of the weir notch'.

Using the weir table attached, locate the integer_on the_ left
hand column and the efraction on the.. Where the-se
two rot:intersect is the amount of gallonS,,per minute flow=
ing past'the weir for every inch of width. Next multiply
this figure by the width -and this gives you, the tbtal flOW of-,.
the creek;

Example:

Water is flowing through a creek three feet wide and_about
3_inches deep; Lt looks like about-30gaIlons per. minute.
After looking at 'the weir table we'decide7that a notch- 611/
wide and 2" deep would probably work; iAfter, cutting the notch
in a 4 foot 1x6 piece of lumber,_theweir board was placed
in the stream; Two feietupstream_a stake is driven in the
water in front of the notch_; A level is used to place a
mark on the stake level with the top ofthe weir board.

ttThe_ water level is-hen measured to be -Yr down from
mark.

We now know_ by subtracting this measurement from the depth of
the notch that the water_level is 11.2." above the bottom of the
notch. Now looking at the weiritOle we find 1 on the left
hand eblUMh and on:the_top row. These two rows meet at
5.46. We multiply this by the width of the notch (6") to"
find that the fLOW rate was 32.76 gallons per minute;_

,;
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Height of water above weir notch in inches

0 1/8 1/4 3/8 1/2 5/8

000 .0748 ',374 .673 1.047 1.421

2.992 3.516 4.114 4.787 5.46 6.134

8.452 9.2 10,098 10.92 11.818 12.716

15.484 16.531 17.503 18.55 19.523 20.645

23.936 25,058 26,18 27.377 28.499 29.696

33.436 34.707 35.979 37.25 30.522 39.868

43.908 45,329 46.75 4 171 49.518 51.014

55.352 56.848 58.344 59.915 61.411 62.982

8 '67.694 69.265 70.836 72.481 74.127 75.772

9 80.784 82.504 84;15 85.87 87.591 89.311

10 94.547 96.342 98.138 99.933 101.73 103.6

51

'3/4 7/8

3-C.. Weir table

Flow rate per. inch of weir notch in gaiimit.

1.945 2.394

6.882 7.63

13.614 14.586

21.692 22.814

30.967 32.164

41/215 42;561

52/435 53.931

64.552 66.048

77.418 79.064

91.032 92.827

105.393 107.26
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25.4

50.8

76,2

101.6

127

152.9

177.8

203.2

228.6

254

53

40

11.3

31.994

58.611:

90.608

126.57

166;21

209..5.3

256.25

305.8

357.899

3.2 6.35 9.5 12,7 15.9 19, 22.2

.283 1.415 2,547 3.963 5;379 7,362 9.062

13,3 15.573 18,12 20.668 23.219 26.051 28;882

34,823 38,225 41.336 44,735 48,135 51.534 55 ;214

152,577 66.256 70.219 73.902 '78,150 82.113 83;;:332

94,855 99.102 103,633 107,88 112.412 117.223 121.754

131.380 136,195, 141.007 145.822 150,913 156.016 161,111

171.589 176.968 182.347 187,416 193,109 198,488 204.151

215.193 220.856 226.803 :232'466 238;413 241156 250.019

274,37 286,601 286.828 293;059 299.29,

325.053 331.568 338.08 344;594 351,388

378 288 385,09 392.169 39E956 406;035

.262.197 268,143

312,312 318,542

364,694 ; 371,493

Weiable

.Flow rate per millimeter of weir nUtch in liCersimio.

METRIC
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. HANDOUT 3D-

THE FLOAT METHOD OF MEASUREMENT

The float method of measurement is_a simple procedure for
obtaining a rough estimate of the flow of the stream.
It will give a ball park figure for looking at the stream's_
potential. It should not be used for final determination of
the hydram system to be used unleSs the flow rate needed for
the ram is such a small percentagerof the stream's total_
flow that what's taken from the stream, for all practical
purposes, amounts to a minimal portion of the stream.

The float method is based upon two aspects of the stream:
it's cross-sectional area and the velocity of the stream.' The
cross-sectional area should be determined at some accessible
spot in the stream, preferably in the middle of.a straight
run. Measure the width (w) of the stream. Then, using .a
stick, measure the depth at equal intervals across the width
orthe stream (see figure below). Record the depth at each
interval and calculate the average depth (d). Now multiply
the width (w) by the average depth (d) to get the cross-
sectional areas(A).

10 EQUALLY SPACED
NOTCHES

VARY/I6 EXEPTHS )

FIGURE A
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Example:

-43-- Handout .3D

e width of a stream, at the point of making depth
measurements; is 4 feet. The average depth is 1.1 feet.
Therefore; the cross-sectional area (A). is:

A =wxd
A = 4 feet x 1.1 feet
A = 4.4 square feet

The stream velocity can be determined by choosing a straight_
stretch of water at least 30 feet long with the_sides approxi-
mately parallel_and the bed unobstructed by rocks, branches
or other obstacles. Mark off points along the stream. On
a windless day.,_place something that floats in midstream, up7
stream of the first_marker. A_capped bottle partialiyfilled
With_water works wellbecause.jt_lies with a portion of the
bOttle submerged and doesn't just ride the surface of the
water. Carefully time the number of_seconds it takes the
float to pass from the first marker to the second. Repeat this
process.several times and average the results.

EgamRle:

0

The average time for a float to-travel between
two markers placed 30_feet apart is 30 seconds. The
velocity (V) of the float is therefore:

V = 30 feet
30 seconds

V = 1 foot /second
V'= 60 feet/minute

The flow rate of the stream can now be calculated by multiplying
the cross-sectional area (A) by the stream velocity .(V).
The usable flow (F) can then be determined,by multiplying the
stream flow rate by a Traction representing the portion of the
stream flow that you can or want to use;

Example: If you will be using 25% of the stream flow, the
usable flow (F) is:

F = A x V x .25
-F = 4.4 square feet x 60 feet/minute x .25
F = 66 cubic feet per minute

This flow in cubic feet per minute can then be converted to the
appropriate units by multiplying by the correct conversion factor:

cubic feet/min x'748 = gallons/min
cubic feet/min x 28.3 = liters/min

SOURCE: Micro - Hydro, Power, National Cent r_ for Appropriate
Technology (1979).
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SESSION 4: MEASURING- HEADS -AND DISTANCE Total Time: 2-4 hours

OBJECTIVE: By the end Of this session the trainees will
haVe detonstrated skills in measuring heads by
using sight levels, hose levels; pressure gauges;
and in measuring distances using their stride
and sight levels.

OVERVIEW: At a potential hydram site trainees will perform
&series of measurement procedures for determining
the head of a stream/spring; using sight leVels; _

hose levels:and pressure gauges (where Applicable).
In addition trainees will measure the_diStance
from the point where water will be.taken from the
stream/creek:to where the ram Will_be installed
using tape measures and their stride.

MATERIALS: i Handouts 4A - 4E

A5 ft of lx2 lumber (or something similar
which is straight) and string.

TOOLS: sight levels: 1 per pair of trainees; calibrated
before session

tape measures

clear hose or tubing

pressure gauges

*TRAINERS NOTES:

1;. Distances and_headS for trainee practice must be

identified and measured ahead of time;

2. 3-4-5 triangle sight level should be pre-cut; _since

purpose of this activity is to measure not construct.

3; Pre-conStrUttiOn of site levels; weirs is recommended.

4; Time and available materials may make some techniques
impractital. Select techniques ahead of time;

57
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PROrRDURFR

1. Distribute the handouts and go over
the objective of the session.

2; Describe the total activity and the
techniques the trainees will be using

3; Divide the trainees into pairs making
cvtain the total competency of each
group is about the same;

Part is Head_Measurenient

1. Statt by demonstrating how to cali-
brate sight level and then have the
trainees calibrate their sight levels
and measure the height of their eyes.

. Give1the trainees the task of measur-
ing he dtii.ve head and the delivery
head of either an existing or a
future hydram using a sight level.

'3. The trainees should next compare
measurements and any measurements
that seemout.of line should be re-
checked along with the sight level
calibrations.

4. The trainees should build sight level
from indigenous_materials_using a 6
loot, 5 ft., and a 4 ft. -1 x 2,
nails, string, -and a_rock. The three
boards should be nailed together to
form a right_triangle. The string is
attached to the 900 corner of the
trianglel with the roCkattached to___
the othek end (see handout 4C); With
the triangle _held so_the string
temainsIparailel to_the longer leg,
one_can_sight down-the shorter leg_
perfectly horizontally. Thesek indi-
genous sight levels are now used to
measure the same heads.

5. Measure the same head using a clear
plastic hose or tube filled with
water with one end of the hose
attached to la stick of known length
(see Handout 4D).

Session 4

NOTES

ti

It may be best to simply
describe how this simple
sight level works. If

necessary to construct, trainer
should pre-cut lumber.

:77

J

1
This is a very accurate
techniqud, but cumbersome
to practice.



Session 4

PROCEDURES NOTES

6. If there is a hydram installed at
the site, attach'a pressure gauge_
to the drive and delivery side and
give the trainees the task of calcu-
lating the heads from the pressure
readings. If this is a potential
storage tank to the hydram site,_
then fill the pipe with water and
attach a pressure,gauge. Pressure=
readings should be taken and the
delivery head calculated;

If thl sight levels are of the kind
that have more than one horizontal
cross hair; explain to the trainees
how to use these levels for distance
measuring;

With the help of their partner, each'
trainee will measure ten normal paces
using the tape measure and then
divide by ten to determine their
pace.

Give the trainees t 4e task of
measuring a distan using their pac -.

7

10. 'Have them then measure adistance
using a tape measure; compare the
two measurements.

11. The groups should then -be given a
task of measuring the drilie and/or
the delivery pipe distance.

12. Back in the classroom, discuss any
variations of the readings taken and

g bthe de ree_ofaccuracy that can e
expected with each method used;
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RTIBCHME NT 4-R

CA9L/BRAT/A/ 1G417- LEVEL

Session 4
Handout 4A

TO FIND OUT IF THE SIGHT LEVEL_ NEEDS TO BE
CALIBRATED, SIGHT FROM. POINT °A." ON TREE

(OF OBJECT4ONE) -TO TREE (OBJECT #TWOYAND
MAKE A MARKJ_POINT "B". THEN SIGHT FROM
POINT "B" BACK TO ORIGINAL TREE.-.--OBJECT #ONE)

AND MAKE A MARK-AT THIS POINT "C". IF THE

SIGHT LEVEL IS PROPERLY CALIBRATED POINTS "A"

AND "C" SHOULD BE THE SAME AND AT THE SAME
LEVEL AS POINT "B". IF THEY AREDIFFERENT;
THE_' POINT MIDWAY BETWEEN "A" AND "C" (POINT "D")

SHOULD BE LEVEL WITH "B". CALIBRATE YOUR
SIGHT LEVEL TO THIS LINE.



POTENT141

RAil

51TE

TIRCRIENT 4-B

usiNo N SIPIT LEVEL

KIM FROM SPRING
DOX 10 fOIENTIAL NOAH SITE

EQUAL 63 +61 +61.61 +I4:262:21' 10P.
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Handout 4C

R77XICHMENT 4;C
RETE"RNATE WAYS OF IviERSUI?iNG- HERDS

Si

fl SIGHT LEVEL
FROM /to/GE/VOUS
ith9TERINL S

STRiNG WITH
ROCK RTTRCHEp

NOTCH CUT wirH PociaT
KNIFE 771E SAME*DISTBACE
'PROALVERT/CAL LEG AS
PO/NT®
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ALTER/WE WAYS OiMERSI, HEADS

CLEAR' PIRSTic

HOSE OR ME

FILLED WITH

t/QUIP

5 FT,. HIGHER

ThRW 'PO/NT 'IR"



DISTANCE.AND HEAD MEASUREMENT WORKSHEET

Session 4

Handput 4E
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SESSION 5: REVIEW EXERCISE #1 Total Time: 2 hours

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this session trainees will have
described how a hydram works; intheir own
wordSi solved review problems independently and
clarified any misunderstandings to date.

OVERVIEW: This session provides an opportunity for participants
to review and synthes4e material to date:.

MATERIAtS: Handout SA:
Pencil; paper
Chalkboard/chalk or flipchart/Markers

PROCEDURES

1. Encourage questions.on any infor-
mation that has been presented
thus far and try to get trainees
to answerjor each other.

Distribute the review exercise; and
ask_ individuals to complete it on
their own.

3. After everyone has completed the
:review exercise have them discss
angwerg with one other person..

4. ASk for volunteers to share_
answers to individual problam

NOTES

30 mire.
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Handout 5A: Review Exercise 1

1. How does a Mydram work?

Sessiori -5

2; In a hydram installation where the_hydram is located 20 feet
below the spring box, how much water could be pumped in a day to a
storag -tank 100 feet above the springs'.

flOWing 0 and the-hYdrath:efficiendy is 50%?

3. -what is the flow rat, ingpm_through a weir, four inches wide,
when the' water level is 3/8" above the bottom of the weir slOt
when measureti two feet upstream?

4. What is tne height of your eye level?

5. what is the length of your pace?

Jaw 6!)



ASeSsion 5

Answers t9, Review Exercise #1

1. The hydram is located below the source of water and is used to
pump the water to a storage tank which_is higher than the
source. The water accelerates as it' flows down hill through
the drive Ape and_out_the_impuIse valve until it_reacheg such
a velocity as to slam -the impulse valve Shut. This causes a
water hammer effect, forcing water and a few air bubbles'
sucked in through the snifter from the previous cycle, through
the check valve_and into the accumulator filled with air.
This movement_Of:water into the-acfumulatoricauses the _air to
compress until_ the forward momentum as stopp10. At this point
the water in. the accumulator.bounces back becauSe ofd the.' _
spring eff4bt_of '&1e air in the accumulator. This rebound in
the opposite direction causes the check valve to suddenly
close, causing negative pressure in the hydram before the
check valve. .Because of this negative pressure, air is sucked
inathrough the snifter and the impulse valve 0 caused to open
again at_which point water starts exiting through the impulse
valve and the cycle starts again..

2. H = 20

h 100 + 20 = 120

Q = 10

= ;50

q =Qxhxn

V

20
q = 10 x 120 x .50 = .8333 gpm

min
47;83'33 gpm x 1440, day = 1200 gpd

3; 5 3/8" on the weir t2ble is 37.25 gpm. This times four eq4als
149 gpm.

4; Any answer within reason is OK;

5; :Any answer within reason is OK.



SESSION 6: HYDRAM THEORY
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Total Time. 2-3 hours.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this session trainees shall be able to:

articulate hydram theory, and

O develop -basic guidelines for prelimin&TY sizing
and design.

OVERVIEW: This lecture/problem-solving session exbIok..es in
depth the relationship between basic theory and
design /sizing of ram installation.

,XATEPIALS: flip chart or chalkhoard
'Handouts. 6% 6 B, 2B

t.

7i
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PROCEDURES

1. Introduce the session summariz-

ring what. has been .lea nedso fat;
i.e., basic principle ; how a tam
Works, how to measure water flow__
and heads, how Ito calculate amount
of watertobe pumped. Explain
thatnextstep is to take a more in
depthlookat all- of the factors
affecting the amount of water a ram
can deliver- and what that means in
terms of design and Sizing; State'
objectives of the session;

. Present general information on
pressure.; including:

review of the basic-definition:.
force

pressure =-'area
and the standard units:

psi = pounds/square i h

definition 'of gauge pre sure and
atmospheric pressure, including
the relationship between the two.

3; Describe, using handout LA, amount
of pressure per foot of water,. i.e.
.433 psi = 1 ft and application to
measuring heads witha pressure
gauge. Ask participants to solve
the following problems:

Session 6

NOTES

This material cal. be presented
at a number'of levels of technical.
complexity. The trainer; by npw
will have a sense of the group's
level. This manual is written
from q basic technical level;

Limit the amount of time spent
on pressure to 10 min. and link it
directly.tb the i'arn,

Write on board:
.433 psi = 1 ft. waterl.

= 28" W,at4r bi 2.3 ft.

If the pressure , [ige reading ,_ Answer = 173.1 ft
is 75 psi, how high is the head?

4,e

To sithulate_a 200 fe..-head,_whaf. answer - 86.6 psi
shoUld be he psig?

4. Recall thAt the concept of the hydram
is'based on the_concept of potential
energy; and the re ionship of,paten-
tial energy to ki etic energy. :Ask
for a definition o- kinetic energy
and write on the board or flipchart:

= 1/21-ry 2 .

,
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PROCEDURES

5,i Show that maxbnizing velocity
optimizes kinetic energy.

6. Ask/explain how maximum velocity
is affected by or affects:

-L drive pipe diameter

drive pipe length

frequency ofimPulse valVe

maximum delivey. ad

7.. Ask how stroke and weight affect
frequency ofHimpulse valve, and how

-"frequency affects:

amount of water delivered

amount of water used. by the
hydram

overall efficiency of ram

Ask participants for the fewmula
of the ---)unf. of water delivexed;
Write 7. 3n 'the board/flip chart
Ask/ lain effect of H ratio on:

h
quantity of water delivered

efficiency

9. DisCusj how the length of drive
pipe is affectediiby:

- drive head

drive pipe diameter

topographical limitations

cost

10. Ask participants_ to determine best
L for D = .1", and H =

73

)Session

I

tiJ
-NOTES

If this concept is
use an example:
M = 2 4 2
v = 6 6 12
ke = 36 72- 144
Doubling mass has less effect
than doubling velocity.

diffiCult

generally increasesas
H:11- increases:

Increasea as H:h deCreases;

/
Rfaer to glossary for L:D
ana L:H ratios.
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Nb PROCEDUPP continued

Explain the importance of rigidity
in the drive pipe and in the hydram
before the deck valve.

12; Review the role of the air cushion
in'the accumul'ator arid explain how
the amciOnt of air in the accumulator
affects- hydraT efficiency.

13; Discuss the i'ole of the sniftei.

14. Distribute Handout 6B; point out
that it includes some additional
terms; Ask partitipantS to look-
at the flow rate range table on
the second page._ Explain that flow
rate ''((2:1 mrAis preliminary
indicator of ram size. There are
two genpral ways to estimate size:

table

2) Q = 3D2 or D =

Ask participants for appropriate
D for Q = 30 gpm.

15. -:;On the board/flip chart, present the
Size relationships relative to the
drive pipe diameter;

impulse valve = 2D

- delivery pipe (d) = 1/20

check valve = 1D

accumulator
diameter = 3D
height = 18"

1$1! Summarize by asking trainees to
1

size all componentS in the
following situations:

_
7,1

Session 6

NOTES

These are "rules Of thumb";
not necessarily precise
indicators.

1) table: D = 3"
2) formula: D =.3,16"
Since pipe is in basic
sizes; D 3";



Session 6

PROCEDURES

16. continued

A beds,. Given: 4 bgarden eds, each
1.5m x 12m. Need 5cm water
twice a week. Ram site is
40m below. Q unlithited, maximum
possible H is 6m.

Determine sizel;'ram, and instal-
lation details.

b. Given: House, needs 700 liters
per day. It is located 30m abov
stream. , The stream rises lm
every 30m length.
Q = 10 liters/min.

Design system; size the
6
ram;

c. Given: Community of 50 people.
Each person-needs 40 liters/day.
Ram site -is 5m_below stream.
Communit storage is 95m beim'
stream Size ram and all parts.

17. Ask for volunteers to present
solutions; Ask participants to
verify.or present their alterna-
tives

NOTES

Participants may worktogethet
t's important to.emphasize the

process of- sizing, not right__
answers only. Trainer8 should
circulate, ask and answer tlati4inq
questions and encourage participants
to -solve problems on their own.
allOW 20730 min.
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ATTACHMENT 6-A PRESSURE ANALYSIS

session 6
Eandout
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Attachment 6==13

GLOSSARY OF TERMS FOR SESSION.,6

Session 6
,Randout 6B

Atmospheric pressure - the ptute at sea level caused by the
weight of air; atmospheric pressure = 14.7 psia,- and 0 p,sig

'C_
Force (delivery to drive head_ratibj the ratio of lift to fall;

The inverse of this ratio tines -the efficiency of the hydram
will determine the_ percentage_ of water that the hydram'will
pump. The' higher_the h:H- ratio, the lbwer the hydram
efficiency (n).__ The usual range of the h:H ratio is from 2:1
to 20:1i but h:H ratios have been measured up, to 6.0:1;

Hydramcapacity- the maximum amoUntTof water that a hydram can
use ;,-:LThisiis determined by the drive pipe size and length,
the drivelhead and the impulse valv6 Size and despri

Impulse valve stroke - the distance the impulse valve travels
during a cycle;

ImpulsevalVeweight - the total weight or dOWnWard forCe of the
impulse valve and its springs or weights.

Kinetic energy - active energy, the MOSS times the velocity
squared

k h mv2
7

Pressure - force applied over a surface measured assforce per unit
of area such as poundS per square inch (psi) (a head of 2a" of
water develops -a pressure of 1 p8i)_ibt:_ a pascal (Pa) which is
equ -to 1 newton perSquare meter (a head of 1 cm = 98 Pa)
28" water equals 71.1. cm of watke equals 1 psi = 6895 Pa.

psia - (pou s per square inch absolute): 4 total teal pressure
as if the atmospheric pressure, is not ne:.ttoa. AtMOSpheric
pressure at sea level is 14.7 psii so' if,a preSSure'gauge

.

reads 100 psi cpsig) the absolute pressure is;114.7

psig - (poruhds-per square inch gauge) the pressure that a gauge
reads, actuallly the pressure above atmospheric;

_

Static head a _colOmn of water without motion; The static drive
head of a-h .arti can be rrreasured with a. pressure gauge bUt.
Only when the ram is stopped and the,drive, pipe is fUll of
water.'

Time of cycle - (t) the time- it ta
cycle, such as the tiMeOpSe
closing twice.

for a hydram to complete or
en the impulse valve' \.

11
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Session 6
Handout

Velocity - 'speed usually measured in feet per second or meters per
second.

ga.ter used.- (Q) the amount of water that flows through the drive
pipe' during a'unit of time (as in gallons perminuteor liters
per second)_whictljis equal to the water pumped (q) plus the,
water.wasted (Qw).

.

.The flow rate range of hydrams are as follows:

Drive pipe
diameter

,, ,

Flow r

mm in US; gal/mln Imperia 1 /min

19 3/4 ; 8 - 2 a?.46, 1.7

25 ' 1 1.5 7 _4 3.3
32 lh 1.5 -; 7 1.3 5.8
38 11/2 2;5 13 2.0 '10.8
50 2 6.0 20 5.0 17.0
63 21/2 10.0 45 8.0 38.a
75 3 '15.0 50 13.0 - 410.0

_100 4 30.0.125 25.0 104.0
125 5 40;0 t 150' 133.0 125.0

I

4

liters/min

2.8 7.6
5.7 15.0
5.7 26.0
9.4 - 49.0

23.0 76.0
38.0 170.0
57.-0 189.0

113.0 473.0,
151.0 -,567i0

4
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Attachment 6-4,,-.continued

Determining Drive Pipe Length,

1; Consider drive H

Session-6
-

L:H ratio - drive pipe length to head ratio., when/Lis less thiln
15 ft.. (4.5m) L:H should equal 6.
4 ,-- ) . i °

gheh H is greater th-an 15 ft (4.5m)i bilt res thaq 25,' ea )
L:H:should.'6qual_4.

.

When H is greater than 2e,ft.;(8m)i but kess Lhan 50' (16m)
L:H should 0:Nal 3. ,., -' : 4-..,

When. H is greater than 50'ft. (16m) L:H ratio should equal...
.-'4".

'COnsidecY i-dVe 'Alpe diametit ,

;.?:k

E:D tatill. drive pipe length to.diameter ratio; should be kept
I. bet'ween 150 and 1040. .

...

A -lule oiTthumb: maxifllum nOmbqr.:ol. pipe lengths 4D'
_ .

(based 'on &hart beloW, and 1.1:*;1.: pipe 'length)
.

Optimal number of pipe lenghts - 2D

L 4-st 1,50D

6.'25
1 9.3
12.5

25.0

500D.

2Q 8
3-1.25
41.6
52.0

83.2

IMPORTANT NUMBERS Td_REMEMBL
. .

L = 1000D %. No..oi. pipes

4-L.6
62.5 3
83.2 4
104.0 5.
125:0 6
166.4 8

1440'mfnuts to a day.
.433 psi per :foot (m..easured Vertically) of water column
2.8 inches of a water column produces psi
14.T atmospheric pressure;
748 gallins per cubic ftlot

79
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4fNi 2-B WORM 1NSJALLATION

DEFINITION

_

D = Diameter of Drive Pi e-

H = Head of Drive°14-pe

L = Length of Drive Pipe

teL Del very'Pipe

Hopui of Deliver Pipp.

= Length of the D livery PlpQ

.Q = Quantit,y of Water Entering el= Quantity of Watet Delimed,

:Hydram ri =,effiOoncy t; I:

Q_= Quantity of Water Wasted S =Ae,p40 "of the ImpUye Valve StrOke
w

from Impulse Valve ,F.)= FrequAncy pf'thq ImpulseValve Stroke

W =1Aleight of the III4p4se,Valve

)



SESSION BASIC PLUMBING:TOOLS AND MATERIALS hours

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this s ssion train**s will hate

learned and demons rated basic_pluMbing
Skilkg_necessary fo constructing and
installing a hydram.

OVERVIEW: The .session should familiarize participants with
all commonly used plumbing toolS and pipe'
fittings; although project - specific skill_ ,

requirements may vary with the type of hydram
construction foreseen and_the availability of CO° s.-
at the worksites. Participants learn:

-. to identity tools and fittings (including
'host country langgage'names, where possible);

- ,

to use the tools properly and competently; and

to explAin anddemonscxate safety prebautions
,necessary in use of plumbing toolS, espcially
torches,and power tools when used:-

MATERIALS: o Pipe joint compound or TFE tape.

TOOLS:

C;Ltting Oil.:and rag

Miscellaneous pipe fittings and pipe, kalvaniz
and INC

PVC cleaner and glue

Handout -.7A

Pipe'vise, to pipe wrenches; chain wrench;
pipe threader, spud_or monkey wrench; etc:. (the _

quantities. may increase depending Upon the number;
of trainees but basicalAy :all the tools needed,
fcr all the exercises shodid be present and.
discussed); pipecutter or hacksaw.
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PROCEDURES

State the objective ol_this session_
and explain teat the_skills the
trainees are expected_to develop are
necessary for hydram installations.''

2; Show the sittings one at_a time_to
the trainees explaining their

,purpose and: nomenclature.
Itt

3. Demonstrate the:use of pipe joint
compound or TFetape.

4. Demonstrate the use of all the tools
and any necessary safety precautions.

5. Set upt4_or 3 worketatirso one with
pipefittings laid out and Tabeled;_
another_with a threader;eand cutting
and/or joining station,t"Have one
trainer ateaeh station and the
participants_revolvipg to each
station. Allow the `trainees tb,_
practice using all 'the_tools_until
they and, the instructor are confi-
dent with their ability to properly
use them.

41.

Se8sibn

NOTES"

Be certain to mention that
on a liclictee, the 1/2"
diRension refers to the AM
Of the tee.

It is important to stress that
peir-purpti'se is threefold;
'i5 al; to facilitate easier..

llatingh and tofazieitaxg-'
ierremoval;

If at all possible; actual
fittings and toOgzshould be
demonstrated and practiced_on.
'Attachment 7A can be used to
describe the fittings if ck

of time of facilifties 'prevent
"hands on" practice. The
handout is more useful as a
learning reinforcement and-as
an.aid for the trainees to
use in,describIng and acquiring
fittings at a plumbing''supply
house.

NameS-Of materials and tdbIS
may be different'fromwhat
is used in the U.S. It

impprtant toftild out what
.

each are called and call
them by -the local name.

83



PLUG

90° STREET ELBOW

COUPLING

6

ATTACHMENT 7A,

PIPE FITTINGS

REDUCING BUSHING

6
90° ELBOW

sesilprj
Hand416:=7

BASIC C PLUMBING'

CAP

45"; STREET ELBOW,

UNION

45° ELBOW

Jr;

BELL RErCER

9

'EXTENSION PIECE

40

FLOOR FLIAfslG.E

/: I '_ r,

...

REDUCING TEE
A*BfleC

PPLE

't

84
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SESSION 8- :

.
'08JECTIVE:

MATERIALS

047 Coe.-

f.
HYDRAM CONSTRUCTION - PIPE- _FITTING' ir'- mIril

N

To _build a,liy_dram out of pluml;oing tarts; with
Modified<44n4/or fabricated valves.

, , . 1

This session; providlos the ,opportunity; for
par:`c(ipants to build two Wariations of the pipe/t
fitting hydram. The firstAr odifid pipp-:
,it .ing hydram, :it _made excl .vely f'rom; parts

usually found in a plumbing supply bouse, with
minor modifications_ to thp check and, foot (impulse)
valvel The second hydram is made from pipe .,;-.'

fittings, with valves constructed by trainets-_usIng
simple- steel fabXiCation T1-1 finished Itydrams, are .,
installed. on_ a testtand or other water source and
set in.operation.

hours

NEEDED_ FOR MODIFIED PIPE-EJTTING_HTDRAM

'Handbuta' 8K, 813j

X4.:1 nipples
Q

'1 1" tee.
*1.

-4-'1.1 .1"X :1-"k-

. ,

1 --1--2"x 1" 4reduPing

4ati, I 1 1" 490
0

sweep

1'" Anion .1$

1 3"X 31 leddeing

2 ".-fObt va

thock,71 with; tapped holep

v,-

_

1/ir" gas Cock-

'IDOLS NEEDED

:1

-:^t"

z.

an-,

bushirigk

bushing

1

°

0 2, nipples*,
.

1 1/2" gate valve

c"-

1 3" .female adapter

IL Pk I

v0'

TTTNG HYD
Ya

two pair pliers(

k 3 cap
-44

1 3 "x.18" metal pipiSc

pipe joint compound or
TFE tape

sorted washers

.
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t.

114ATERI&L.S___NFFDEDFOR YABRICATED

Handou 8B

"pipe compound or TFE tape
j 3" cap

2 3" 'tees

4,3; 3-"x 'I" 4educing bushings
.

1.3"X 1/2" 'reducing .bus_Iitng....-
1 3,11x 18" nipple

1 1/2"..x' IT

1" 90° sweep

'A-. 6*x 8"x 1/4"

"x 6.,"X :" )-116

3"X'; 1"x 1/8" angfeu: rc9,,

TOCILS NEEDED Fs PIPiE- FI'ITT
".

two pipe_Afrenches

electric or h

'arill bits (3/8, 13/64, and 1/.8

Session 8

HYDRAM

30" 3/8-16 althread

4 3/8-16. nuts
1 1/4-20X1"

1 1/4=20 x 3/4"

x 4" althread

*??;'
-*1. .21/2" OD washer

i= 11/2" OD washer

1/4=-20 nuts

SOD washer

5 6=32 x 3/4-11 screws

2 t332 x ,4" bolts

I°

HYDRAM,,

knife
o4flat file, half und

2" .hole saw,

;-4-20 and 8=-32 tap
(.%

screwdrive

access atw

h

egder
a* 4

tape aSure.
adjustable wren

rkiag sho

ode f "charging"'tra-ine
ermine on site cost.

;

Gist partti pr t a
ams theytie c stru

arts

trainees

V



P130CF.DCIRES

1.

V

Mate the objective

-70--

of thi. session.
2; Distribute Handouts ,8A Ancl,:8)3

-:,

15; 7-Describe e.advslitiAg6S ans:1_cl.i-SA-cl=(: trantageA'o .
1.,,,. . ,,-..7..

44.'41j..fa8rate`f&t. itill.S-.
l,--

i)
ik

,....- 411 I . . 1
4'-

;4, A

projgcts; it cl4 to. have the
or manufatu't'e otAtlig planned -for
to inttoduce q0,1: one 'Ph moaifie va-0 _ -_ -,...,

less time; but exp-riefte in talloic
trainees building a

J, .

Session

L.)

Thetjwo piperfitting hydrb.d
are

c
4lui 0 similar. If ii, is

kelp Xhat.ttatnaes will be
kStructitg bydrams troit%.
plumbing parts,in their

group build both typee;= if canrete
the projects, trainers may choOSe

1 e ram requires, considerably
valves may be he pful for

creeS ram.; '

Some Ay-silt-ekes st4disscivSnt

.

bne hour,&08t4t

efficient vie

time

es of each hydram are:
340

FABRICATED

hours con7truaria4 CI

iciest operation
,

ineXPens
;

impulse valve
_1.

llent kongApiry.
,

ins- perpe-

easy to :service /rep

`(

4 parts_

fi

,.:..,--. .

tAvsivii!a-st approx
_--
... .

va ves may hhard t

,

requires ability to dri4ana
tar sheet petal

O.`

um practical size 1"

a1 re difficUit to
when rusted

maxim= ract:Lca,l. size
A

fittings di cult to r
'when.rusted (especial
larger siZes)

-s-

Dives the trainees/into- groups
o three to work on ;designs &

reS
.5.. As the grOupS il-cloth-hydrams

using the following segu;nce:.

_

remove

. .

I

=V,

Try to ma sur t t the
skill levels of group
ate roughly
If you wish haVe eaclegeoup
uild a--flifferehtsi am,

A ltit. 45 inin4,4s ;00 desi



PROCEDU1ES - continued

(FAODIFIED PIPE- FITTING HYDRAM),

-71-

:-A; remove theispr,iKg from both_ the
pot v-lve.and the check Vd1Ve;

1

dd washers. in the_foot,valve
for.both weitIlit and stroke
adjustmenl;

ai.-temble all thOfittings as
Ishbwil in Handout -A using either
pipe.joint,compound of TFE tape.

Have/each hydtaiii
on: the test star114,4ar another
source' of water1.40id start the hydtaiii
working..

7.,Discuss ofsthe
, modified pipe-fitting.hydram.

Session 8

NOTES

See Handout 8A; detail A.

4-

Discussion Sh uld iiKlude skills
of communit4 avAilability of
4

materialS, f nancial regources
available.

.*



PROCEDURES - continued

(FORt FABRICATED -HyDRAM)

,Impulse Valve
4

A; 4 Sand., gr.".

3" tee (41
surface.

Bcl two .pieces of ';3/a x 15"
al thread (t27). around the body
of the tee ;so that thii 4 ends
ext4F)V1" Aynve the arm.

41. 2 - - ).4

Drill a; 2i" hole: d.h the-den 05f
a 6"x 6" Piece of Steel (414)
hen- drill \.3.g" hOlet in the
rners_ of t steel Where the
thread goes throtlh_,(appxox.._
" apart) io.; Be certain_ to sand
ooth and7rrOund off- a14 odqes:

D ill an4.!'tap two 8 -32 holes 7 i n

#S-show i_ra'rHandout 913; de-
itf4'1::and_attah_ the -strbke

adjpitmoritbratket (#22).

out a pi6ce of rubber' (414,
h the s dimenions

....and hole p tte 4Als tho stool
piat'e±-but Wi e!tbr-Seshoe.-7
; h c . c%4 lwed_ho the middle as

B;

or ylio, the aim of a
until. At has a smooth

Session .8

A

NOTES.

The ipstr6ctious d;:rib
the bUilding of al" hydram
If you wish,,have each -group
build, a hydram of a diffe-
size; Aitow 3-4_ houx
'construction; orga
parts .ahead of .tim
constraints'mair r
th trainetalie'impul se ff 4111

e_ piatks p;p4ecut; and
cut sheets`' rubbe'i. intt'7,C;:5rrect
size squares

_gh6i4 gando t 1913. (#15)-.,

8: he impulse valve _as
andout 9Ei; Detail A.

__t
1"

1677'1I1-

ed
asseMbleth

t -HandoPt .1911-
,;), air hole

by "the Iodic

ethread on one end- of a
4' p (#7) to extend thrgh

ding bushing . (44)
tap a 3/47201oIe tear the

sweep. and
if as n in

So. at the
e overed an uncovered

3'

I



PROCDURBS

8. Chebk Vala
4 .4

A. Drill and tap two les in
bottom and ohe in the side
1 x 1" reducing bushing fdr
8-32 ..crews as shown in the

4

session 8'

C :tr

Handout* detail B.

th

AOTqS

Cut alit a piece of rubber (#20)
for the check valve* bolt
washers -to:the_rubbeF and screw
the:x4lve to the) 1 x-3" redu'cin
bushint g.:, . t,.

!T,,

Cit1N1d ta6:&holein.the
bottdm of bhe bushingt,Opposite
the -2°J)reviotasly drillei:kholos.

en..a 8-32JscreW is inserted
it e head_ wi_IL__ovex.14 tlievAeck
valve , creatifig An.--adju4table
styoke. (See DetailB)

,

tt

the Ram
0

1 the fittings as shown
nt'8B* using ei,ther,pipe_

joint:bOmpountiorTFE tape.

The hole in the side
be located so that tW8-
-screwhea.d will lie 1V161

the check valve,r4bber.

)

-
_

: \

Have. each-,goup tnstall,theiria;'
0.,* ortl test stand or he r

_otreep :"%/ .er..and start t
11174,M7Workipg;

4-411° Discuss lietlability of t
tabricat --fitting hitt'anti,

iscussion should include skills
1Trable in qommunityi availabilit
materials, final-Niel resources.

'41 41

P



ATTACHMENT' 8A

PIPE FITTING HYDRAM

WITH MODIFIED FACTORY

4114 trAiAi;

1. 1" Nipple
2.-3" PVC .'Pipe (clear)
3. 1Px1 "x1/2" Tee

4. 2"xl" keducing Bushing

5. 3"x1": 4005ing Bushing
6. 1" 9GeSweOp
7. 1" Unipn..
8. 1/2" uniErfr

9. k. Nipple
1/2" GoolirValve

li; 2" FOt Valve
12. 1" Chebk Valve with taped holes

-13; le_ PlOg
14. 1/8" Gas Cock

Assorted Washers
16. VC Female Adapter
17.-.)-3" PVC Cap
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.ATTACHMENT 8B RIPE FITTING HYDRAM WITH FIELD-MADE VALVES

-e

vilivr ea
-14

01 ,,L11

\

e
,

11. 1/4-20)(4" piece of althread-
'or b wit 4/8" hole in

21/2" diamete utther .

n: 11/2" o* sm 1 er washers.
1'4

np Is valv
6 -;; -20 ut s

411';._k-20)c "

s42(3 nas

4

/6

y 19; 3/4" washerir
20. check-vVve.rubber'
21. 8-.32x3/4"--screws z.

stroke Sifjustrnent\bracket
6-52x1/4"_

. :,`20x3Yrbolt .

nheIrts

war-
3/8=1
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4

HANDOUT FQ

MATERIALS NEEDED FOR FABIqcATED

Handou 9-B,

faint

1 3" cap

2 3 tomes

3 S"x. 1" reduckng' buShings

PIPE-TITTING'HYDRAM

compound d' FE tape

it

1 '3"iae. ;/" reducing bushing

4
1 3"x !18"; nipple

-47.11"x 4" nipple

1 1" 90° sweep
;

6"x 8,"X- V 'sheet. rt4bpet-..

6"x .6:$x- 1/4 " steel .Viiiitte'

3"x 1"it 1/8" angle' iron
i )j, .

30" 348-181'althre

4 ,3/8-16 nuts

1 1/4-20X1" bOlt (drilled out)

1 1/4-20 x 3/V olt

1 '1/4-20 x, 4" althread

1 :21/2' 65 wash-et

6 11/2' OD w4 r'

4 1/4.1';-0 nuts

1 3/4" OD rstic*

5'8 -32 x(3:%4 "-screws

2 8-32 x "lts

two pipe w

electric o
t

ari

drill 'bitS-

2 "Apble saw

.and 8-42 taPs

RAM"-

..

knife V. 10 . e

fiat tgi, half xund file
.

.
_

48 :- 4,13/6 and vsy
, 1

hecif saw

.
screwiirlver *

,,aCce:ss .tO`metalworki
.

i" pipe threader

tap: measure

adjil table wrench
z=4 / 1Q_J_

sandp4per m



'PROCEDURES -:.continued

(FOR FABRICATED: HYDRAM)

Impulse Valve

A. Sand, grind or :file:the: im of a
3" tee (#3) until it has smooth
surface.

/'

,

NOTES

Bend two pieces of 3/8 x 15,"_
althread '(#27L_ around body,
of the tee ,so that the 4` ends
extend 1" above the a0t,

Drill a 2" hole in the center of
a 6"x 6"7-;Aoiece of -steel (#f),
then drill:- .114171 *o3.es in tl.),e
oorners _6:f. the steel the
aithreaa goes thi-oUPPrOx.
411.Hapart) Be cerfilh to sand
smooth and round off a,ll eAes
Drill. an tap two 8-327 les. in
-plae.ag-gh-own---:n Han de=
caii't ffA.4. aocl stroke
.adjustmet*1;ifeCket

p -
,, . .'

cut copi, of r
with '6utside
anci s polt .tiiittetn

Session 8
Handopt

p'

plate- pct with, a:'horggslib t_
thapedhDie Ih.-ttie Middle
shown in aiy3otit -;.9B (#15);

5):
L.

4.

E.; Assemble the impulse ,&alye as?
,shown in Handout X13 DeAli 'A.

ifter
/

rea d o net end of. a
_.:(4/) ex. rodgh .,;

4720 ha 'et the
the '_`= F

sift-at 4/4
Det t Sp, that t

erred ihd Juno' ere
b t
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APROCEDURES - conttned

8. Check Valve

A. Drill and tap two holes in the
bottom and one in the side of'a
1'x 3" reducing buShingjor
8-32 screws at shown in the '
Handout, Detail B.

B. Cut out.a piece.of'rubber (#20)
for the&heck.yalveibcfilt .

wdshersAo the rt'ibber_andscrew
the.valve-to'the 1 x .3." reducing

'- , bushing.. . .

C. Drill and tap a hole in the
bottom, of the bushing_ opposite
the 2 prelkibusl Y drilled holes.
When a'8-32- screw--0 ''inserted
cilef head will oveillap_the check
valve creating an_adjustable

--ItrOke. (See Detail

Body of the .Ram .

At Ch all, the ;itt,lpgs as shown

in andout 9B, ,using'eitiftw.piple!',

joint Conipund or TFE tape.

1 .

,

each"group.install/their
'- hydram on the hest stand(or another
sourpe of water and-start.the
hydftm working'.

The. hole in:the side
should be locateii so that
tit- bCket4hea&
1/1e above the 4leck.,
valVe rubber.

11. Di'scuss the applicability of.Ih
fabricated pixe-fitting,hydraTtl.

ti

A

1



'S..ESS TON_ 911
1

IGN THEORY AND

c -
0JBECTIVES: to examine the basic design guidelines for hydrams;

., .

iio; tdS.Oply the guidelines to pipefitting, welded
...r '-art4VcAr concrete rams

GVRRVIEW: ThiS'Sessithn is included here, 'as an .option,_
primarily for use in locations where welded'.hydra:Ms
can be used. The purpose 4 to provide the basic .

porameters for designing fabricated valvet, seat widths;
t and backing plates for,valves _At this'time-the sizes

to be used will be taken from the concrete design theOry; ,

a _ which _will_ be soMewhat oversized for,metal. In time;
specific charts may be, developed fd.twelded steel;'

PREPARATION-Traineft. will:bave_made a decision about the type'
Of,Conitructitin8 to be included in this training .

workShO'g't If a weldedram.is to be constructed;
1."6.;;''if.,:jthas.been decided that the expertise is
*railabtd; th!kwelded ram parts. should be completed
by th.isttimp.A.'tt is' not the-eurpose'qf this workshop_
.tOteach welding.

c
At least one hydram:con
at this:point-so that m
be taken.

Handouts 10B - 1QF.
Previously constructed ;arras
Chalkboard/chalk; flipcharts/marker
Welded, ram design, Attachment 9A

uctivnimust be complete
aStAtem ntS of.seats can

eN
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PROCEDURES NOTES

Session 9

1. Introduce session by recalling any Generally, valves are
problems participants may have had not seating quite right
with pipefitting ram operation. Ask or are too small.
trainees to share any possible .cauSe
Of these problems, and what might
be done Co avoid them. t.

2 Explain that the rams constructed ,to
date can be used in a range of sitti-
ations, and that the purpose of this
activity Ls to look at themaximUm
h:H ratios for the rams; based Om
their construction; and the general
sizing guidelines for rams.

;3. Have trainees; in groups;'measure th
following parts of the constructed
rams:

a)'D; impulse N.;alveiopening; impulse
valve plate thickness; rubber
thickness; backing plate thick-
ness; and seat width;

'b) check valve diameter; backin
thicknest; seat width'.

4; Distribute haMouts 10B-F. Ask Walk through the use
participants to/ determine optimal of..each chart, for each part.

range of h and H foxr the measure-
ments they've taken.. Ask if there
are' *fy irregularities in the pro-
portions of the drive pipe diameter;
impulse valve opening; etc.;_from
design guidelines presented_in
Session 6i and how that might
affect performance.

5 Pre ent design -of welded steel rams,
us ng same design parameters and
st ing charts. Allow trainees to
examine components prior to final
welding, and check sizes.

6. In small groups, design a welded ram
for one participant's -site. Alldw
1-1 hours for the design; present
and critique:

111
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TkICKA/E5a

li,MPULSE
LVE PLATE

81 Session 9

ATTACHMENT J.0 B

THICKNESS OF THE IMPULSE VALVE e_LATE_IN_INCHES *

1,P)

DRIVE HEAD IN FEET
20 30 40 50

1/4 3/8 J7/16 1/2 _5/8'
',

1/4 3/8 3/16 1/2 f6/8

5/16 3/8 1/2 9/16/ 5/8

5/16 7/16, 1/2 9/16 5/8

5/16 7/16 1/2 9/16 5/8

3/8 1/2 9/16 r 5/8 11/14

3/8 1/2 9/16 5/84, 11/16

7/16 112 5/8 11/16 3/4

1/2 5/8 11 /6 3/4 . 13/16

1/2 \'; 5/8- .3/4 13/16 7/8

2-
voLvE OPEW414

A

RUBBER.

WA f. WiL "2 FA FA 71 2

111111111"11111118

PLRTEECK1N&

TEEL

771/CKNES5

.5ERT
WiPTH

These figures also apply to accumulator plate thickness.

98



'to

40

50

60

A

100

125

150

200

300

40C

4 '

METRIC

ATTACHMENT

THICKNESS OF THE_WPULSE.VALVE PLATE IN MILLIMETERS*

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS
6

6 10

Session*?

-,J 6 III IT,

9.5 13

10 13

1:1 13

13 16

13 16-

;9 12 15

112- 13 16

11 13 16

13 14 16

13 14 16

13 14- 16

4 16 18

16:

18

46 . 18(

18 19

21

1.9 21 22

IMPULSE
VALVE OPENING-..

RUBBEFE,

_,W112=-2.

F I MPUL=6E
VA L vE PLATE RT ST :7 2_7

W DT 15,-xxix/ &
PLATE
TH/CKNESS

These figures also apply to accumulator plate thickness.
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WIPULSE
KNE55

VALVE PLATE
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ATTANMEN_T_4=r.

IMPULSE VAL VE STEEL BACIaliC

DRIVE HEN) IN FEET

Session 9

10' 20 30IP 40 50

1 ;5 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16- .. 3/16
2 1/8 3/16 3/16 3/16 1/4.

111

2.5 3/16 3/16 1/4 1/4 1/4.11

3 3/16 ;1/4 5/16 5/16 5/16
4

c
1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16, 7/16

5 -5/16 7/16 1/2 1/2 9/46

3/8 1/2 9/16 5/8 11/16

1/2 -1-1716 3/4 13/16 7/8
12 ; 13/16 1 1 1/8 1 1/4 1 5/16
16 1 1/16 1 5/16 ,1 1/2 1 11/16 1 .13/16'

iMPULSE
VALVE OPENING-

.

ROBBEft,

WARM A fili 1 WA FM
M 1=1 I I 1 I I I I I W "111 111 1 16

SEAT Sf ft
WIDTH

PLATE
ESRCK1N

771ICKNESS

100,
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BACKING

Session 9

IMPULSE-VALVE STEEL

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS

6 9 12 15

40 3 3 3 5 5

50 5 5 5 , 6

60 s 5 6 '6.

5 6 8 8 0

106 6 8 10 11 11

125 11 13 13 14

1.V 10 13 14 16 18

200 13 18
1.9

21 22

300 2N 25 29 32 , 34

400 27 33 38 43 46

It4PULSE
ALVE PLPTE

1/81-PuL`SE
t V EN/ N
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ATTACHMENT WU=

IMPULSE 'VALVE SEAT WIDTH 111 INCHES .)

DRIVE HEAD IN FEET)

3/4

I

ik

11/2

z 2

c..-_.

:_--,

cr 3

a_
,.,_ 4

.-..
c..

6

.-----

L- a

10 15 25 30 35 - 40 45 50

1/8

3416

1/4

5/16

3/8 ;

1/2

,
5/3

13/16

1 3/16

1 11/16

3/16

5/16

318

7/16

:9/16

11/16

7/8

1 1/8

1 11/16

2 1/4

1/4

3/8

7/16

9/16

3/4

15/16

1.1/8

1 7/16)

2-3/16

2 15/16

5/16 3/0

7/16 1/2

9/16 5/8

11/16 314

.7/8 1

1 1/8 1 5/16

..

1.5/16 1 9/16

1 3/4 2 1 16
.

2 5/8 G-- 3, /8

3 9/16 4 1/8
..,

7/16

9/16

3/4

7/8

1 3/16

1 7/16

1 3/4

2 3/8

3 1/2

4 11/16

1/2

5/8

13/16

1

1 5/16

1.5/8

1 15/16

.2 5/8

3 15/16

5 1/4

9/16

11/16

14/16

1 1/16

1 7/16

1 13/16

2 3/16

2 7/8

4 5/16

5 3/4

3/8

3/4

1-.

1'3/16

1 9/16.

1 15/16

2 5/16

3 1/8

4 11/16

61/4

I Al PULSE
1(-- VALVE OPEN1N

MOCK/VE.55
OF 1 MPULSE.
VALVE_ PLATE 5ERT

MOTH

ii
mor7...

RUBI3ER,

FA 1717.117L.

STEEL
BACKM &

PLATE
.7

S.



20

30

40

50

60

75

100

150

1,1
/CKA/5 5
1 MPULSE

VALVE PLATE

METRIC 86
ATTACHMENT I

IMPULSE VALVE SEAT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS

Session 9'

3 475

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS

6 .,7.'5 - 9i 10.5 1.2 13.5 15

i 5 ,6 - 8 "-10 11- 13 14 16

5' 8 10 1.1 13 14: 16: 18 19

10 11 14 16 19 21 22 25

. 11 14.i,
.

18
*

19 22 '25 27 30

10 14 19 22 25 30 33 36 39

13 18 . 24' 29 33 36 - 41 ' .
.-46 49

16 22 29 33 39 ' 44 49 55 58

/21 29 36 44 52 60 66 72 79

30' 43 55 79 89 100 109 Ii19..66

ai#43 , -, 56 .74 89 104 119, 130 146 158

\
P4P1--J1LSE4- VALVE I OPENING-

SERT STEEL_
//PTA N

Pt ATE
7711CKAIESS

103
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AT TACHMENT

CHECK VALVE- BAN I NG T-H

1

DELIVERY HEAD IN FEET

50 75 100 125 150 175 200

fi

3/4 4/16 1/16 1/16 i,1/16ic 1Z1.6,

.,.

-1/16 1/1627- -,3110,

1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16

11

' 17/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16

1/16 1/16 1/16 _1/16 1/16 1/8 118 1/8
t

2 1/16 1/8 ; 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1,8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/1t 3/16 3/16 -3/16

,

.1/H 1/8 3/16 3/16 3/16 3/16 3/16 1/4

A 3/16. 3/16 1/4 1/4 1/4 5/16 5/16 5/16
..-------4

.1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16 7/16 1/2 1/2 1/2

3/H 1/2 9/16 ,5/8 5/8 11/16 11/16 3/4'

CHECK VALVE BBCK1-AIG-
PLATE THICKNESS

/ /

/

,

\

CHECK
\

L VE
SEAT THICKN-E55\

RUBBER
/

104



v-)
25

30

40

50
LJ

60
L.,

4 75

100

150

200

%j ";

METRIC Sessiori 988
ATTACHMENT

\
.

.

CHECK VALVE BACKING THICKNESE-T-ERS

7_.5

DELIVERY HEAD. IN METERS

23 30.5

2

2* 2.

10

l 3 3

3 3 3

3 5, 5

6 6

8 10 11

13 14 16

CHFCK VALVE BACKIN6r
F'LATE THICKNESS

38 45.5 53.5 60

2 . 2 2 2.
.2 2 2

=2 2 2 2 *
41

3 3 3

3 3 3 3.

5 5 5 5

5 5 5 6
.

6 8 8 8

4
11' 13 13 13.

16 18 18 19

/'''
RuBBER

\
\ \

:HE` VALVE
SE.../RT THICKNESS

L-1"3:3-1

105
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2

25

118

118

1/8

1/H

1/8

1/8

1/8'

1/8

1/E1

3/16

-85--

AJ

CUCEKVALAIE-SEAT WIDTH IN INCHES

DELIVERY HEAD IN FEET,

50 75 100 125

10 1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8

1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16.

1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16

1/8 1/8 3/16 1/4
..f.

1/8 3/16 1/4:., 5/16

1/8 .,3/16 5/46 3/8

3/16 1/4 3/8 1/2

1/4 3/8 9/16 3/4

5/16 9/16 3/4 1

CHECK VALVE BACKIN6-
PLATE THICKNESS

Session 9

150 175 200

1/8 3/16 3/16

3/16 '1/4 1/4 ti.

3/16 1/4 3/8

1/4 5/16 7/16

5/16 7/16 9/16-

7/16 9/16. 11/16

1/2 5/8 13/16

11/16- 7/8 17/16

1 1 1/4 1 5/8

1 5/16 1 11/16 2 3/16

RUBBER

CHECK VALVE
SEAT THICKNESS

.\\



METRIC

,ATTACHMENT

CHECK VALVE SEAT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS

DELIVERY HEAD IN METERS

Session 9

20

30

z 40

50

b0
=

775
sz

ibb

150

200

7.5 15 23 30 38 45 '53 60

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

5

6

3

5

5

6

10

14

3

5

6

8

10

14

19

5

10

13

19

25

3

6

8

11 .

13

18

25

3.3

8

11

14

16

22

30

43

5

-6

10

11

14

18

21

27

41

55.

CHEEK VALVE 817CK1N&.'
P-1_1?7E THICKNESS

CHECK VALVE
$E AT TkitC ( NE55

107
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WELDED HYDRAM: SIDE VI



=-92=, Session 9
Handout 9A-2

WELDED HYDRAM EXPLODED VIEW,

109
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-93-. Handout 9A-3

/MOO
%NW

WELDED HYDRAM, IMPULSE CAVITY: EXPLODED VIEW



-9
Session 9
Hand-out 9A-4

WELDED HYDRAMi ACCUMULATOR:

EXPLODED VIEW

Iii
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WELDED HYDRAM

20' Drive Head
SazE

Session 9 _

Handout 9A-5

1 Accumulatbt Top Diimeter 3
Vi

_-_

Y___...

1/4'

0 ...

?A:4

.

? ia,
Yi.

ig
. ..7

z=r,
ciii

Accumutacor_lup-ThickneSS 74
2_ Accumulator Pipe Diameter 3

to
y S" 6 9

w
)2-
Z?

iti ty
Z6

2 AccumUlator_PIpe-Length to 70 to
3 Dc-iv-er5 socket it 3/Y 3- / 4, i. 3_

.;4 Accumulator Base Ring Thickness Yg 7 %4 iii 1/Z c-4 5.7.

&_A-ccumulator Base Outside Daimeter g & 9
4

ID iy /6
L

zz_
=

zg
Y e-

6 11/2" Check va_lillestraCo Limiter bobs 'Ai Yq Yq '41 Vt- 3/0
7 ___-Chetk 1.7AlVe 2" bolt_dlamete* iiy -1-4/ SA 9/4 34' 34 % ' /,l
8 Check VaLve_Backing Plate Thickness Yg- I& lit Yi P i ! % A;
8 Plate should be larger than hole by: Yi vy 4- i tf. 3kvN

,il

9 Sti-Oke Limiter Metal strip
10 Stroke-Limiter Rubber Strip

...

11 -'z to thick Rubber witty -valve same as the AB backing

vfy -Vy 1

elate/. And

Z 3
O.D.
yCheck valve washer outside diam. a

Check valve nut '79 4-i 74 5X6 X-4-
14 Connecting plpe__Inside Diameter g9 / 4 ii; t 1
14_____Connecting pipe length i 4, ii 4, 14 7y lq z4 36,f 37*
15 4" Impulse Valve Bolt g-_"ii
'-' Backing Piacc_, Diameter tll sN '/ (ii -/ 4 4 t4
16 Backing Plate Tb c n-ess 6 34 4 Yy _52;4 Yi 1W4, /Y14

18 IMOLilse Plate O.D. _4_;_-thickness. VP 34 74 Xi ii-v 7z r S4
18 Impulse Plate I.D. Z 'tkx 3 B /2. tg.
19 Impulse Valve Washer Outside Diam. ifa. zt /

Cs. 7 i-/ /6-
20 Impul_s_eValve nut

3/t 3-h 3A?

r
44- ; A

Rubber Bumper
134

Lock nut
N-e 'i 34

23---2"X2"." angle iron limiter Bracket
in.

24 Length Impulse Plante Bolts ali ti.. i.,
25_ -Stroke limiting adjustment bolt Y?

6
W
4

5;i:
&

,
/ei

,

/626 No; of Accumulato_r:Bolts
.

26_ Diameter of Attumulator Bolts 3k iii, V/4 7/f / /

=4
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HandouL 9A-6

2b Length of Accumulator BOltS i; i- 1.;., z 3 3A1s4:J4
271 Ac_c_umulator Base Place Di_ame-te I , g ,% b iq it4 ti tg-27 AtcUMUlator Bas_e__Pl-ate ThiCkness

_ 1/2 * 7/7-4 Ya Pi 5-if 5i28: HydramBase <same as #27)
-29 IttipUlse Valve_Ca_v_i-ty Inside Diam; 4/ Y S 4 ic, 'z zr29 Impulse Valve Cavity Height 1 _Jii.__V t'
3_0--- Socket

i 4 -4 Z 3 /
31C, Impulse Valve Ring Thickness n Y xi, .___yikyi, :s'-4 sh31 impUlSe Valve Ring_ai=ametet 8 /0 iy A Zz_ 24
32 1" Suppbr_rpe Length 8 9 /1 /3 12 zvi
33 4'-Diamtter Support BaseThickn,eSs 34

Y?

1/k- -; .
0-4

)4' _Mf4-
'A I* -6-4 Ci34 Snilter_Buit , r4117,
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WELDED-H-YaRAEM.--
40' Drive Head

5IZ,S

SeS".-.1(20
L)A= 7

4

9
1 Accumulator Top _Diaimet_e_r_-- -3 9'

:,---

6
, 1 ,

i 7
./E,

'klling

1----Accumulator To. ThiCkneSS

3
' V/..-

57

V-;gi.4

4:71

7a/

'X'

a)

oz
A?

gnu
11//6

mg2 Accumulator Pipe Diameter

2-----Attumulator Pl. Len:th -0 20 al)
3 Delivery Socket -w / ih, Z 3
4
,-, Accumulator_ Base Ring ThiCkness .Y _Vis % IA V An
4 Accumulator Base- Oute_Daimetet R. ",_ i D re; A.6 ik- 24 3Z
6 _1_-.' Check Valve Stroke LThiter bblts /9 /- 3k 34 34
7 Check Valve 2" baLt_d_i_a_meter ly * 9,& 3/4- V 3(

8 -Check Valve BaCkin: Plate Thitkness 4 1/ I; 1 7y % f 4'
8 P14e Should Se larger than_h_o_l_eby: /- 1 4 14-, V
9 Stroke Lmi-er Metal Stti.
10 Sttbke Limiter Rubber Strip

11 Co Rubber_with Valve as the #8 hacking lat_e and
12 Check Valve washer outside diam; 'A- 4* 3// / /'i a .3
13 Check valve nut ____ j/9 y9 CZ/- '. 3/ 34, '4;4 Y)4

14 Connecting pipe inside Diameter A/ 4 i 2-

74
Yk_

3
i

z4
ri.

V
i

34-4,

rz

6

A;
14 Cbnnecting pipe length Jay ii fi

34

V*

1/
3/$_3
c

icYy
" .. se Valve Bolt

16 Backing Plate Diameter _._ 61k * /3-&/54 z4
1 6- _ti_a_c_kt_agft_e -T h-i c kne s s Vy c;4. 2/ie,. -/s, r,4_-0 y__

ro 1/2 Thick Rubber w/ valve same_as_e_tie--#161acIdqg p lade & 0.D'17

18 Impulse PLate Yi "54 41//4 9/4
18 Impulse Plate I.D.

19 Impulse Valve Washer_Uuts_i-de Diat. .Z. "14; 3

7-- 3
11 In

,6?-_yam 3/P20 Impulse Valve nut

21 Rubber Bumper

Lb-tk nut

23 2"*2"x" angle iron limiter Bracket

2 4 mot i 1 tii olate Do 1 t
24 Diameter of Lanti I se Plate 8°1 us
24 leni:th of Imputse. Valve Bolts
25 St roke limi.tin adjust-m=ile Do 1t
26 Ninmber of kc_c_umulator Bolt

26 Diamter of Accumulator Bolts
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Hatidout 9A-8

26 Len-th of AccuMulator Bolts Wal Z WanliliTtlEnrAW
27 Accumulator Base Plat- I ralrilrillMUMMN
27 Accumulator BaSe Plate Thickness ° . 14 Cf % 4'
28 Hydram Base (same as #27):

29 Imoulse Valve Cavit Inside Diam. - 4 r /2. t za z
29 Impulse Valve;Cavity Heiklit- IMICIMILMITIFJP9
30 Socket nn 4. ti 3 Fin
31 Impulse Valve Ring Thickness_____- EMEAFAITEIMPAPA ,

3 1 Impulse Valve Ring Diameter R 7 A, 2 ; /4 /P a 3z
32 1" Support Pipe Length P_ 8 it /3 '7 24

-
. .. Thi-ckness- % VA 7A-1 Ce VA 4f1 U

34 Snirter Bolt ry
ff ni * Yy 34 * if g

v

115

4.
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SESSION 10: HYDRAM CONSTRUCTION CONCRETE Time: 1$ hours over
\_ a 7 day period

or
OBJECTIVES:

OVERVIEW:

PREPARATION
NOTES FOR
TRAINER:

7

to design and build :a.concrete ram
,

to- demonstrate a knowledge of ram component
relationships ;.

to work with concrete and f.crms.

The session provides pdtticipants with an oppOrtuflity
to use the knowledge; gained earlier in the training
program to assess site potential,-determane an
appropriate hydram size and design and_then construct
an inexpensive, long lasting concrete
While building a ebncrete hydram flecessitates
scheduling a lengthy session-over at least seven
days, the advantages of this technology _(i,e low
cost, excellent longevity, likely availability
of materials) make :this one,o the most useful,
parts of a hydram training program.

When possible, the concrete hydram(s) should be
-.bunt at a site where it can. be of use after the
training program is over. Trainers should there-
fore gather data about community need, end-uses
etc unless extensive time is available for
trainees to do this

Tlie .ing of the various construction phases
will somewhat dependent on the mixture of the
concer to and the ambient temperature; In general;

.wilding of a concrelta- hydram will require
ur segments of t.kre with a minimum of 2/ days

between - segments: The first phase requires
japproxiMately 4 hours foTeps 1-9 (planning'
and 4 hours for steps 1?--19 (base form construction
and the first pour); The second phase should
occur at least 48 hours later and should take
about 4 hours for steps 20-27 (accumulator form
construction and 2nd pour); After another 48 hours
or so, the concrete should be sufficiently set up
for she' 28-35 (fabrication and attachment of
valves, bolting the hydram together); In general;
the hydram should be ready for steps 36-38
-(installation and operation) after 2 more days,
or four days from the last pour.

Trainer should check porosity of concrete prior Co
this activity.

Hand outs B-F are in metric,and EngliSh units.

Use of slides greatly enhances concrete construction
preparation session.
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MATERIALS: gravel, Sand,__COMenti water, form lumber; plastic
pipe, bOWli'fittingi material for vapor barrier
somethiitg_tb mix cement
sizedmcV-cluahtity of materials is dependent upon
the hydtam to be=constr4cted. Following is an
example of atypical list of materials' for a
1" hydram.

1" CONCRETE =RAM MATERIALS LISA

1 1")- 12"x 8' lumber for body i 8 3/8 aIthread 36"
.form

1 1")- 12")- 8', lumber for accumu- 26 3/8 lock washers
lator foims

1 4"- 7 " diatqtet steel plate 26.3/8 fiat washers

1 3" PVC pipe cap

1 4" bowl

1 'x 1/2 belting.

1 7" diameter x h" poititig

1 1"x 2" angle 1" Fong

1 rubber stop bumper

1 4" gas cock

26 3/8 nuts

1 1" pipe plug,

1 1" pipe tee

1 1/2" pipe plug

1-1/2": pipe tee

1 1/4" pipe plug

1 4" pipe ;tee

1 1" PVC pipe 2' long 20-c. 4" pipe 2" long

1 1/2" nipple 11/2" long 1 1" PVC male adaptor

2 21/2" washer with 3/8" hole 1 1/2 PVC pipe 22' long

2 11/2" washer with 3/84' hole 1 1" PVC coupling

5/16" wing nut 1/2 lb 6d nails

1 5/16 x 21/2" bolt form oil

2 1/4 x1/2 bolt 21/2 gal water

3 5/16 nut 32# cement

1 3/8 bolt 1" long 1 1/3 ctift. gravel

1 3" PVC pipe 18" long 1 1/6 cu;ft. sand

Handouts 10A-10N shovels
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PROCEDURES

Phase 1: Part One ,

1. ---tato the objective of thi'S session.

2. Have the ,trainees-gather all pertinent
information concerning the hydtaiti
installatiOn including,driVd head,
delivery_headi,4low ra e. at source,
demand, future needs i nd potability.

3; Describe_the concre hydram concept
and the deSigh para eters_involVed.

4; Review the advantages and
disadvantageSpf this design.

5; Walk .through design steps; using
handdutsl 1._ Write on board/1
flipchart,

4

Sequence:

A; Concrete: (handout 10A)

1. 'CoMpute D.
.-2. Compute iMpulse valve cavity

djameter.
3; Compute wall thickness;
4; Top and beittom thickness;

B. Size Impulse Vale Opening (2D)

21. Use attachment lOB to
determine thiCkneSS of valve
plate.

2. Use 10A to determine bolt area
and number Of bblts:

3. Use 10C to deterMine backing
thickness.

4. Use IOD to deterMide Seat
width;

. SiZe check valve,

1. Use 10E for backing thickness.
2. Use IOF to determine seat

width.

trier should plan how
to iSpay this-on chalkboard.

Reitindtrainees that this is
related to drive head; force;

Relate this to drive pipe size
as basis foricaltulations.

118
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PROCEDURES

-102-

6. Have the trainees each design a
hydram,,using the design paramenters
listed in Handouts A through I. Have
the participants solve the problem in
attachment/Handout 10M.

7. Compare designs and discuss the
differences.

8. Deponding_on how many hiJrams are to'
be made, the trainees' should choose
tJaest design(s) 'and explain why
they have made their choice.

GiVe an overview of construction.,,
process and scheduling in the
workshop:

Pha80 I:

A. Build forms, using. pipes; cups,
form lumber, as in Handout IIH -J.

B. Note where/why sleeves are
inserted; where # comes from.

C. Make sure snifter is included.
D. Mix and pour concrete.
E. Protect and let it set up for at

least 2 days;
F. Draw pattern for impulse valve

plate;

Phase II:

A;
B.
C.

Construction of accumulator form.
Pour accumulator;
Let it set up.

Phase III-IV:

A; Cut check valve; assemble and

10; Distribute procedures for Phase I.
Ask trainees to read through. Clarify
any questions.

4

11; Have the trainees make_ up a material
and tool list for the hydram(5)
selected.

Session 10

NnTFS.

This may be hard-for trainees
bo visualize. A model would
be helpful; slides are also
effective;-and maybe/procured
through the Energy Sector,
Peace Corps.' -

119
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PROCEDURES

12. -With all the tools and materials
therecL beqin constructioH.

phase I,-.Part Two

1.3. Start by constructing the hygram base
form. (See handout 105)d

14. Next bend the PVC pipeand cut to
proper length andiangles. Be sure to
glut a coupling to the check valve end
to increase the seat area.

15. Notch out bottbb of plastic bowl_ to
fit upon the PVC pipe: with_the bowl_
and pipe held togetheri mark_ where -the
pipe touChes the inside of_the bowl;
then using coping saw$_cut along this
line. _Attach male adapter_and the
PlUgged tee to input end of pipe. The
plugged tee serves topreventthe pipe:
from_turning within theconcrte.
Weldingfa piece of metal_ Onto the
-coupling would also work.

16. Drillhbleain the bottom of the form
for the bolt pattern around the.
impulse Valve and the aqcumulator.

17. Center accamulator form_pipe on the
inside of the form: and draw -a circle
around it. Drive three 6d nails
one -half way ini120 degrees 'apart
throughthecircle; making compen-
sation for the thickness of the
accumulator form. pipe.

18. Drill, hole in PVC pipe for snifter;
Drill another hole in form for the
other end of snifter; Snifter pipe
should have a plugged tee in the
middle or a piece of metal welded to
the .side of it to eliminate turning.

19. An elliptical rubber washer should be
cut out and nailed where the check
valve end of the PVC pipe comes in
contact with tile form. This is to _

recess the concrete around the check
valve seat to insure a good seat.

NOTES

Session 10

120
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PROCEDURES NOTES

20. Bolt sleeves_ to form using althread,
nuts and washers.

21. Tie PVC pie down to form using
tie-wire.

22. Pour the base of the hydram using the
following concrete formula: 8 parts
grael, 7 parts sand, 2 partg cement,
and water to proper consistency. Tap
on the form sides while pouring to
prevent air pockets. Cover concrete
with a vapor barrier such as visqueen,
then cover entire pour with insula-
tion. Draw pattern for impulse valve
plate and send to metal shop;

Phase II

23. After the hydram base ha'S had suffi-,'
eient time to set (usually about 2
days), remove form and place hydram
base right side up on blocks so that
the bolt holes on the. bottom can be
reached;

24. Place a sheet of plastic or wax paper
or anything that will prevent a con-
crete marriage and that won't wrinkle
on top of the accumulator end of the
hydram;

25. Place aIthread.and sleeves through
bolt pattern at accumulator with nuts
and washers on'both Ands. Tighten
until sleeves are rigid;,

26; guild form for accumulator as shown in
Handout 10J.

27. Place accumulator form pipe over the
three nails sticking -up through the
concrete at the check valve. Pa ck

with sand to prevent pipe fr:cim float-
ing up in concrete. Cap end of accu-
mulator form pipe with tape or PVC

- cap.
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PROCEDURES NOTE

28. Place accaMulatorform on top of
hydram base and install the delivery
pipe connection between this form and
the accumulator form pipe.

29. Pour accuMulator form full of 'concrete
using the same mixture ratio as,used_
in step #22;, (

30.-bDver with a vapor barrierSuch a=s
visqueen and insulation.

Phase III

31. After concrete has had.sufficient time
to set up (about one_totwo days),
remove form.

32; Using a large:.v.iece_of paper; -make a
patternjrom the hydram base for bOth
the ;impuIse:vadve rubber and the
accumulator cheek valve rubber.

, .

33. Cut outtne2rubbers according to the
pattern. If 'the rubber is too thick
to allow free movement of the valves,
a v-notch may.need to-.be cut into the
rubber at the flex point of the valve.-

")

Drill and cut out a piece of shee
metal for the impulse plate and
attach stop bracket.

-

35:. Install althread, bolt, nuts and
washers on bqpi pieces of rubber as
shown in ith6 'attachment.

36. Belt accumulator to base with check
Valve_ rubber for a gasket.

37. BOltimpulse valve rubber and platp to
hydram base.

38. Install stroke_a0jqstment bolt locknut
and rubber bumpor
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PROCEDURES

Phase_IV

39._Install ram to drive pipe and delivery
`pipe. Start up. Adjust for amount of
flow available.

.40. Have th trainees determine_the flow
-rake into and out of the hydram and
determine the efficiency.

41. Discuss with the trainees what they
feel_ the advantages and_disadvantages
of this ram might be and when they
might be important.

Session 140

NOTES
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Handout 10A

CONCRETE i-IYDRAM DESIGN PARAMETERS

CAVITY WALL THICKNESS DOME COVER THICKNESS NUMBER OF BOLTS AND SIZE

The side wall thickness (T) in a concrete Hydram without reinforcement

shall be equal to the diameter of the cavity (06) in itiehet times the

driVe head (H) in feet divided by 10 or shall_be equal to the cavity

diameter; whichever is greater.

The top or bottom wall thickness

diameter:

should be 1.25 times the cavity

V

Ts_

4

The total bolt area (TBA) should equal the drive pipe diameteg (inches)
D'Hsquared times the drive head in feet divided by 50 or TBA =

6.26

If D in mm. and H in meters then TBA §777

To determine the' proper number of boltt, find the area of the bolt

sif you wish to use and divide it into the total bolt area.

Diameter of bolt:

MM. ;6.3 8 9.5 11 12.7. 14.2 15.8 19. 22.2 25:4
in. 1/4 5/16 ,3/8 7/16 -"1/2 9/16 5/8 3/4 7/8 ; 1

Area of bolt:

:027 ;045 .068 :093 :126 :162 ;202 .302 :419 .551*
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Session 10
Handout 108

THICKNESS OF THE__LIVUSE__VALAEPLATE IN INCHES *

DRIVE HEAD IN FEET
10 On 30 40

1.5 1/4 3/8 7/16 1/2 5/8

2

2;5

3

4

5

6

8

12

16

1/4 3/8 7/16 1/2

5/16 3/8 1/2 9/16

5/16 7/16 1/2 9/16

5/16 7/16 1/2 9/16

3/8 1/2 9/16 5/8

3/8 1/2 9/16 5/8.

7/16 1/2 5/8 11/16

1/2 5/8 11/16 3/4

1/2 5/8 3/4 13/16

IMPULSE
VALVE OPENING-

5/8

5/8

5/8

5/8

11/16

11/16

3/4

13/16

7/8

7741CIOVES5
OF / MPULSE

diVE PLATE

* These figures also apply to accumulator plate thickness;



Session 10
=109= Handout 108 metric

THICKNESS OF THE IMPULSE VALVE PLATE Ili_MILLIMETT*

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS

40t/1
Cd
W

50

60--J

3-7
75

12 100

arw 125

150
--J

200

300

400

3 6 9 12 15

6

---.

6

8

8

8

9.5

10

11

13

13

w

-..

10

10

10

11

11

13

13
_

13
$.

16

16

11

11

13

:

13

14

14

16

18

19

13

13

14

'IA

14

16

16

18

19

21

t

16

16

16

16

16

18

18

19

21

22

_IMPULSE
VALVE OPENING- `,

7-1-11CION/E55i
OF IMPULSE
VALVE PLATE

MIBBEIZ

Ifiiiir17171104:mmadifgZa-

BERT
work/

* These figures also apply

srEEL
EfACK1141&

PLATE
TH/CKNESS

accumulator plate thickness.

12e,



OrHfCgA/E55
OF 1 MPUt$
VALVE PLATE-

vi

=

Session 10
-110- Handout 10C

IMPULSE _VALVESTEELWU NC

10

1.5 1/B

2 1/8

2.5 3/16

3 3/16

4 1/4

5 5/16

6 3/8

A
1/2

12 13/16

16 .1 1/16

DRIVE HEAD Its FEET

20 30

1/8

3/16

3/16

1/4

5/16

7/16

1/2

11/16

1

15/16

1/8

3/16

1/4

5/16

3/0

1/2

9/16

3/4

1 1/8

1 d/2

40 50

3/16 3/16

3/16 1/4

1/4 1/4

5/16 5/16

7/16 7/16

1/2 9/16

5/8 11/16

13/16 7/8

_ MR/LSE
VALVE OPEN1N&

I
WAWA VA iiin Wiri Wiria
1 1i i I i . i i iM i i 1 i i M i I ill r 1 in i 1 k

M_ 1

1/4 1 5/16

11/16 1 13/16

RUBBER,'

SEIM
warm

STEEL
BACKING.

--pLATE
TH/CKNESS
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IMPULSE VALVE STEEL BACKIND:

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS

3 6 9

CC
LA.J 40 3 3
L.LJ

50 3 5 5

60 5 5 ,6

75 5 6 8

100 6 8 10

125 8 11 13

150 10 13 14

= 209 13 18 19

300 21 25 29

400 27 33 38

IMPULSE

ArkiCkNE55
IMPULSE

LVE PLATE

VALVE OPENING-

;Session 10
gandout - metric

.ki`. .....

,

11

6

8

11

13 14

16 18

21 22

32 34

43 46

1F1741117117 FA VA Fl WAIF

OMR&CAIN&
STEEL

AtrE
XNESS

SERT
W /PTH

128
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Session 10
Handopt 10D

10

IMPULSE VAL

....

45 50

'I. DRIVE HEAD

15 . 20 25

IN FEET

4030 35

3/4 1/8 3/16 1/4 5/16 3/8 7/16 1/2 9/16_ 3/8
-.

1 3/16 5/16 3/8 7/16 1/2 9/16 5/8 11/16 3/4

1/4 3/8 7/16 9/16 5/8 3/4 13/16 14/16 1

5/16. 7/16 9/16 : 11/16 3/4 7/8 1 1 1/16 1'3/16

z 2 3/8 9/16 3/4 7/8 1 1 3/16 1 5/16 1 7/16 1 9/16
"

1/2 11/16 15/16 1 1/8 1 5/16 1 7/16 1 5/B 1 13/16 1 15/16

5/8 7/8- 1 1/8 1 5/16 '1 9/16 1 3/4 1 15/16 2 3/16 2 5/16

o 4
ra.

13/16 1 1/8 1 7/16 1 374 2 1/16 2 3/8 2 5/8 2 1/8...3 1/8

6 1-3/16 1 11/16 2 3/16 2 5/8 3'1/8 3, 1/2 3 15/16 4 5/16 4 11/16
Lid

= 1 11/16 211/4 2 15/16 3 9/16 4 1/8 4 11/16 5 1/4 5 3/4 6 1/4

77-11C i(A/E5 5
OF ' :1 MPU LSE
VALVE PLATE

7,11171WAFIFI

A

IMPULSE
VALVE OPEN1N&

a

RUBBER,

lira 12 FA 'MA

SEAT
WITH

Ise
STEEL_

13FIVONG
PLArErmoovEss

:129



Session 10
Hatido4t 10D - metric

IMPULSE VALVE SEAT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS

DRIVE HEAD IN METERS

3 4.5 6 7.5 9 10.5 12 13.5 15_

20 3 5 6 8 10 11 13 14 16

= 225 5 8 10 11 13 14 16 18 19

UJ

2 30 6 10 11 14 16 19 21 22 .:-25

.4 40 11 '14 18 19 22 25 27 30

= DU 10 14 19 22 25 30 33 36 39

=
UJ

60 13 18 24 29 33 36 41 46 49
UJ

.=Ze 75 16 22 29 33 39 44 49 55 58

..--...

100 21 29 . 36 44 52. 60 66 72 79

150 30. 43 55 :.-. 66 79 89 100 109 119

c--)= 200 43 56 74' 89 104 119 130 146 158

1

_ _

VALVE OPEN,1116- "iv

FN11313E12.

-7/217/7/7

KA/E5 5
of 1 MPUL SE
VALVE PLATE

sonn STEEL
WIDTH 46/4cf0A/

PLATE
7NICKNESS

.911m4
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114

z 11/2

z
2

"Pi

0_ 3

4

6

8

Session 10
=114= Handout 10E

CHECK VALVE BACKING THICKNESS-IN INCHES

DELIVERY HEAD IN FEET

25 50 75 100 125 150 175 200

1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16

1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16

1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16

1/16 1/16 1/16 1/16 1/1t 1/8 1/8 1/8

1/16 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8

178 1/8 1/0 1/8 3/16 3/16 3/16 3/16

178 1/8 3/16 3116 3/16 3/16 3/16 1/4

3/16 3/16 1/4 1/4 1/4 5/16 5/16 5/16

1/4 5/16 318 7/16 7/16 1/2' 1/2 1/2

3/8 1/2 9/16 5/8 5/8 11/16 11/16 3/4

SHACK VALVE 138CK1N&
PLATE THICKNESS

\\\\\\\\\
CHECK VALVE
SETT TH/CKNESS

131
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tHECK VALVE BACKING, THICKNESS IN MILLIMETERS

DELIVERY HEAD IN METERS

Session 10
Handout 10E - metric

7_5 15 23 _30_5_ 38 45.5 53.5 60

20 2 2 2 2 2

IN

CA=I
25 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

- .30 2 2 2 2 2 2 2. 2
-J

40 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3

50 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Cr) 60 3 3 3 3 5 5 5 5

LA-J

Ci 75 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 6
C1-

LU 100 5 5 6 6 6 8 8 &
0-
CD 150 6 8 IG 11 11 13 13 13

200 10 13 14 16 16 18 18 19

CHECK VALVE BRCK1SIG-
PLRTE T117CKNE55

- A -

CHECK VALVE.
SEPT TH/CKNE55
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/CHECK VALVE SEAT WIDTH-14-INCHES

DELIVERY HEAD Lit FEET

Session 10
Handout IOF

25 50-75' 100. 125 150 17 200

3-4 1/8 1/8 ,y8 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16 3/1.6

1 1/8 118 =:1/8 1/8 1/8. 3/16 i._ 1/4N 1/4
L.6.1

U 1, 1/8 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/1fi 3/16 1/4 3/8

1/8 1/8 1/8. 1/8 YAM 1/4 5/16 7/16

=
L.6.1

2 1/8 1/8 1/8 3/16 1/4 5/16 7/16 9/16

-J-,

o 21/2 1/8 118. 3/16 1/4?:: 5/16 7/16 9/16 11/16

3 1/8 1/8 3/16 5 /1& 3/8 1/2 5/8 13/16

Uri 4 1/8 3/16 1/4 k 3/84 1/2 111.6 7/8 17/16

=
m 6 1/8 1/4 3/8 9/16 3/4 1 1 1/4 1 5/8

ii

3/16 5/16 9/16 3/4 1 1/1 1 11/16 2 3/16

CRICK VALVE_ CKi/d
IPLATE THICK 55

\\\\\\
CHECK VALI/E
5ER7. THICKNESS

\ \
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,CHECK V'ALVE SEAT WIDTH IN MILLIMETERS

DELIVERY HEAD IN METERS

Session 10
Handout 1OF - metric

7.5. 15 23 30 38 45 53 ;-

Lc) 20

25

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

, 3

5

5

6 6

30 3 3 3 3 5 s 5 6 10

z 40 3 3 3 3 5 6
,

11

L_DU 3 3 .3 5 6 8 11 14

69 3 ,3 5 6 8 li. 14 18

L.J 75 3 3 5 8 10 13 : 16 21

100 4 5
.

10 13 18 22 27

150 3 6 10 14 19 25 30 41

200 5 8 14 19 25 33 43 55

CHFCK VALVE /MCKIM&
PLAT E TH1Ck'NE55

Y8BERIi

E NS C k LVE
SEfri- TH1CKNE55

i. \
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EXPLODED VIEW OF 2- PIECE CONCRETE HYDRAM

Session 10
Handbut 10H

135



1. Hydram Body

2. Accumulator

3; Impulse Plate

4, Check Valve & Gasket

5, Impulse Valve A Casket..

6. Stop Bracket

7. Rubber 5tdp Bumper

0. Gas. Cock-Snifter Valve

_9. PVC-Pipe

10. Delivery Pipe

11. Steel Check Valve Stop

12. Rubber'Check Valve Stop

a. Impulse Back =Up. Washer

14, Impulse Washer

15. Check Valve Back-Up Washer

(large)

16; Chetk Valve Washer (Small)

17. Stop Wing Nut

18. Stop Adjusting Bolt

19. Stop Bracket Bolts '°

a Check Valve-Stop Nuts

21. Check Valve Stop Bolts

22. Chetk Valve Nut

23; Check Valve Bolt

A; Althread Bolt (Accumulator)

25. Althread Bolt (Impulse Plate)

26. Althread Bolt. (Impulse Valve)

27!, Impulse Valve Hex Nut

flatWasheT

29. Hex Nut

30. Pipe. Plug (Drive PiperSize)_.

31. 5teel_Pipe Tee (Drive Pipe Size)

32. Pipe Tee (Delivery Pipe'Size)

33. Pipe P'ug (Delivery Pipe Size)

34; Pipe Plug (Shifte Pipe Siie)

35; Pipe Tee (Shifter Pipe Si2e)

36. Snifter Pipe

37; Snifter Pipe

30; PVC Male Adapter

;39; Accumulator Sleeve

40. PVC Coupling

41, Impulse Sleeve

42 Accumulator Baseileeve

ATTACHMENT 10=1 SIDE VIEW 2-PIECE CONCRETE HYDRAM
137
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ATTACHMENT. 10.1

Session 10-
Handout 10J

-rwo P1 EC CONCFETE /1Y6R4A4 Fveim

138
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ONE-PIECE CONCRETE RYDRAM

Session 10
Handout 10K

1. Hydram body
2. gasket
3. impulse plate
4. check valve
5. impulse valve and gasket
6. stop bracPt
7; rubtfer stop bumper
8; gas cock-shifter valve
9; PVC pipe

10. delivery pipe
11. check Nalve stop
12. N/A
13. impulse back-up washer/
14. impulse washer
15. check valve back-up washer-
16. check valve washer (small
17. stop wing nut
18. stop adjusting bolt
19. stop bracket bolts
20. check valve stop nuts
21. check valve stop bolts

22. check valve nut
23. check valve bolt
24. althread bolt (accumulator)
25. althread bolt (impulse plate)
26. althread bolt (impulse valve)
27. impulse valve hex nut
28; flat washer
29; hex nut
30. pipe plug (drive pipe size)
31. steel pipe_tee (drive pipe size)
32; pipe tee (delivery pipe size)
33. pipe plug (delivery_pipe_size
34. pipe plug (snifter pipe size)
35. pipe tee (snifter pipe size)

arge) 36. snifter pipe
37. snifter pipe
38. PVC male ,adapter
39. accumulator sleeve
40. PVC coupling
41. impulse sleeve
42; accumulator plate
43. accumulator plate gasket
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Session 10
Handott 10L

ONE PIECE" CONCh"" T E ver) R-Ano 'M
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ATTACHMENT 10M

Session 10
Handout 10M

A cmmunity of 100 people requires -20 /gal /day /person,`? and 30
gpd/cow fRr 35 cows; and wants to use a coderete;..hydram

h = 90'
H = 20!

A weir wide and 4" deep has been put in the stream;, 2' upstream
from the weir; the distance form:the mark on the stake; level with-
the top of the weir; to the water' level Assume an
efficiency of 50%i determine the following:

Q

Ac6umuIator diameter

Check valve opening_.

Impulse valve opening,

S'

TL

Impulse valve thi'ckn ss

.Impulse valve seat width

Impulse valve backing thickness

Check valve seat width
.

Check valve balling thiCkness

Number and size Of. bOltS

141



MATERIALS:

=123-7-
*\)

Session 10
Handout 10N

gravel, sand, cement, water; form lumber, plastic
pipe, bowl, fittings; material for vapor barrier
something to mix cement in
Size and quantity of materials is .dependent ppon
the' hydram to be constructed. Following is ail'
'example of a typical list of materials for a
1" hydram.

1" CONCRETE 'HYDRAM MATERIALS LIST i

-1 1"x 12"x 8' lumber for body 8 3/8 althread 36"
form

1 1"x 12"x 8' lumber for accumu- 26 3/8 lock washers
lator forms

1 Vx 7" diameter steel plate 26 3/8 flat washers

1 3" PVC pipe cap 26;3/8 nuts

4" bowl 1 1" pipe plug

I I'x I'x 1/2 belting 1 1" pipe tee

I 7" diameter x 1/2" belting 1 1/2" pipe plug

d I"x 2" angle I" long 1 1/2" pipe tee

1 rubber stop bumpkr I 1/4" pipe 'plug

1 1/4" gas cock 'I'1/4"ipipe tee

1 1" PVC pipe 2' long 2pcs. 1/4" pipe 2" long

1 1/2" nipple 11/21 liRng I I" PVC male adaptor

2 21/2" washer with \743" hole .1 1/2" PVC, pipe 22' long

2 11/2" washer with 3/8",hdle 1 1"- PVC coupling

5/16" wing nut h lb:6d nails

1 5/16 x 21/2" bolt form oil

2-1/4 X1/2 bolt 21/2 gal water

35/16 nut 32# cement

1 3/8 bolt I" long 1 1/3 cu,ft..gravel

1'3" PVC pipe 18" long 1'1/6 cu.ft. sand

Handouts 10A = 10 L shovels
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PROCVURES

12. With all the tools and materials
gathered, begin construction.

Phase f - Part Two

13. Start, by constructing the hydram base
form. '.(See handout 10J),.

14. Next, bend the PVC pipe and cut to
proper length and angles., Be sure to
glue a coUrding:to the check valve end
to increase the seat at-yea.

15. Notch out bottom of plaptic towl to
fit upon the_PVC pipe: with the bowl
and pipe held together, mark where the
pipe touches the inside of the bowl;
then, using copingaw, cut along this
line. _Attach maleadapter_and the _

plugged tee to input end of pipe. The
plugged tee serves to_prevent the pipe
from turning within.the_tconcrete.
Welding a piece of metal onto the
coupling would also work'

1 6 . Dr- 1 holes in the bottL of the formC
f- he bolt pattern around the
i ee valve and the accumulator.

'17. Center accumulator form_vipe on the
inside of the form and draw'acircle
aroundit. Drive three'6d nails
one-ha. way in, 120 degrees apart
through the cir'cle,.-making compen-
sation-for the thickness of the
accumulator form.pipe.

18. Drill-hole in PVC pipe for snifter.
.Drill another'hole in form for the
dther end of, snifter: Snifter pipe
should have a plugged tee in the
middle or a piece of metal welded to
the side of it to eliminate turning.

19. An elliptical-rubber washer should be
cut out and_nailed where the check

'valve:end_of the PVc_pipe comes in
contact kith the.fOr*I This is to
recess the concrete Aroundthe.check'
valve seat' d insure a goti seat.

NOTES

Session 10
Handout 10N-2

3



PROCEDURES

20. Bolt sleeves, to form 'using althread,
nuts and washers.

21. Tie PVC pie down to form using
tie-wire.

22. POUt the bate of the hydram using the
following concrete formula: 8 parts
gravel, 7 parts sand, 2 parts cement,
and water to proper consistency. Tap
on the form sides while pouring to
prevent air pockets. COVer concrete
with a vapor barrier Such as visqueen,
then cover entire pour with insular
tion; Draw pattern fOr impulse valve
plate and send to metal shop.

Phase-JT

23: AfterAfter the hydram base has had suffi-
cient time to set (usually about 2
days), remove form and place hydram_
base right side up on blocks so that
the bolt holet on the bottom can be
.reached.

24. Place a sheet of plastic or wax paper
or anything that will prevent a con-
crete marriage and that won't wrinkle
on top of the accumulator end of the

dram.

25. Place althread and sleeves through
bolt pattern at accumulator with nuts
and washers on both:ends. Tighten
until Sleeves are rigid.

26. Build form for accumulator as shown in
HandOlit 10J.

27. Place accumulator form pipeouier the
three nail8 sticking up through 'the
concrete at the Check valve: Pack
With sand to prevent pipe from_float-
ing up in concrete. Cap end of accu-
mulator form pipe with tape or PVC
cap;

Session 10
Handout 10N-=3

NOTES
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-126- Handout 10N4

PROCEDURES NOTES

28. Place adcumulator torm_on_top of
hydram base and install the delivery_
pipe connection betweqp this far and
the accumulator form pipe.

29. Pour accumulator_ form full of concrete
using the same mixture ratio as used
in step #22.

30; Cover with a vapor barrier such as
visqueen and insulation*

Phase IIT

31. After concrete has had sufficient time
to set up (about one to two days),
remove form.

32; Using a large piece_ofpper,_make_a
pattern from the_hydraM base:for both
'the impulse valve rubber .and the
accumulator check valve rubber;

33. Cut out the rubbers according to the
pattern. If the'rubber is too thick
to allow_ free movement ofthe valves,
a v7notch'may need to be cut into the
rubber at the flex point of the valve;

34. Drill and cut out a piece of sheet
metal for the impulse plate and
attach stop brcket*

35. Install althread; bolt, nuts and
washers on bRth pieces of rubber as
shown in the 'attachment;

36. Bolt accumulator to base with check'
valve rubber for a gasket.

37. Bolt impulse valve rubber and plate to
hydram base;

-3.8 Install- stroke adjustment bolt locknut
and rubber bumper.

zz
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PROCEDURES

Phase IV

39. Install ram to drive pipe and delivery
pipe; Start up.. Adjust for amount of
flow available.

40; Have the trainees determine the flow
rate into and out of the hydram and
determine the efficiency.

41. Discuss with the trainees what they
feel-the advantages'and_disadvantages
of this ram might be and when they
might be important.

Seson 10
Handout 10N-5

NAPES
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SESSION 11: HYDPAM OMPONENT DESIGN CRITERIA Time: 1-11/2 hours

OBJECTIVES:1 By_the end of this session, trainees shall be
abl to:

describe how each hydram component_is or
can be made, and the advantages and diS=
aidvantagesApf each design, including
longevity, serviceability,,reliability;

.

describe -how the configuration of the, components
affedt their_ function and the overall-
effigiency of the hydram; and

OVERVIEW:

select hydram component apprOpriate for
Ahdir site -

Trainees will examine:advantages and dis7
adYantages of manufactured and fabricated ram
components, and configurations. CoMbining
thisjnfOrmation' with information_about:locally
available materials and skills, they will
determine ram construction that is most applicable.

MATERIALS: flipchart/chalkboard

slides; slide projeCtor

actual parts; as available (see trainer note)
N

The handouts for this session will be very helpful
in presenting the information on the iadividuaI
Components but having the actual componts available
would greatly increase the effectiveness of this session;
If ;in the country that the trainees will be working
there is one brand or type of hydram predominantly
being' used, it would be most advantageous to have a
hydraM of that type at the training site;' The
types and brands of ±he components the trainees will
-most likely encounta are-rthe ones that the greatest
amount of attentioA should be given to.

_ .
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PROCEDURES NOTE-

1: Review the purpose of this activity;

2 Ask the trainees to list:the compo-
nents of the hydram and write them on
the flipchart/boad; It should
include the drive pipe; impulse
valve; snifteri. check valve; accumu-
Iatbr and delivery pipe;

3; Distribute Handout 11A;

Using handout IIA; ask the trainees
to point out any probIem6 or adVan-
tages of each of ,the components;
Fill in any information the trainees
qeave out. A

5; Repeat steps 3 and;r4 rising handolAts
IIB And I1C.

6; PnCe the trainees. have a good der-.
standing of the:.componentsi. di ss
with them all the possible config-
rations of the components and how
the placement of a particular compo--
nen/affects the overall efficienCy
of a_hydram. The configuration _

possibilities should at least include:

the location of the impulse valve
(either before or after the
accumulator..

-.the angle of the impulse:valve_
(on the top, side, or bottom of
the hydram);

- the placeMeht of:the snifter and
how it affects its functipn;

the possibilityofmoreithanone
impulse valve-(as in. the case) Of
larger Blake Hydrams); and

the angle of the check valve
(eithet verticali, horizontal;
or up-side down);

O

Slides can be used very
effectively as well;

148.
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PROCEMRES NOTES

- the size and shape of the
accumulator; and

- how the configuration affects th
water's path;

7 Make a transition to Session 12;
indicating that this information
will also be used to consider
chOices among hydram designs.

149
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TYPICAL IM PULJEC VALVES

BLAKE RUBBER WASHER
STYLE

S KOOKUM

PERENNIAL STILE

, Session 1.1.:

Handout ilA

PIXECIER TYPE

NODITIED roar VALVE
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Tynan CRICK' VALVE

BLAKE RUBBER WASHER TYPE

PURIKIER Trios

Session 11
Handbut 11B

PERENNIAL TYPE

NODITIED CR= VALVE

151



standard plumbing
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TIPICAL SNIFTERS

A
gas cock

snifter

orifice bolt snifter rubber flap
check

grooVed bolt snifter external drilled
bolt snifter

Ses.sion 11
Handout 11C

needle valve

nail check

152

internal drilled
bolt snifter
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SESSION 121 HYDRAM SELECTION Time: i - 3 hours

OBJECTIVES: By the end of this session; trainees shall
be Able

identify factors involved in selecting Oydrams;

describe advantages and disadvantages of
various. ram_construction; including
manufactured rams;

OVERVIEW:

MATERIALS:

'TRAINERS
NOTES:

identify_ factors which will support/impede
the development of a hydram system. '

This session pulls together much of What- as
been learned to date; and organizes most of
-the, issues to De considered in the installation
of a hydram;

chalkboard -or flipchart,; chalk or markers
Handout 12A

1; Key issues that have been raised in other
sessions include:

- funding sources for projects (Sessions 9; 11)
- types of rams currently being tised'(Session 2)
- available materials and costs (Sessions 9; 11)
- transport available (Session 2)
- existence of local industry capable of

fabricating parts or complete rams
(Session 2)

The advantages ofmanufactured rams will be
discussed during this.session. The trainer
should identify brands available in-country;
collect and duplicate literature.

153
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PROCEDURES:

1. Identify the objectives of4 e'(1-\\
session.

2. Ask the tra,iile71- at factors need
to be considered in electing a
hydram and write thes factors on
flipchart Ag in han ut'they .

should include cost, serviceability:
availability, simplicity of design,
ease of transportation, longevity, '

and efficiency./

Review manufactured_ rams available
in-country. List all the types of
hydrams the trainees might have to
choose from. The list may include
concrete; factdry_Madei modified
pipefitting, fabricated pipefitting,
and welded steel.

4; Ask participants to discuss each
type of_ram and how.its_character-
i_StiCg lend themselves to the
factors previously discussed; fill
in chart.

5. SUmmati2e by asking, the trainees What
typo of hydram they will most likely
be_in§talling and any other inform-
ation which is pertinent_such_as
funding sources hydram projects;
where to buy pipe and fittings and
where there. might be some local
industries that should be involved
in the_ fabrication of parts or
whole hydrams.

6. Ask participants what other factors
support/impede/affect selection. List
on flipchart;

7 Ask the trainees to fxrm g oups of_;
six and as a group determine the ideal
ramlconstruction and configuration
for their site; Instruct them to
consider:

manufactured.rams available,

- limitations of component parts,
manufactured or built,

154

Session 12
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PROdEDURES: NOTES:

- local skills available for
construction, repair and
maintenance,

- maintenance schedule and respon-
sible parties,

- volume of water_to the pump, and

- cost.

Allow the groups 25 minutes for th4s.

Design should De critiqued, accord-
ing to the criteria. If all informa-
tion is not available, ask_partici-
pants how they would get it Discuss
the impli6ations of craftmanship.

9. Ask participant's if there As anything
elSe they need to know before they
begin construction: Answer any
questions.

4

41,
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HANDOUT ,12A - 1-116DRAM COMPARISON

1 best) to 6L(worst)

A Cost

IONCRETE

1

.inexpensive

IF IED FABRICATED.
PIPE FITTINntrIPE FITTING

4 .

inexpensive
3

inexpensive

ANUFACTURED
HYDRAM WELDED STEEL PLASTLC*

6
xperlsive noderate

2

cheap

Serviceability

Availabilit

Simplicity .of
Design

} ,

5
.

hard to parts are
repair the hard to
oncrete repair and

usually
requires
;placement

6

requires the
greatest
amount of
time to
construct

1

parts just
screw
together

2

sometimes
difficult
to. get to .t.j,

.neck valve

1

arts easily
ade or
eplaced

4 J
'squires a
weldeF;

poor

o

3

most parts
screw or
bolt togeth
but. require
some_metal
Working

most parts
are cast &'
sometimes
thejoPber
partgare
field
Fabricated

rt,

5

requires_
welding but
no unique
metal shapes

Ease of
Transportation

Longevity

6

extremely
heavy

2

small and
not-very

Ak
heavy

3_

small & not
very heavy

5

'heaviest of
the ferrous
hydrams

2

easy_to._
build but
requires.
glueing

4

heavy &
bUlky

1

very light

3

.4f:dt does
not freeze
it should
last as
long as a
mfg; ram

F
5

will 'last

about 1 yr.

4 1

nolongevity history of
studies done up to,25,y
yeti but without
should last service
e:long time

2

should last
. about as

long 'as

mfi. ram

6

Will labt *
about one
month

1

Efficiency' ye ry little dif ftrehte if built properly.
;

* training device only
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SESSION 13 "INTER-RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE_ HYDRAM Time 11=15 hours
.

.

OBJECTIVES: The trainees will verify by experimentation
4 the inter-rela,tionships within a hydram -

including:

I) the effects of the h:H ratio on efficiency,,

2) frequency on maximum,h:H,

3) frequency= on efficiency and q-and

4) amount of air-in accum4ator on efficiency

5) drive pipelength on.effiod:bncy,

6) dr-ve pipe diameter on efficiency,, .

7,) snifter on efficiency, and'

8) drive pipe material on efficiecy

The trainees win. describe the extent-US
which they can vary the factors'thht affect
efficiency, anFl:prOduce an acceptable amount
of water;

7-

_OVERVIEW: A series o eperimënt 8 Will be conducted by_ -
groups of -4 partidipantS, The number of
experiments each group conducts will depend
on the site of the total group and the amount
of time available. Tliis activity is key in
providing partioipan with experience and
confidence in OnderStanding and manipulating
hydrams, and understanding the range of skills,
materialsi_tbOlS and equipment involved in a
hydram Project.

f MATERIALS: Handout 13, exercises 1-8 .)
,

a water SOUrCe_With sufficient head to operate
one or more hydram, enough working hydrams for ,

one to each group, drive pipes -(all steel except
one PVC)

TOOLS: pipe wrenches, stop watches orwatches with a
seconds function, buckets of known capacity,
mean of niasur± drive head .such as transit
or sight level; pressure gauges, pressure relief
valves 40

I
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TRAINER_NDTESON 'IMING POR EXPERIMENTS

Session 13

The time it shbuld take for each series of experiments is

as follows:

4 1) h:H ratio's effect on efficiency 2 hours

2) frequency's effett on maximum h:H 11/2 hours

3) frequencY'S effect on efficidncyi Q-and 21/2 houkS

4) volume_bf air in accumulator'.-S-effect 2 houkS

,on efficiency

5) drive pipe lengtheffect on efficiency 4 hbUrS

6) driVe pipe diameter's offeqt on efficiency 21/2 hbUkS

7) snifter'S effeCt onefficiency
r.

11/2 hbutS

_

8) drive pipe materialt.s effect on efficiency 2 hbUtS

Allow WhOUrS for the introduction to th:is session
(procedure steps 1-4) and 2 -3 ho rs for the groups to
analyze their findings (step '6) nd 3 hours for the grOUp,
presentations and discussion;

The nutbet of experimental station available and the time.
An experiment actually takesi Way mean -that each, group
dOeS*2=3 experiments each: It's a good4deato_have more
thah-ohe group run an experiment to verigy results.

40
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PROCEDURE:

1. DesCribe.the objectives of this
session.

4
2. Divide th0 trainees into grogps of

3-4, making sure each group cviittai)ns
a cross-section of-technical ill=
ties. .

3. Give each 'group the task and prirce=
dure sheets for the experiment
which you want theta to perform. ,-,

. 4. Assign groups to work spaces and J/;t
ask them to take 15 minutes Lc. 4"f

decide how they will work to- -.;

gother,

get clear about procedures; task;

make assignments for. presenta-
tion, write-up.

5. The groups follow the' procedures_cin
the task and procedure Sheets;

6. After the experiments arse finished;
the trainees meet with their groups
for 2-3'hours to analyze the data
collected; to plot the results of
their experiments onto the_graptiS
provided in the handout (a1/_. except:
for the snifter experiment which_
needs no graPh), and to define -the
generalizations that can be made
and the applications.

*

7 A representative_ from each group
presents the task, procedure,
results, generalizations, and
applications for the experiments
performed.

8. A discussion follows about what has
been learned and what wasn't
learned that perhaps shouldhave
been learned.

9. Ask participants to describe'how
start up of ram might be different
at actual installation vs; this
experimental arrangement;

NOTES

5

Session 13

Each group of 3-4 should_possess'
a range of technical abilitida.

Each group will need to assign
reisponsibility for timing the
experiment, measuring
maintaining pressure ga_ge,
recording data, reporting out;
analyzing- data.

The trainerS.must be:available.
,

to. participants as necessary to.
respond to questions; ensure
'thatprocedures and conclusions are
clear and on target. Ti-ainet should
enco age group; -to review their
work_ t the end of the first
block `of work time.

.

See Guide to Users for setting
up experimental stands,

1 5 9 .
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i5-e-1- Part I

Handout 13

TASK: DETERMINE THE EFFECT THE h:H RATIO HAS ON EFFICIENCY

Variables:` efficiency (n)i water delivered(q)i- ater used (Q)4,
time of experiment; water wasted (Qw)

Controlled
Variables: Delivery head (h)

Constants: Drive head_(H)i frequency (f)i volume of atr in
the accumulator

Range: 2:1 to-120:1

PROCEDURE:

1. T, Install.a hydram o a ri e head,
2; Ac'curately measu e the dri e head.-
3. Attach and set anadjustable-pressure_relief valve and

a pres§ure_'Ouge-..! the'd'scharge.
,I.

4, Start the hydram. J
5; Open the Snifter in order to fill the accumulator with

air and then close the snifter for the duratif the
experiment;

.

6; Calculate the impulse valve frequency.
7; Simultaneously measure the time of the experiment;_ water

delivered (g) and water warted (Q___w
.

); ' r!,:t

8; Calculate the efficiency (n).. .

9; Repeat the experiment making sure to keep the drive head;
frequency and the volume of air in the accumulator the'
same_ and change 'the delivery head in order to develop a
new h:H ratio.

I

16O
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xeroi 4rt II
DE TERNIt4 THE EFFECT THE h:1-1 RATIO HAS ON EFF;I'CIENCY

1 xper iment

h:H ra4i0

Ow

O

A.*

e
t.

4,



HandouteL13/

Exercise 1 Part III
THE EFFECT OF TEE DELIVERY READ-TO DRIVE HEAD RATIO ON EFFICIENCY

7

23 '4.- /00 t, g /9 /5 16- /7 4 A.9`

30

2(4

its

162
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Exercise 2 art I

TASK: DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF THE FREQUEk
DELIVERY HEAD TO DRIVE HEAD RATrO

Variables: delivery head (h), Water used
water delivered (q)

Controlled
Variables: amount of air in the accuinulat

Constants: drive head.

Range: high frequency to low

PROCEDURES:

T. Install a hydram to a driVe head.
2. Accurately measure the drive head.
.3. Attach and set. an -adjustable pressure

a presstire gaugeito the diSeharge.
4. Start the hydram;

-5. Open the snifter in orderYto fill the

6. Setthe frequency to as fast 4S:possit
7. With delivery valve shut_meas4ie the IT

with a, pressure gauge; _(Makpertain
that is used is,designeti.kor the., press

encountered.) _ ., ,-:

. Repeat the exper e1'iMeit.4104: --slOWing_,dc

n by even increments making certain ,that
in the accumulator remains the- same.

. ,
From the pressure:reading calculate th

the h:H ratio.

TOOLS AND MATERIALS NEEDED:
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Exercise - Part I I

i. :
DaterMinathe effect of the frequency on the maximum delivery head

to drive head ratio

L:H r.11

4s.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

f
L.
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- Part III
Handout 13

ift
THE EITTECT OF THE FREQUENCY OE THZ NAMUR DELIVERY HUD TO DRIVE HEAD RILTIO

0

1.



TASK:

Handout 3

DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON EFFICIENCali
QUANTITY OF WATER ENTERING THE HYDRAM AND QUANTITY
OF WATER DELIVERED;

Variables:

Controlled
Variables:

Conscants:

Range:

PROCEDURE:

time of E eexp8-i-iment; efficiency n), water
used (Q); water d6livered (q); water wasted (Qw)

frequency

drive head (H); delivery head (h), volume of Lair
in the accumulator

slow to fast

I; ;Instal} a hydram to a drive head,
2;, Accurately measure the drive head. ,

3; Attach and, set an adjustable_ pressure relief valve and
a pressure gauge to the discharge.

4; Start the hydram.
5; Open the snifter in order -to fill the accumulator with i;.

air and then close the snifter for the duration of the
experiment. J

4
ot

6; '' Calculate the impulse valve frequency.
7; Simultaneously ,measure.the time of the experiment, water.

derivered *iti) and _water wasted4.-(Qw) AA
8 Calculate the efficiency_ (n).
9; Repeat the experiment making certain to keep the vol 1 ,ii

- of Aii-_in the accumulator, drive head, and delivery
'head the same while changing the frequency.

Ei

et
a-
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Exercise 3 - Part 4
Handout 13

7(

DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF FREQUENCT ON EFFICIENCY, QUANTITY OF WATER

ENTERING THE HYDRAM. AND QUANTITY OF WATER DELIVERED
1.4

LX(Wriment #

h:H ratio

it

fJ
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Exe-r-ci-se_ 3 Part III
THE EFFECT OF rimunct on Errienny, QUANTITY -Warn ENTERING THE

HYDRAE AND QUA*ITY QF NAM DELIVERED

MIN FREQUENCY MAE

30

200

68
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xercise 4 Fart I

Handout 13;

TASK: DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF THE VOLUME OF AIR IN THE
ACCUMULATOR ON EFFIC4NCY;

Variables:

Controlled
Variables:

Constants:

Range:

_ _ _ _

time of the experiment,_efficiency (n); water
wasted ( ), water pumped (q); water.used_(E ).

Vtiltithe of air in the accumulator

drive head (H), delivery head (h); frequency (f)

no air = 24" of air

;PROCEDURES:

1. Install a hydram to a drive head;
2. Accurately measure the drive head.
3. Attath and set an adjustable pressure relief valve and

a pressure gauge to the discharge;
4. Start_the hydram;
5. Open the snifter in order to fill the accumulator with

air and then close the snifter far the duration
of the experiment;

6. Calculate the impulse valve frequency.
7. Simultaneously measure the time-of the experiment, water

delivered.(q) and water wasted (Q-).
8. Calculate the effidiencyAn).

Repeat the experiment making certain to keep the drive
head; delivery head and frequency the same while changing
the voluMe.of air in the accumulator.

4

169



Handout 13

Exercise -Part I_I

IIV;K: Determine the effect of. the volume of air in the accumialt6i
on efficiency ,

Uu

V-

I-
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Exercise 4 - Part III

Handot?t 13

THE EFFECT OF TEE VOLUME OF AIR IN THE ACCUMULATOR ON EFFICIENCY
- .

0 4" gel 12" 16" 20": 24"

C0
1- I

rO

2 0 /
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Exerfise .5 - Part I

TASK: DETERMINE THE EFFECT1OF:THE DRIVE PIPE LENGTH ON EFFICIENCY

Han out

Variables: effitiency (n) water wasted tvater'used (Q)
Water delivered (q); time of t e experiment

Controlled
Variables: length of the drive pipe

Constants: frequency (f); drive head(H); deliver5, head (h)
volume of air in the accumulator

Range: 10' - 80'

PROCEDURE:
.

1. Install a hydram ,_to a drive head
2, Accurately measure t'ha drive head.

3. Attach and set an adjustable pteute relief valve,and
_

thea pressure gauge to the cischarge.
4. Start the hydram. fi

.5.'_
Open the snifter in oriN to fi4tthe,accuminator with
air and-then close the s ifter fdr the'duration'of'the'

.

close
experimanti . _____

6. Calc-late the impulse valve frequency
147. Simultaneously measure the tiipe of the:experiment;

4atotelivereciUdand water wasted Qw

8. Calculate_the efficiency_ (n).
9...Repeat the experiment making certain to k p the volume -

of ait_intheaccumulatOti_dtive hoad(H); eliveryhead,(h)
and frequency the same While:changing the lenith of the
drive pipe;

4
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Exercise 5 - Part II

Handout 13

nersmin THE marracrsar THE DRIVE PIPE MOTH ON EFFICIENCY



EXercie 5-- Part III
ca

Ht EFFECT or THE DINE PIPE imam OF EFFICIENCY

10' 20' 30' 40' 50' 60' 70 8

Handout 13

90, 100'

a

, a 1-

a

aJ

174

1
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xercise 6 - Part I

.

DETERMIN& THE EFFqT OF THE DRIVE PIPE DIAMETER ON
EFFICIENCY.

..

Handout 13

Variables:.

Controlled
Variables:

water wasted (41Z.); water 13sed' (Q), water derivered
time of., the*expOriment

drive pi'e diameter frqii,
drive head (H); delivery head (h), frequency ( 0_3
volume of air in the accumulator

Range: 3/4, 1"

PtOCEDU4Es:.

3.

Install hyd,rath to a drive head.
Accurately measure the- drive: head.
Attach and set an adjustable pressure relief ;val.
a presSure. 'gauge: to the discharge.
Start thp hydrate: . )Open the/ snifter in order to fill thw accumu atot -iti
-ajr and 'then close the snifter £pr the duration of
the eXper. .._,Af. _,
Calc - %dr..' Art IN

:CR %...= O. -, uise- valve' frquency;.
, it V .1..Simuit 4 " #?..-. easittl'e,4he tine kee the experiment,ewater ti- i ,e es (q) and water wasted.()..

Caldulate the- efficiency_ (n).
Repeat' ,the/dxperiment making certain' to keep the volume
of air .inf the acetpi.ilatot? drive head delivery head,

Jength of drive pipe; and- fre-cfuzen6y the same- while
changing the diameter of the drive pipe.

(q)i

,

and

O

V
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.J Exercise.6 - Part:II,
':-'4;,,i

1 ASK peterine the effect of dtitre'pipsedisineterlim efficiency

Ixperilient II

h:H r4tio

t

Qu

-VW

z
M



Exercise 6=. Part III
EFFECT or THE DRIVE PIPE DIAMETER OK EFFICIENCY

- 30

2D

3 /k" In

17



1ASR: DETERMINE THE EFFECT OF THE SNIFTER ON WI NCY

time of experiment, water wasted ( ), water-
used 0), water delivered (q); effi iency

Controlled _

closed;Variables: Snifter open;,; snifter one yay snifter

Constants driV ead (H), delivery head (h,) , volume= of
air the acicumulator

Range:

ROCEDURES:

1. Install a hydram to a drive head:
2. Accurately measure the drive head, -

3. Attach and set an adjustable pressure rePtaf vaIveW
and a pressure_gauge tothe discharge;

4. Start_the hydram.
5. Open the snifter in order to fill_ the accumulatbr with air.
6. c4lculate the impulse valvelreqtairhcy. 4
7., Simultaneously 'tmeaure the of the_eXperiment,

water delivered (q), and water wasted (%)
8. Calculate the efficiency.
9; Repeat' the experiment making cert-ain _to_keep the volume

of air in the accumulator, drive head (H)4 delivery he 0-0, 4

and frequency.the -Same-while changing the snifte'r*from
an open snifter, a one way snifter to no snifter a;alli

sucking air and spi-tting,water'

i-

141
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4E1ERMINE THE EFFEC1 SNIF1C6h$AN-EIFICIENCY

/
Experiment #

Handout 13

h:H ratio

Liu

ca

79
=1

t.

4-1



ft.

TASK:

t.

8 = Part I
DETERMINE_TOFFECT THE DRIVE'MA

.:.,.4.4g

Variables:

Controlled
Variables:*-

Constants:

Range:

4
efficiency (n)4 water wasted ( water used

. *water delivered (q) time of; t .expeiiment

,FISndOut 13
X

IAt ON EFF I CT ENC Y` '

volume of 'air in the accumulator,
delivery heacC(H), feequency (f)

frequen4 (f) , drive had (1-)--- deriver head (h) ,
Volume of air in the accUmuOtor"

"r*
5:1, 10:1, 15:14'2011 for both .steel and_ plastic

"
pipes.

A

PROCEDURE,:
.:..:-.7

1. . Ihstall a hydrahli to aldrive head;
2.' Accurately Measure the drive. head.,
3. :Attach and set an Adjustable pressure

a 'pressure; gaug6 to the' 4scharge.
f Stgrt .tag 'hydram; : iii -: - i
-Opell the snifter in ordEr to iillEhe accumuIatOr with ,

air-rand tfie6:qAosp, the snifter far the'nbi-ation :tf.- to :'4i

.,,-77--,;4. experiment; -7 ' i i.li ..4.

* ,

".i. 6. c4]cdiate the. impulse:vgve frequency.

relief

-

,

valVe=apd

.4

7.10 smuitanfousky 9gasure e time of the eXperimemt;'*vatero"..
taglivkred (q) and water wasted (Q).

'

8.° CaLculate the efficiency (n).
9. RetVgt the exp'aimdnt making certain tg keep the drive head

frequency, vcilume of air in the accumulator , and drive N

pipe material_ he same until you have- accurate eff' cien cy
:1..cUlatibnA 'T r. .ratios of 5:1, I0tI, 15:1

10. Repeat the serie* of experiments after changin
dries ,pipe : to a different mate 'al aI making cer
everything else stays the same.

the
that

4;

-a

6_.

_ dis

it
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Exercise 8 -= Part I I

Handotit 13

Determine the effect of the dri,i pipe. material efficiency

txpoorit II
k

bril ratio

. Uw

.

n

9

A

! L4
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Exerracia-api Part III

THE wrirr OF 'THE DRIVE PIPE NATSRIAL ON =Twig=

Haridout -13
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SESSION 14: REPATRAND MAINTENANCE - Time: 2-4 hours

K.

OBJECTIVES: By the end
be able to:

OVERVIEW:

-TOOLS:

this session the trainees will

predict malfunctions'andiprobiems in
operation of a hydram&yer time;

e : accurately diagnosealfunctions a

develop skill experience in repair' h d
'maintenance, ram systems.

ses; and.
-

.

Participants id potential malnrittion:s,
T

describe symPto prescribe cures.;. practice..
'repairing; and' d p strategy for long term
prevntiN.T-mainteilance,and routine s,,ervice. The
actiiility etcribee,below-oan 4e adapted for`
actti# staPlatiOns, it available.

-

11.!.

1
._.

Hand 14A (3 pp), 14B, 14C
--.4

1
,

plumeing to date in Workshbp

Spate parts.

EilOugh by rams for each experi ntal station
. f

fr-
A.

'

4.

4"

#

S

fr
,

4
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PROCEDURES

I. State objective's of the session.

ar 4
:Sessidn

Ai

\-/ N

'NOTES:

ASk participants to:,generate.a list
of-possible malfunctions and
symptoms based on their constructio
experience; inter-relationship
experiments; and what. they've
learned so far to date.

3. Divide participants intcr.3 group,'
and assign eachoupiappx'oximate-

,-= ly 1/3. of the listed malfunctions;
Distribute Handout 144._
Group Task: for each malfunction/
symptom listed; complete cdlumns'
2 and 3 of liandout.14Bi:and write
on flip chart for .1731:inc;--ntatton_.

Groups report out;cl*ck for
accuracy-arid oomplte Ss of
poSsible cures.

Ask each group-to select ne mal-
function; go-to an eicpe mental
station, and simulate malfUnction
Allow 20-minutes. ASk group to
listen to the ;am; write dOwn the'
4ound'and_recoill it.hedevi,1
from a well functioning ra

6. E'dh_group miaVeif o another- station
and.listensItarami_records '4'
description of sound diagnoses L,,)

problems:_ determines solution. and:,
and repairs it.

LiSt ShOUldltiC
117.0h'items on')4Ai tra a

add any that are not
mention.d.

Alternatively; groups:work on
symptbms_ ter groups

ptist flip'thartS_on_wall
withe4th
-teitiiPretd _La0e-0-oup reviews.,
corrects, di.tus§._T-taihetS
shOuld'hb available if a group
gets snick. 1 hour.;

off_
44.

. sto

AUkeS.

Trainers could also
.

to save Ope:

. Each -grow
.

- soon al

11 repofli

hOsig 4

ccess in p-qpairin

implications for `preventive
maintenance.

1

.Repeat steps,5-4 'thi time ,

groopso 00mbin lfUnctitm$7
4.,symptoms.

'

4



PROCEDURES - continued
0

9. ASk participants, tio, Complete
worksheet, Handout 14B, columqs
.4 and 5:

NOTES

ession
4

lOr'In'a_large:group, discuss implications Trainers will cirCula40
for long term preVentive maintenance to, ensure that lists are
Have the grou,brainstorm a list of complete, time frames
preventive maintenance tasks routine .

accurate;

servicing tasks. Individua&-complete
* worksheet, handout 14C for their side:. y.



SYMPTOM

impulse va ve stop,

ih the CPAid

position

pulsating Flom in

the delivery pipe

rphou d

'11T11ACHMENT

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

RESON \-1

cient

rpckipf84:ih

the accumulgor

-,!-_
'worn; cracked;or dirty

check value

insufficient weight or

strok_on impulse valve

insufficient flow:of

Water i o the drive pipe

ccumulator

-4-finer valve net open

enough

clogOed 'snifter valve

CURE
.11-:-P1

clean; repair, or regabccheck.

.valve

increase impulse valve:StoOkem

weight

check for leaks or obstructions in

the supply system; If'dll the avail,

alifle water going to the hoyiam;.

're,adjust'tfie hydram for this- lov

a

_ repair leak

reductitr in water

delivered and 'air'. ,

bubbles rr thk

delivet);.

too much air

entering thel

accumulator

4

impolse7ffilve.stOps:

rn:the OPen:06§itiii

insufficient ve,

1:064

tie impulse

Jake

'1.

snifter valve _open too fare
.

leak in.the hydraybody, ,,'rer0a,ir, the leak

between:the impulse and, 101',

cheek'va4ves

open valve;

(1,

4

clean
_
t*ilsnifter valve

close down the sniff

'

lack of water entering the

drive pipe

-06C-essi0- impulse valve

,Weight pr stroke:

c or-leaks istructionS in

the pply4,,system If all; vailable

loatIris going to-the hydro;
. _ .

j t'impulse valve for this flow

rate; __

Either sheen the stroke. or I6sseb

,t Lei

0

yWy.

r

;--



SYMPIOM CAUSE

At I UMW_ 1.4 A

REPAIR.AND MAINTENANCE

REASON SILL

qdram won't start

,

.

.

,'

'cientinsufficient
.

kink iirKso

,

poor impulse ,

valve-seating

'1* ;Of Water

.entering the

drive pipe

,

improper impulse

valve stroke.

or weight' v

4-

CheCk valve not seating properly
I '

,

.

,

.

snifter valve open too far

.

insufficient water in the

delivery pipe

.,

i

morns cracked; dirty or

misali ed valve 6,

,

supp y insufficient for hydram,

.

,

,

leaks OrIbbstiuCtions in'supply

System ;

not adjusted correctly ,

,

cleanijepair or replace'chetk Valve

,

.

.

close snifter until hydram starts

,

continuetO cycle.hydraM"ManuallY

uhtii_sufficient'delivefy head is

developed. ,
I

cleani repair; replace or align:

impulse valve 1

,-

.

re-assess possibly

install smaller hydram and/or

Arive pipe

r--

Clean or repair the supply system

,,

either change strhke or weight

.

, ,

c

.

',

.

.
,

hydram runs but
,

does not pump

anything

obstructed ,

deliver/ line

,

,

viater hammer

pressure pulse

absorbed before

the check valve'

closed, deliver valve

,

frozen Oelivery line

clogged:delivery pipe.

,

.

air xcumulation under the

Check valVe because of over

Shifting

,

V

open the valve'

apply suffiiient 4at to thaw

dell out or bgck flush

, ,

cy Oe hydram several_tiimes by

had allowing.the. water to-reach

max mum velocity befaNllowing

impulse valVe to Close.
4

192 3
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SYMPTOM CAUSE ,

ATTACHMENT 14 A

REPAIR AND MAINENAME

,REASON CURE

hydram runs.6dt the

amount of water being

delivered:is,mucidessi'

A.han should e ope&dt1N

. `..

.,4 ,0;_
. ,

.

.

fl'

leak in the

del every pipe

hydram

efficiency

,

1.1...

,...

,

improperly
,

installed

hydram

Wse fitting or a hole in pipe

:

worn, cracked; dirty; or mis-

aligned check valve

'worn, cracked, dirty or mis-

aligned check valve

obstruction in drive pipe

excessive check valve stroke

_

poor L:D ratio

,...

poor L:H ratio

4

,

1.

tighten all loose fittings'andtq

repair any holes

,

clan; repair or replace impulse

valve , ,

clean, repair or replace check

value

clean drive pipe

adjust or replace. check valve

stroke .limiter

change either the_ drive pipe

diameter or length

change either the drive

length or the drive head',.

,

frequency very

erratic

. .

.

air in the drive

pipe

,

,

.

, ; ___

hole in the hydram body

or a loose fitting near

the drive pipe connection

to the hydram

,

, .

.

.

otitoi 511 Wes and/Or tighten

A loose-fittings
, .

,

i;
.

.

_

.

19,1



HANDOUT I413: REPAIR AO MAINTENANCE WORKSHEET.

Session,
e.

.

SYMPTON CAUSE CURE TOOLSISKILLS

NEEDED FOR

REPAIR

,

:PREVENTIVE

MAINTENANCE

REQUIRED '

TOOLS/SKILLS

NEEDED R

PREVN VE

MAINTENANCE

o

,

.

,

.

,

,

,

,

.

.

.

,

, .

196
. 197



TASK

RANDOUT 14. it MAINTENANCE/SERVICE WORKSHEET

Session 14'

TIMEFRAME WHO'S RESPONSIBLE 'SKILLS/RESOURCES

NEEDED
IP

0

*

,198
19
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SESSION 15: lieview_Exemise_t2 'Time: 2 hours

Objectives': By the end of this session trainees willkhave'
demonstrAted their ability -to:

Overview:

determine maximum drive and delivery heads for a
given ram;

describe key interrelAtionships in a 1ydram;

accurately describe at least 5 factorslaffeating
efficiency in a hypothetical ram installation.

Work todatein the three areas describer above has
been primarily gtijup work._ This activity provides tle
opportunity to applythis_information individually,
and clarify any misunderstandings.

Materials: Handout 15A

TRAINERS; NOTE:

SpecificatiQns for problem #1 need to be provided, using the
charts_ from_ Sessions 9 and_10; Alternatively, 'participants
can take actual measurements from the pipefitting rams they

. constructed, and solve the pr$Olem for those rams;

N

I.



I

5-

Procedures Notes

.1. Explain purpose of session, resolve
any'hanging questions from previous
session.

2. Distribute handout; instructing
participants to solve problems
individually.

3. Participants to compare answers in
groups of Z=40 coming to agreed Upon
solution(s).

4. For each _problem; ask for volunteer's
and provide group answers. Check:with
other groups fot variation /difference.
Discuss rationale for answersk and/or
diffetences.

k

Session 15

Allow 30 minutes for this;

30 min.

45one hour

201

4i
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REVIEW EXERCISE

Session 15
Handbut 15A

What are_the_maximum recommended H &_h_in a 2" hydranOwh
tA. impulse backing plate is thick, the impulse seat )
area is has _impulse_valve_bolts - " in diameter,
Ifas a check valve backing plate " thick, and a check valve
seat width of

AnsWer the following with a graph if you wish:

2 How does the amount of air in the accuAblatoreffect "n"?

3 How dOes the h:H ratio effect "n"? t;

4 How does the frequency effec "Ow"?

5. How does the snifter effect "q"?

6. Tom(A.row you are going out to ad existing hydram site
where there is-only 100 gpd_being delivered, there is._ a
reliable supply,Of 3,gpm and_an h:H ratio of 10:1. The
ram works consistently_ but the efficiency is s6-low'that
only 1/2 the water needed is being pumped, Po you feel.

4 200gpd can be pumped if the hydram and/or installation
is corrected to improve the efficiency_to_a_reasonable
level? If yes, what are you going to look for as a
possible reason -for low efficiency? (At_this point you-
know nothing else about hydram, or the manneriin
.which it is installed) list as many factors as you can
think of;

410
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SESSION 16: Use of Multiple Rams Time: hours

Objective: By_the_end of this sessiOn trainees -will deScribe_how
multiple rams, in series or parallel_can tib_used in
situations -where h:H raticr L:D ratio, or D make'
single ram unpractical or impossible.

.

Overview: Inismall groups, trainees will solve problems_tb
determine that single ram_is impossible, and describe
and size multiple_ system for meeting -water need.
Large group will discuss advantages/disadvantages of
these systems; including cost efficiency.

Material's: Handouts 16A, 16B, 16C; 16D
Problems 16A;l6B, 16C on flip chart
Flip charts, markers

t

ti. .

2 3,



44
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Procedures:

1. Introduce session_by reviewing
limitations of hydram in terms of:

maximum h:H
= L:Dratios_
- cost of galvanized pipe in large

sizes

State objectives of 'session.

2; Form 3 small groups and_assign each
group one problem_form_Handout 16D.
Distribute the relevant diagram (16A,
Bi or C) to the appropriate group.

The group task is to:

- solve problem
- determine why single ram will_ho

work
- study diagram and determine wthy 66

multiple ram arrangement will work
- size the multiple ram system_;
- plan 10 minute preSentation to the

large group

3; Representatives from each group
present and answer questions;

Ask large group to describe any !'t
additional advantages/disadvantages of
multiple ram systems; any other'.
situation they might be used

4

5. Ask participants what application
series/parallel rams have at their sites.

Notes

10 min;

Allow

is

min.

10 min.

204

Sessian 16

minutes for this.,



?TM-weir /649 "; Site Deveirent
Series itydrctfti rtio,i

Hydrams may be used in series

when the delivery head to

drive head ratio exceed

the capabilities of one

hydram.

Drive head to hydram 11 is 2 ft.

Drive head to hydram 121 20 ft.

Delivery heed is 200 ft.

HYRRM 2

5PRING. Box

205

HOPISTORR

TliWK

j-

206



fiTTACHMENT 103 Sit. thent
WRSTf WATER SERIES 1-1yDRoiINSTALLFT1CN

--5TORP&E

If one hydram can't pump enough

water to satisfy the needs of)

community, a second hydram can

be installed to_pump the waste

water from the first hydram.

Uall?Ef6 Pt

HYDRIM

ORIVE PIPE

g'07

WASTE wATFR DRIVE PIPE

DRAIN

108

CO

C



STRE01

firri9CHINT I C Site )eve

WICT 11 IS IMPRACTICAL 10 BUILD ONE tARCE HYDRAM;

IWO DR MORE HYDRAMS MAY BE USED IN PARALLEL.

TO STORAGE-)

DPP

209

POT PPE5
0

210
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ATTACHMENT 16D

Session 16.
Handout 10

Problem 16A:

How much water can be pumped_to a delivery head of 200 feet,
when there is a drive head of 2 feet, a tupply of 50 gpm, and
an assumed efficiency of 50%?

do
Problem.1614

A community of 200 people, with 70 cows, needs 5 gpd per
person and 15 gpd per cowii, A spring flows at.a rate of 15
gpm,H = 10', h = n = 50%, L:D = 960. How can the
cothmunity's needs be met?

Problem 16C:

How much Water can be delivered to_a supply tank 50 feet above
a hydrant when the drive head is 5 feet, the hydrams_efficienoy
,is.50%, the flow rate of the water l8 30 gpm, and the largest
drive pipe available is 2"?

21

9
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. ,

SESSION.11: Si e Development
4

Time: 2 hours

Objective: At the end of this session, participants will be able)
to: *

describe various construction techniques fort
Major components of a hydraM system, i.e take
from.the,source, hydram boxi storage facility and
necessary piping, and

develop cost estimates for total systems.

OvervieW: During this session, participants will describe
present :06inStrUdtion techniques at. their sites hd

] compat.p them. If participants have little/no_
experience in water development, simple. techniques
will ;be described..This session is not intended to
provide construction skills for ram aaponents;

Materials: Handbut8-= _

CoStS liStt de eloped prior to workshop, especially
PVC and galvanized pipei.concrete'
ApprOXiMate costs developed during construction of
hydrams in workshop.'
Chalkboard, chalk or flipcharts and markers

2j2



Procednr;S:

1. Introduce the session with'a brief'

in

stat .Jent that soar the workshop
foca has primar4Iy_,been _the hydram
its f and hat we now want to look at
A bigger picture;-i.e.-:, the system.
State the objectiVes of the session;
and review Handout' 2B.

Take off_flom.sburr_P.
Ask participants to detcr,ibe methods-
they're familiar with for taking water
Off a stream and/or catching springs.,

-Generate a list of design is nes and
write these on board /flip ch rt.

If participants are not familial. with
systems; trainer should describe
Settlihg basin, spring catchment, And
group should -identify in-country
resources for developinp
sources.

er

3. Ask participants how to p.otect hydram
itself: kee ing drive pipe rigid,
free of ben ,_providing adgeguate
drainage, a oiding_damage by animals,
vandals, or_to_ourious people/chlldren.
Develop_ guidelines for construction of
hydram box, per Handout.

--1

4; Storage Facility. Repeat Step 2 for
storage facilities. , ),

5; Have participants size.a ram for their
application,_and cost -out the entire
system, using the workshop estimates,
their knowledge of skilled labor
rates; If participants do not-have a
specific application in mind, deeIbp-
a sample problem, using information
generated in workshop to date, i.e.,

o cost of rams built
o maximum h:H for these rams
o approximate 1 and L
o provide hypothetical q

Check computations to ensure that all
components accounted for.

Session 17

10 min.

10 min.

10 min.

45 in;

21 :i
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Session 17

PROCED_LIRES NOTES

6; Ask participants. what; if any;
additional issues are raised by these
site development consideratians .in
terms of costs to community; current
systems that Odram could run off of;
existing storage systems; costs for
reticulation;

7; Summarize by stating that)alI of these
must be considered in overaelI hydram
systen; Distvibute Handouts 17 ei D
and E;

1
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Handout 17A

SETTLING AREA - TAKE=OFF SYSTEM

. sgur oF AfflovcAebte
VA -E. Goveie

--445

DA lye PA
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AEcachmn-t 17B

HYDRAM. BOX

Session 17
Handogt 17B

216



TIDELI NES /CHECKLIS

Take-of r from Source:,

materials:

concerns:

"=188=

pipe or proper soil ;
drum or tank
phimbing parts (connectors;
trash rack
fine mesh screen

flanges;

Handout 17C
Seg'sion 17

negative'slope from source to drum or pond
pipe or channel well into stream -
good foundation for durm or pond
meats to shut off flow to basin when necessary
keeping trash, debris; sediment out of line
protection from: raging waters 2

Hydrarn_:

flood
animals
sun (ultra violet rays)
erosion -0

MaterialS: cement; aggregate; sand
4 metal pipe and plumbing parts

hydram

;

metal or wood for to box
'hinges* screws, etc.
stakes; wire

support for pipes 7 drive; delivery
pipe course straight as possible - no 90° bendS
anchoring of pipes
drainage for waste water
'drive pipe entering settling basin 1/3 way up

from bottome of basin
protection 1Jc:ix for hydra- -_

drainage for waste water
coverage for all plastic_pipes
clear marking of pipeline if b ried

Storage Facility:

materials: adequate. soil.
cement, aggregate; sand
reinforcing bar
paint
pipe
plumbing parts (connectors, faucet, standpipe)
fencing material





Session 17
=189= ,,;,skHandout 17c -=.2

GUIDELINES/CHECKLIST continued

Storage facility - continued

concerns: best match of size; materials and costs
closeness' to final usage
durability of tank - strength; seal
protection from animals
safety for users; children



1 -190- Segsion 17
Handout 17D

S T _DEVELOPMENT

After_the_siting ofithe components for the hydram system has
been completed; it beComes necessary to design the_coMpOnents_in
detail. ThiS Session will discuss how to develop them_ and will
allow for a better estimation of the money; labor and time needed.

The_componentb of the system that are of concern here are the
take-off froMthe_SOUrce; the hydram; the storage facility, and
all necessary_ PiPing. Variations for developing the comp-Orients
and factors thatinfluence their design will be presented. The
attachmentS to thib session will give further guide lines and will
give references fide those topics that will not be covered in thit
manual/workshop.

TAKE-OFF FROM THE SOURCE

As was mentioned before; the water for a hydram_ system_ is not
taken directly.from the stream; a take-off component must be
installed. Itg_purppses are to protect the system. from the poten-
tialdamage by flOOdt; to_keep sand and debris out of the system
and to make maintenance Of the System easier; The two basic parts
to the take -off area are a _settling basin and a transmission
channel from the stream to 'the basin;

The size,ofthe baSin haS tO_be_just large enough to insure an
uninterrupted flow of water to the hydram while trapping sediment,
sand; and debris; If the hydratii system is small - that is; it
uses a 2" drive_ pipe or smaller; a 55 gallon drum or small tank
May be used If the soil at_thiS site ha-s a good clay content; a
small pond can be constructed_ to Serve as._the basin; A rough way
to determine the size of the basin ib to determine the voIuMe of
water contained_in the Oxive pipe at any point- in time and have
the basin. be large enough to all-Ow 3=4 tiMeS that volume of water
standing above the drive pipe, e.g., if the drive pipe contains 10
gallons (area of the insidediametei_bf the dtiVe pipe times its
length); then a basin with 30-40 gallOnS_abOVe_the drive pipe
inlet will be sufficient; The inlet of the drive pipe should be
positioned at least 1/3 of the_ way up frOth_the bottom of the
basin; A fine mesh screen must covet the inlet Of the drive pipe
(keeps frogs; etc; out);

.

The secondpartto the take-off is the Channel or pipe that
takesthe water from the source and directs it to the_basin; If a
drum Or tank is used as a basin; a pipe is -more Suitable as the
inlet channel in that the pipe lends itself to an easier attach -

-ent to the drum/tank; If a pond is used, a. dug channel can be
used._ The channel however; may need to be lined with clay -to
minimize seepage loses through the soil; The Channel or pipe --
should be plaCed well into the stream to be able_to_pick up sqffi-
cient water during the dry season; The pipe needs to be anchored
to the Streambed fOr protection from being swept away by raging



Session 17
-191= Handout 17D=2

waters during the rainy season. A channel also Will_need to be_ ,

protected; In both casesi_large rocks placed on each sideof the
channel/pipe should be sufficient.

The channel will need more regular_ maintenance than a_ pipe to
keep the sediment and weeds from blocking the passage. The pipe
will need a trash rack in front of it's stream opening to keep
debris; fish; etc. out of it.

The channel/pipe will need to have a slight negative slope to
it - 1% or so to allow the water to naturally feed into the basin.
Both the channel and the pipe should have some means of blocking
the flow of water to the system when that becomes necessary. If a
plastic pipe is used; it_will have to be covered -to protect_it
from the sun; the_ultraviolet rays of the sun will eventually
destroy the plastic.

One last -note: if the stream under consideration has excellent
year round flow rates; but not an adequate_head to run_the hydram;
'a small dam may need to be constructed. This is a costly under-
taking - in terms of money,_time, skill and labor; This
manual /workshop- cannot provide the necessary information for
working with a dam. You will -need more information to help decide
if further consideration of the project is worthwhile.

The Hydram

The hydram component consists of the drive_pipe, the hydram
itself; the delivery pipe and a protection box/foundation_for the
hydram. DetailS_abbUt. development and construction of the hydram
are covered in this manual..

The drive pipe_needstb.be made of: metal to withstand the
pressures and_pOtinding that develops in running the system: It

should_be_pbSitioned in the settling basin about 3 the way up
febM the bottom. The pipe should be well supporte along its
length and peotoctod from outside disturbances; I, stakes can be
driven into the ground; the pipe can be anchored to them; this_
will help minimize vibrations and keep it from being bumped off
its supports. ;The pipe should transverse as straigt a course as
pOSSib10. In no case should sharp bends (90°) be Ugbd; 45° bends
or less should be used; If they are used; support must be pro-
vided at each bend to keep the sideway thrusts that will develop
inside the pipe at that point from destroying the line.

The delivery pipe can be made of plastic. The same care in
supporting; anchoring and protecting the deive pipe should be
applied also to the delivery pipe; The course of the pipe should
be as straight as possible; avoiding all sharp bends._ An_addi-
tional concern with nlastic pipe is protection from the ultra-
violet rays of the sun; The pipe needs to be One way to

220
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Handout 17D-3

do this is to bury it However; if .thfs.is done; the channel
should not be covered up until the system is working and the pipe
checked for leaks;

The delivery pipe; because of_its length; may raise additional
concerns. It must be.adequately protected any place it has to
cross a trail or roadi or in other ways_is subject to possibly"
being run'over by a cart or vehicle. If it crosses cultivated
land; it's course must be adequately marked so that it is not
accidently damaged during cultivation operations;

The hydram itself must be well supported I and protected from
accidental disturbances. In addition the waste water needs to be"
directed away from the support foundation; The best way to
provide this protection is to build a concrete foundation with
drain outlet and a concrete or cement block box around it. The
box should be large enough to allow enough room fora workman (or
two) to comfortably move around the hydram; If a concrete hydram
is used; the accumulator and/or the body may weigh a couple of
hundred pounds; If it has to be removed for some reason; there
must be enough room in the box to allow workers to get in there
and lift it out;

The final part to the box should be some type of cover that
can be locked; this offers protection from windaIs or people
tampering with.the hydram out of curiosity; A final note on the
construction of the box: the foundation should be poured and the
hydram installed; After the hydram is working like it should; the
walls to the box shout d be constructed and the cover installed.

The Storage Facility

The construction design of this component of the system is
dietated_by its size; the available materiaIWand_physicaI char-
acteristics of the site. A few_examples may highlight some design
considerations for the storage facility: t

Let's say your calculations for -the syktem indicate that 1000
gallons of water a_day needs to be delivered. To store thiS
amount of- water, the facility_ will need to be about -12 -feet on a
side and 12 foot high. (1 cubic foot of water equals 7.48 gal-
lons)- If you want to have a 3-day supply of water (1 -day's use
and 2 days in reserve) the facilit will need to be at least 12' x
12' x 3'. It may be eccmgmically r sonable to construct this out
of concrete and block;

Now let's say the system will be used for irrigation and will,
need to store 100;000 gals and use it every 8 days; The size of
this facility will need to be approximately 40 feet on a side and
3 feet high. To construct this structure out of concrete may be
too costly; a pond would have to be constructed; (Incidently; a
system needing 2100,000 gallops every 8 days will need to pump=
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about 10 gals a minute, all day, every day. 100,000/8days/24
hours/60 minutes.)

This manual/workshop can_not:go_ intotall the_details and
procedures decessary to construct these storage facilities.
However, some reference materials are listed in the attachtents
that can assist in this work. In addition, assistance can be
obtained from the agriculture department and technical donor
groups/agencies.

Irrespective of the deSign of the facility, there are basic-
concerns for the protection of the system and for_safty to the=
individuals using it A pond_almost assuredly_will have to have a
fence around it to_keep_animals and little children out of -it
The walls of a tank will have to be reinforced with metal bars and
the inside of the tank plastered with cement an painted to pre-
vent leTcs.

Cost and Labor Considerations

_The labor for and the costs of -this system can be quite a
burden for the rural farmer or village; this is why the siting and
the design ofAhe system are so important. When both are done
With dare and skill, the costs fsUa completed system will be as
low as possible. It should be ob ous that with ample free/cheap
labor and proper soil available th6 system can be kept within
reasonable limits. It should also be obvious that' the amount of
labor needed and;the length of time to do it all can be extensive.

It may be__useful to take an example and see what a system
might cost. Prices for everything are different everywhere, but
for the sake of this example, let's say:

Cement costs $7/bag - 1 bag can make 20 blocks
16" x 8" x 8"; can plaster 50 sq. ft; of surface
can bond 35 blocks together; can produce 6 cu. ft.
of concrete

Reinforcing bars for the total system costs $75

Metal pipe costs $8/foot

Additional plumbing arts $75.

hydram can be built_ or $100-

Plastic pipe costs $4/foot

55 gal drum costs $10

welding work on drum costs $15
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Pipe lengths are: inibt jine to drum 20'
Drive pipe 40', delivery pipe 20.0', supply. pipp 300'

, .

Hydr'am box needs to be 6' x 5' and. "4 courses higiN.,,A
` foundation foot thick

Storage facility needs to be 151
foundation 1 foot thick

Paint $50

standpipe and faucet at final use point $100

Tc an-sportat ion ,costs---$-2-0-es--

no. labor costs

What will this system cost? (round off fractions o.next
highest whole numberi)

If the storage facility will be a pond with no material costs;
what will the system cost? :(Transportation costs are cut in half;
no reinforcing bar is needed:)

If, in addition, the supply line isn't needed, what will the
system cost?

e
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GLOSSARY OF .TERMS FOR SESSION -17

Session 17 4

Handout 17E

Battery of' hydrams - (or parallel hydrams) a hydram installation'
where two or more hydrams are connected to the same source
with different drive pips, but usually with the same delivery
pipe. This type of installation is used where the size of the
hydram is limited.

Holding tank - (storage tank) the means of storing water once it
has been pumped to the desired_head.

Ram box_- the_small structure usually made out_of concrete and/or
wood_which houses a hydram, protecting_it from freezing;
weathering, and possibly from vandalizing.

Sefies hydram a hydram installation_ where two or more hydrams
are used in series to pump water higher than one hydram could
alone.

Spring box overflow pipe a pipe placed in_the:wall Of a spring
box near the top for unused water to exit through.

Wastewater:drain - the drain in the bottom of_a ram box which
allows the waste water from the hydram to drain out.

Waste water series hydrams'-_a hydram installation where one
hydram uses the waste_ water_ from another as a source to pump a
higher percentage of the water.
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SESSION_la:

Objective:

Overview:

9 II II S 2-4 houts j

At the -end of_this session trainees will have-selected
a _Site fOr a hydram system from a_range of possibili=
tie-so based on the technicalisocial'and economic
factors involved in the decision.

This session pulls together several_issues_ that have
been identified over the course of the workshop:
technical feasibility, water_need, access, skills,
cost, community responsibility, maintenance and
repair.

There are two possible activities described here:,
.

1). a hypothetical exercise, with a hillside full
of springs as possibilities

2)\ a field activity in a pre-selected location
which presents several options for siting the
system;

Note: Activity 2 is optimal and requit'es site
-identification by the.traineri concurrence for
using the area (from local residents,
officials, etc;); It takes much more time and
makes a richer activity;

Materials: For hypothetical activity, Handout 18A

0- For actual field activity: site IeveIs, tapes,
weirs or estimated flow rates for source
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Procedures

1._ State_objectives of- session and
' overview of activities.

2. Aikk what are -the major components of a
hydtam system that needs siting, and
'wh are the major factors that
influence the selection of a site.

_

3. Ask what information_shouId be -known
about the project before site
-selection can be made. List on flip
chart.

4. Ask what factors and components should
be looked at, in what order.

5; Present_actual or simulated- situation
and instruct participants that they
will have to select a site.

Actual:

Divi e into groups of 4==5.. ASk
gro0p8 to spend 30 minutes
organizing their tasks,'responsi7-
biIitfes for gathering data at the
site, and decision making process.

go to site gather data, make
decision and prepare
presentation/recommendation
including rationale, need, cost.

Each group presents, and large
group critiques based on factors
listed above.

.ir

Session 18

Especially_if field activity
is used. Note any concerns
raised during this discussion.

15 min;
Head needed for system, flood
boundaries ofstieam, ownership
of land; cost of pipe of different
materials and in different sizes.
l hydram & head shouldbe first

ir

then flo d consideration
2. Take ff point and distance
D- to by am; flood considerations
3. Social factors for hydram and
take off system
4. Storage facility and distance
5. above with social factors
6. Cost.ofabove system
7. Distance; d- and costs:.'-
8. Maintenance

3
responsib

\
lities;

access.

30 min.

2 hours. Trainers should
monitor time.
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Individually; using handout 18A,
and given spring flow rates;
distances; select site for
locating hydram, to deliver 1500
gpd. Solve for single ram firSt
then consider series installation.

Develop approximate costs.

Ask for responses; differences.
Ask 1-2 participants with
different answers to share
rationale

6. Ask participants which issues are of
major concern at their Otes.

Session 18

In this situation; its difficult
to consider all social factors
30 min.

20 min.

20-, min.
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Ilv:Flow ;.otes of tho springs are as fallow;; A:1(01; 11:31100;i:711pm; D:4011;4:44A.
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HYDRAM SYSTEM SITE SELE

T ere are_three main components to a hydram system that re-
quire' ite selection: 1) the take off froM the stream, 2) the
hydram itself, and 3) the storage facility.

C

Session 18
Handout 18A=2

The Take Off Sxstem: The water for a hydram s never taken
directly from the stream. Sand and debris would a ter the drive
pipe and destroy the hydram. Therefore a settling area for the
water must be'included in the system: The charact ristics to look
for are a relatively flat area near the .stream but out of theway
ofthe rainy season's floods;

The Hydram The first important factor here is to choose a
site that will give sufficient head to run the pump. Basically,:
the higher. the head, the,greater the amount of water that can be
p ped. As a general rule of thumb, the4ite should give at least
pi (10 ft) of head. Systems can be.run with a smaller head, but
'the flow rate needs to be that much larger. If there are a number
of places along the stream where sufficient head can be generated,
then the spot where the distance from_ the water source to th -
dram is the shortest win be the best': The drive pipe (frOm
source to hydram):Oust be made of metal to Withstand t e-prf. ure

-*and pounding of the system. Metal pipe is usually more expeyisive
than plastic pipe (which can be used for ehe delivery line).. So
even though the delivery line may be lopger than at other poten-
tial sites, the costs for ehei total system may be less.

The hydram can be situated in any safe/stable area that will
give the proper head.and distahce mix. An added consideration is
convenient access to this site to do repairs and maintenance. It
ds'advisable to build a box to enclose the hydram - toprotect_it
from animals and vandals and to minimize erosion to thp hydram's
foundation. This usually means_that cement needs to -be carried
and mixed nearby, and this may influence your selection of the
site One last concern is_that the_ waste water from the hydram
will need to find its -way back -to -the stream. If in doing so, it
transverses cultivated land and_that could cause a problem, then
this factor must be considered ih the selection of the site.

The Storage Facility: The third major component_of the system
is_the site to-Which the_pump will_deliver. The' delivery
point/storage_facility should_be*at some convenient_locatioh\that
allows_the water to gravity flow to where it is .needed._ The_major
determinants_of the site for the storage_ facility ate the delivery
head the system can accommodate and the length. of -the delivery
line. The delivery -head must be_withi6-the range:of the systems'
capabilities, and the length of the delivery pipe_must be within
reasonable cost constraints. The distance from the storage
fatility to the -point of Use (see handout 188, d3), should be kept
to a minimum. But this distance, d3, is secondary to the needsof'.
the hydram system;
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The factors-that influence the siting of these components are:

1) flood. considerations,

21 available head,

-30distances/pipejength between components,'

4) cost factors,

5) convenience of location,

6) social factors.

1) Flood Considerations: The seasonal_yariations_of_the
ti-eatti.itiut be taken into consideration - thiS_i8 particularly
true of flood conditions._ Each component of the system must be
placed outside ehe7:potential flood area.

_- 2) The_availAble head_ and that necessary for the system is
the key-fact-Or in the system._ There are three- heads in-.
volved here: the_drive head, the delivery head; and -the supply
head. The -most important of these is the drive_head,_H. This H_
basically_ determines what the capabilities of -the system_ere:_ The
delivery. head, h, -is next in importancevit is however limited by
the_constraints_Placed_on_the system by the_size of_thedrive
head. The_least_important of the heads is the supply line head,
h. Basically_thishead_just needs to have a negative slope - that
is, sufficient drop to let the water run down hill.

3) Dist'inces_or_pipe-lengths are the next major consideration'
in salectinga site for the system. Pipes atie.usually the most
costlyitemsof the syStem. There are three distances that must
be taken into account: the length of the drive line, the length of
the delivery line, and the length of the supply line; The most

'crucial of these is the drive line because this piping is usually
the most expensive per foot. and bedause the size of the pipe is
influenced by the diStanceit must transverse; As. .a rule - the
shorter the drive pipeline the better (considering; that it deli-
vers the necessary head). The length of the delivery line is next
in order of importance. It is.constrained by'he.tapacity.of the
system and by coSts..JloweverplaStic:pipe can be used here. The
supply line isconstained by cost factors only.' It can be run as
far as the, terrain and the budget allows; -.

4) The cost of a t m may. be the final determinant as to
whether or_not it'iiimp emented. Pipes and plumbing components
are the_main_expense, with_ cement and possibly labor second._ The
hydram itself is a lowly third. If care:is taken in the siting
and_the design of the system, the costs can be kept_ to their
minimum.
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5) Convenience of location of the hydram and the storage
facility is anotherjiting factor; Basically the components of
the system 'Should be sited;in a location that allows_for ease of
construction; repairs and maintenance;

6) Lastly; the_"best" site for the System may not be the one
that the villagers_ want - it may be on the wrong persons landi or
whatever: Rem9borthatthey_are_responsible for maintaining the
systettG and their concerns must be honored;

Nor
Presented below is a handy table to keep the components of the

system and the siting factors in mind as the survey work is being
done.

COMPONENTS

SITING
FACTORS

TAKE OFF
I

HYDRAM
STORAGE

FACILITY

FLOOD
CONSIDERATIONS

HEAD

DISTANCES

COSTS

CONVENIENCE
\

. 1 ;

SOCIAL .-
FACTORS

2 3
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DIAGRAM OF HYDRAM SYSTEV FOR SITE rECTION

Session 18
Handout 183
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SESSION 19: PROJECT PLANNING

OBJECTIVES:

OVERVIEW:

TiMe: 2 hours

_
By the end of this_session, participants will
have completed a_plan tor a hydram project
at their site. The plan will include problem
definition, an articulation of why a hydram
is the most appropriate solution, goals,
activities, resources, responsibilities,
monitoring and evaluation.

The key issues in hydram project implementation,
and therefore planning, have been raised through-
out the workshop. During this session, participants
pull it all together, to begin applying what
they've learned to their sites. It may even
be the case_that what they've learned is that.
hydrams will not work at their sites.

TRAINER"S NOTE:

MATERIALS:

p

Remind participants to bring along
Site Information Worksheet, Cost Calculations;
Repair and Maintenance Worksheets-, and
Site Selection worksheets.

Flipthatt m-tketS
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PROCEDURES

1. Introduce session by statkng
goals and rationale.

2. Ask participants to spe d an _h
inaividually,,deveIopi g a plan
that includes the fol wing:

A. Statement of water problem
at the site:
- who needs water, why, how

much
- who perceives the problem
- what is current situation

Evaluate current situation:
- where is there water?
- how much? what quality?
- accessibility? ownership?
- current and future needs?
- community structure,

social, political, skills

C. What are the possible
solutionS?
- hydram k

- others..diesel pumpt,
gravity pump etc.

D. Evaluation of solutions for:
- cost
= longevity
= feasibility
- material needs
= availability of skills
- local technical support ior
repair and maintenance

= time to install
- social responsibility
= reliabillty
- results
= communit involv'ement

; For the lected_strategT:
DeveIo a schedule of tasksj
acti ies, responsibilities;
matieri ls, resource require-
ments nd time frames.

F% Develop a plan for monitoring
"progregt.

Session 19

NOTES

Remind group that much of
thiS is in Site Information
Wprksheet used in Session 2.

It's important that participants
are clear about hydrams being
on-e solution; and that they

_
evaluate it against criteria.riteria.

Link this to criteria that have
been developed in other sessions
in the workshop.

The tasks and activities should/
include .any further data to be
collected; Other groups to be
included in planning and
implementation.
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PROCEDURES NOTES

3; Ask participants to Shat6_theit if participants are om the

plan with at leaSt one Other same agency it might e appro

person; for critique, additions. priate co 'share plans
other.

with each

Alternatively ask someone to
volunteer to present plan to the
whole group.

4; Ask participants if_they feel
comfortable about the_next steps
they need to take to implement'
their learning. If not, it's
likely that plan needs revising.
Ask if specitic_parts of-the. plan
require rethinking.
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=

SESSION-204 WRAP UP AND EVALUATION TiMe: 2-4 hours

OBJECTIVES: i evaluate workshop activities

provide clOwye to workshop

OVERVIEW: This session will vary with the actual Situation.
=At a minimum, evaluation forms should be completed,
and workShop sponsors should have the opPoitunity
to "close the workShog with a restatement.of their
intent re:the development and use of this technology
and the skillS,of the..participanes.

TRAINER
PREPARATION:

The disposition of constructed ralpg iS
an issue that has' probably come up by now
This is a good time.to give them away, or
announce the decisions. Suggestion: ask
interested parties to submit proposals for
the rams.

Determine whether or not certificates will
be given, and make sure they're -printed and
ready.

Develop an evaluation form. A sample is attached.

MATERIALS: Depending on above decisions.

Evaluation form, pens, pencils,

Participant roster if One has n t yet been distributed'.
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PROCEDURES NOTES

State the purpose of the activity.
Ask participants if they have any
loose ends that need to be tied up.
If so, list these on a fiipchart
developing an agenda of sorts.

2 Distribute evaluation forms. Allow
about 20-30 minutes to completN.

. Ask workshop sponsor to close,
perhaps with certificates, if
appropriate.

k.

238
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APPENDIX

GLOSSARY OF TERMS

AcCumulator -.lair dome) the air_chamber on _the hydram_ which;
cushions the waterfhammer, eliminating delivery :pulsations and
helps. provide rebound.

Atmospheric pressure_- the pressure at sea_level"caused_by the
weight of air; atmospheric pressure = 14.7- and 0 psig.

Battery Of Bydrams-- (orparallel.hydrams)_a hydram installatiorc
where two .or mor hydrams areconnedted to the_ same source
With different drive pipes, bUt usuaiiy_With the_same delivery
pipe. This type' f installation is used where the size of the
hydram is limited.

Check_ Valve - (non-return valve,_ secondary valve, internal valve).
the _internal valve in the hydram that prevents the_ delivery_
head prgssure from forcing water back through the hydram body.

,
.

Delivery head - e vertical distance'betWeen the hydram-and the

)
highest level of water in the storage tank that the hydram is
,pumping to. :.--

Delivery pipe -the pipe which connects the output, of the hydram
to the storlge tank.

PDrivehea4-the vertical distance between the hydram and the.
highest level of water in the supply system:

Drive pipe - a rigid pipe usually made of,galvanized :steel that
connects:the hydram to the source reservoir or stand pipe..

Efficiency - (ii) the ratio of the energy input to the
output; a measure of how well a hydram functions;

.n = QH

Force - to move something against resistanoe, sure times the
area measured in pounds, newton's or dyne's:

Frequency - (f) the number of .times a hydram cycles in one minute.

h:H ratio - (delivery to drive head ratio)'the ratio of-lift:to
fall. The inverse_of thii ratio times 'the efficiency of the.
hydram Will_ determine the percentage of water the- hydram will
pump. The higher theh:H ratio, the lower the hydram
efficienCY(n).: The usual rangeof theh:H.:r io is from 2:1
:te? 20:1 but h:H ratiosliave been measured.6- o

energy
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Holding'tank - (storage tank) the_means of storing water once it
has been pumped to the desired head.

Hydram - (hydraulic ram, hydraulic ram pump, automatic hydraulic
ram pump; ram) an ingenidus device that uses the force -of
water falling through a drive pipe to_pump water to a height
greater than its source, making use of hydraulic pri4ciples

.and requiring no fuel..

Hydram capacity - the maximum amount of water a hydram_can u8e.
This is determined by the drive pipe pize_and length, the
drive head; and the impulse valve size and design.

1
Impulse Valve = (clack valvel out-side_valve, impetus valve, waste

valve) the valve on the hydram that creates and controls the
water hammer.

Impulse valve stroke - the distance the impulse valvdttravels
during a cycle.

Impulse valve weight_- the total weight ordownward force of the
impulse valve and its springs or weights.

Kenetic energy-- active energy; 1/2 the mass times the velocity
squared

Ei = 1/2mv2

L:D ratio drive pipe length to diameter ratio; should be kept
betWeen 1501000.

LtH ratio drive pipe length to head ratio, when it is less than
15 ft. L:H should equal 6.

When H is greater than 15 ft; but less than 25 should = 4
When H is greater than 20 " " 50 "

When H_i-qteater than 50 L:H ratio shoUld eq
(see Glossary, Session 6 for metric:equjvalvent )

= 3

Potential energy - energy derived from position or height; is
equal to the height that a mass card fall times qts weight.

Pressure force applied over a surface measured as force perunit
of area such as pound's per square inch (psi) (a headfof_28"of
water deVelops a pressure of 1 psi) or a:pascal (Pa) which_is
equal to 1 newton per square meter La head of 1 cm = 98 Pa)

'18° of water.equals 71;1 m of water equals psi = 6895 Pa.

Ram box the small structure ally made_put of concrete and/or
wood which houses a_hydram p otecting_it from freezing,
weathering and possibly from vandalizing.

24
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Rebound - the flow of water in the ram reversing direction due to
the ait,iptessute in the accumulator; closing the check valve.

Series hydram_=a hydraM installation where'two or more hydrams__
'ate-used itiVbetieS ttrpump water higher:than one hydram could.

Settling basih = a stall tank usually made of steeliOF concrete
that is used in_plade of a stand pipe in0"an installation where
additional settling is necessary.

Snifter valve - (air valve; -spit valve) the small valve just below
the check valve that allows air to enter the hydram;

Spring_box - a concrete box built around a spring to facilitate
water collection and to protect the water source from surface
contaminates.

Spring box overflow pipe - a pipe plabed in_the wall of a spring
box near the topfor.unused _water to exit through.

Stand pipe 7 an open-ended; vertical pipe. sometimes used at the
beginning of the drive pipe.

Static head - a column of water witho9t motion. The static drive
head of a hydram can be _measured with a pressure, gauge but
only when ram is stopped and the drive pipe isifull of water.

Supply pipe - _everything in a hydtat system before the drive pipe;
usually including some;_butnOt neCebbarily all; of the
folldwing; spring bOx, Supply pipet stand'pipe settling
;basin;

Supply system every g in a hydram system before the drive
pipei usually inc ding some but not necessarily tne
following; spring box; supply. pipe, Stand "pipe; settling
basin.

Time of cycle - (t) the time it to es ror hydeath_tb Complete one
cycle, such as the time lapse. between the impulse valve

If closing twice.

Velodity speed usually measured in feet per s cond or meters per
second.

Waste_ water-- 000 the water coming out of the. mpulse valve and
the snifter.

Waste water drain 7 the drain in the bottom of a ram box which
allows the waste Water from the hydram to drain out;

AO,
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Waste water series hydram - a hydram installation where one
hydram uses the Waste er from another as a source to pump a
higher percentage of the water;

Water delivered - (q) the rate at which water is delivered
storage tank; x n.

q h

Water flow_ta the hydram - (Q):all the water used by a hydram
which is equal to the waste wateri(Qw) plus the water
delivered (q).

Water hammer -- the effect created when water flowing through a
pipe_is_suddenly stoppecL In a hydram this causes the closing
of the impulse valve and opening of check valve;

t -e

Water used (Q) the amount of water that flows through the° drive
pipe during a unit of time (as in gallons per minute -or liters
per second) which is equal to the water pumped (q) plus the
water wasted

The flow rate range of hydrams are as follows:

Drive pipe
diameter Flow rate

mm in U.S gal /min Imperial gal/min; liters/min

19 3/4 0.8 - 2 0.6 - 1.7 2.8 - 7.6
25 1 1.5 - 4 1.3 - 3.3 5.7 15.032 li 1.5 7 1.3 - 5.8 - 26.0
38 2.5 - 13 2.0 - 10.8 9.4 49.0
50 2 6.0 20 5.0 - 17.0 23.0 76.0
63 2 10.0 - 45 8.0 - 38.0 38.0 - 170.0
75 3 15.0 50 13.0 - 42.0 57.0 189.0
100 4 30.0 125 25.0 - 104.0 113.0 - 473.0
125 5 40.0 150 33.0 - 125.0 151.0 - 567.0

-IMPORTANT NUMBERS TO' REMEMBER

mInnies in a d4
.433 psi per fool. Oupasured 'vertical-ly 0 of water colum
rfi inehos of a water column produces'I'psi
14.7 psi atmospheric pressure
7.4R gallons per cuble foot
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English -1 Ietric IThits Conversion Table

Physical
Quantity

DISTANCE

This In _ Equals; in Metric
"English" Units Spelled out Symbolic Reciprocalt

1 inch
1 foot.
1 yard
1 mile

2.54 centimeter
0:3048 meter

9N4 Meter
.609 kilometer

AREA 1 square inch f452-Square centimeter
I square foot

1 square yard
1 acre

1 square mile

Vo ume 1 cubic inch
. I pint (liquid)

1 quart

1' gallon
1 cubic foot
1 cubic yard
1 acre-foot

VELOCITY 1 foot per hour;
niinute or second

..

.-. .9;0929 square meter Or

2.54 cm 0.3937
0.3048 m . 3.281
0:9144 1.094
1.609 km, 0.621,5

6.452 Cm' 0.155
0.0929 hi' .-- 10.76

929 square centimeters
0.836 square meter
4.047 square meters or

0.4'047 hectare
2.590 square kilomet rs

Or 259.0 hectares

929 cm'
0.836 m'
4.047 m2 ,

0:4047 b

259.0 h
. .

16;39 cubic centon rs 16.39 cm'
473.2 cubic centimet s 473.2 cm'
946.4 cubic ceotiniete 946.4 cm'

.or 0.9464 liter 0.946 I
3.785 liters 3.785 I
0.0283 cubic meter. 0.283 m'
0.765 _cubic meter 0.765 m'
0.1233 hettareiiieter 0.1233 h m

0.3048 meter/hour, min-
nix, or second

,

1:196.
0.001076

0.000247
2,47

0.06386
.

0.061
0.002
0.001057
1.057,
0.2642

351,3308

8.11

31281

.

1 mile per hour 0:4470 meter per second 0.4470 nits , 2.237
I knot. 0.5145 meter per second 0.5145 mis 1 :944

'Multiply quantity known in British units by this ritotber to gut -metric ivmetric
quantity known in metric units by this.'niirnber to get. British equivalent.
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ENGLISII-METRIC UNITS CONVERSION TABLE

Physical This in
Quantity Tnglish" Units

ENERGY (on WORK) 1 wattsecond

Equals; in Metric
Spelled out ISYmbolic

1 foot-pound
1 Btu
1 watt-hour
1 horsepower-hour
1 kilowatt-hour

1.000 joule --,=. 1.000
newtonmeter

1.356 joule
1.055 kilojoule
3.60 kilojouleS
2.684 megajoules'
3.60 megajoules

LOOD J
1.356 J
1.055 kJ
3.60 kJ
2.684 MJ
3:60 MJ

POWER 1 horsepower

joule per second
1 Btu per hour

Tk:Ail,ERATURE

SPEci AL COMP°
UNITS

MASS

1 degree
Fahrenheit

1 Btu per cubic
foot

1 1ltu per pound
of mass

1 Btu per square
; foot per hour

00 gallons per

d of mass
btu foot

1 ounce'
1 pound

1 ton (short,
2000 pounds)

Ti itq uE 1 inch pound

PicKsSUIIK 1 pound per square
foot

1 pound per square
inch 0

1 millimeter of
mercury

1 foot of water

1 atmosphere

:r

745.7 watts or 0.7457 kilo- 745.7 W
watt 0.7457 kW

1.000 watt 1.000 W
'0.293 joule per second 0.293 J/s

5/9 decree Celiius (Centi-
grade) for each Fahrenheit
degree above or below
32°F -

37.30 joules per liter

Reciprocalt

1.000
0.7375
0.948
0 :2778
0.3726 ..
0.2778

0.00134
1:341
1.000
3.41

5/9 X (T - 32)°C

37.30 J/I

2.328 joules per gram
3.158 joules per square

meter

0:0935 centimeteM depth

2.328 JIg

3.158 -.PM'

16.02 grams per liter 16:02 gll

28:35 grams 28.35 g
453.6 grams 453.6

or 0.4536 kilogram 0:4536 kg
0.907 thbg-4;thiii 0.907 Mg
or 0:907 uric ton 0.907 1.
or 0.907 tdhne 0.907 t

0..1130 meternewton 0.1130

47.88 newtons per square
meter

6.895 kilonewtons per
square meter

133.3 newtons per square
meter

2.989 kilonewtons per
square meter

0.1013 megatieWtori per
square meter

.

.4:7:88 Wm'

6.895 kNinia

133.3 Mr&

2:989 kNirril

0.1013 NIN/m2

1.8 degree
Fahrenheit
for each Cel-
sius degree
plus 3

0.0268

0:4296

0.3167

10:70

0.0624

0.03527
0.002205
2.205
1.102
L102
1.102

8.851

0.02089

0.11240

0:0075"

0.3346

9.87 .
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Physic6/
Quantity

, This In
"English" Units

FLow 1 gallon per day

1 gallon per minute
1 cubic foot per

minute
1 cubic foot per
-second

FORCE 1 ounce
1 pound
1 ton 12000

pounds)

Equals, in etric'
Spelled out Symbolic . Reeiprotalt

0.04381 milliliters per
second

0.04381 itil/s 22.824

63:08 rriillileter per second 63.08 ml/s 0.0.1585

0.4719 liter per second 0.4719 1/s

28.32 liters per second 28.32 1/s 0:0353

0.2780 newton N 1.597
4.448 newtons

.0.2780
N 0.2248

8.897 kilonewtont 8.897 kN 0:11240 ,
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REFERENCES

Hydram Manufacturers

Rife Hydraulic Engine Manufacturing Company; 123 Main Street
Andover, New Jersey 07621 USA

John Blake, Ltd., PO Box 43, Royal Works
ACdrington, Lancashire BB5 5LP England

The Skookum Company, Inc., 14041 NE Sandy Blvd.
PO Box 20216; Portland, Oregon 97220 USA

Balaju Yantra Shala (P.) LTD.
Balaju, Kathmandu, Nepal

Southern Cross,.-Australia

Publications

A Hydraulic Ram for Village Use, by Ersal W; Kindel', 11 pp. VITk

Village Technology Handbook, 370 pp; VITA 4

A_Manuai_on_the_Hydraulic Ram for Pumping Wateri.by SiB.
Intermediate Technology 44 pp.

heory and Design, by J;
12 pp;',, American Society of Mechanical Engineers.i

Building a Hydraulic. Ram, By bon Marier, 6 1313

pi6ropriate_TechnologySource Book, Volumes I and II, by Ken
Darrow, Kent Keller, Rick Pam, vofunteers in Asia PublicatiOn

"Hydraulic Ram Forces- Water to P4iiip Itself," Popular Science,
October, 1948, pp.231=233.

I I

"We built our own Hydraulic Ram Pump," by Bill and Kathy HyslOp, 8
pp., Rodale Press.

"Mother's Hydraulic Ram Pump," Mother Earth News, May-June 1979,

Other Sources of Information

Information Collection Exchange, Peace Corps, Washington, D. C.

ITDG's publication on ferrocement,

Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand
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